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We don’t have enough homegrown sci-fi on 
TV these days. In recent years the UK has 
produced more one-season wonders than 

bona fide new hits, leaving genre stalwarts Doctor Who 
and Red Dwarf to carry the torch.

While the Time Lord is frequently held up as a 
British cultural icon, however, I don’t think the boys 
from the Dwarf get the credit they deserve. This is a 
show in its 30th year, that continues to be both loaded 
with unconventional sci-fi ideas and very funny – an 
achievement that deserves to be shouted about. So 
with Red Dwarf XII heading Earthwards in October,  
I had the privilege of meeting the show’s stars, with 
one mission: to ask them your questions (p40).

Elsewhere in this packed-to-bursting issue, we’ve 
been on set for Star Trek: Discovery (p78); headed to 
New York to see how Netflix is taking the law into its 
own hands with its The Punisher series (p58); tried to 
find out if androids are still dreaming of electric sheep 
in Blade Runner 2049 (p48); and spoken to director 
Matthew Vaughn about his incredibly dapper spy 
sequel, Kingsman: The Golden Circle (p64).

With the likes of Stranger Things, Justice League and 
Star Wars: The Last Jedi on the way between now and 
Christmas, SFX will continue to be filled with the 
biggest sci-fi and fantasy releases. Subscribe now to 
make sure you never miss an issue – details on p38.

Claire lim
wRitER
Raves

 Volume two  
of Mark Millar’s 
Jupiter’s Legacy 
has arrived and it 
doesn’t disappoint.  
Millar has a knack for  
creating brilliant superhero 
stories with a modern twist.  
i couldn’t put this down.
Rants

 i’m trying to get excited 
about Justice League, but it 
just feels like it’s going to be 
another square-jawed borefest. 

kimberley 
ballard 
pRoDuction EDitoR
Raves

 the new Gucci 
fall/winter 
campaign is 
inspired by classic 
creature features, 
with plenty of aliens, robots 
and dinosaurs, and looks 
crazy-cool!  

 it’s been announced that 
The Love Witch director  
Anna Biller will be helming an 
adaptation of Bluebeard. cue 
me quivering in anticipation.

riChard edwards 
EDitoR
Raves

 David tennant 
as crowley and 
Michael Sheen as 
Aziraphale? the 
casting in the new Good 
Omens tV show is perfect.

 So excited about Discovery. 
it’s been too long since boldly 
going was last a tV staple.
Rants

 Disappointed that the next 
Star Wars will focus on obi-
wan Kenobi. i’m not fussed 
about character prequels.

niCk setChfield 
fEAtuRES EDitoR
Raves

 Recommended 
reading: Drama 
And Delight, 
Richard Marson’s 
insightful biography 
of Verity Lambert. if you only 
know her as the woman who 
launched Doctor Who there’s  
a fascinating, inspiring life  
to discover.

 okay with a Joker movie in 
principle. if only Martin 
Scorsese was directing one, 
not just producing… 

ian berriman 
REViEwS EDitoR
Raves

 Enjoyed The 
Defenders, though 
i was kinda 
checking my 
watch whenever 
Jessica Jones  
wasn’t on-screen…

 Delighted Silva Screen has 
reissued tristram cary’s 
music from 1963 Doctor Who 
episode “the Daleks”. Shame 
it’s not on vinyl, though.

 currently rewatching The 
Twilight Zone. it’s so moreish!

Jonathan Coates 
ARt EDitoR
Raves

 Almost too 
excited by the 
prospect of a 
live-action Jetsons 
series. Hope they keep the 
twinkly title music.

 Am so excited for Blade 
Runner 2049. Mad that the 
original was set in 2019!
Rants

 At time of writing still no 
sign of a full Last Jedi trailer. 
c’mon, Disney, let’s see those 
cute little porgs in action!

Jermaine odelli
AD Guy
Raves

 the return of 
The Tick. i’ve been 
a huge fan since 
the original hilarious 
animated show. Any superhero 
that yells “Spoon!” as a battle-
cry is my personal hero.
Rants

 the Game Of Thrones leaks 
are crazy. it’s hard enough 
trying to avoid spoilers if you 
don’t see it on release day, but 
trying to dodge them a week 
in advance? A nightmare!

rhian drinkwater
wRitER
Raves

 Loving The 
Defenders – and 
very impatient for 
Jessica Jones series 
two now.

 About two years late, i’ve 
just started watching The 
Expanse. Good, isn’t it?!
Rants

 there are too Many Books i 
need to read, and i’m lacking 
free time. could someone 
please sort me about a month-
long holiday in a library?
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 The kung 
fu-inspired Lego 
Ninjago Movie is 
the latest big-screen 
block party.

 The original 
Ghostbusters 
director answers 
the comic book call.

 The Star Wars 
prequel series is in 
its last year – we 
have the key intel.

KUNG FUN
14

GHOST 
WRITING

19
REBELS 
REBELS

24

KnoCK
’em DeaD
Medical emergencies 
are no joke in Niels 
Arden Oplev’s 
Flatliners follow-up 
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Michael Douglas again produces Flatliners. “He’s a fantastic producer; we had a great collaboration,” says Oplev.

Nov 2017
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We can surely all relate to 
scenes like this from our 
school chemistry days.

Near death, actual 
death, or just a mid-
afternoon power nap?

“We might need a disclaimer saying, 
‘Don’t do this at home!’” jokes director 
Niels Arden Oplev, chatting to Red 

Alert about his new film Flatliners. “Basically, 
you could look at this film and you could go kill 
somebody the way the characters do it.” That 
may not be the most responsible way to sell his 
slick-looking supernatural thriller, but the 
premise is certainly an adrenaline-spiker: a 
group of medical students experiment with a 
near-death experience as a way of investigating 
the existence of the afterlife.

If that plot – and title – sounds familiar, it’s 
probably because Flatliners is actually a sequel 
to Joel Schumacher’s same-titled 1990 scare 
flick starring Kiefer Sutherland, Julia Roberts 
and Kevin Bacon. That film turned a healthy 
profit at the box office and tapped into similar 
murky psychological territory as Altered States, 
but it’s now a little-known genre curio mostly 
remembered by cult fans.

That lack of household familiarity was part 
of what attracted Oplev, who previously 
directed the 2009 Swedish version of The Girl 
With The Dragon Tattoo, to Ben Ripley’s script. 

“I thought, ‘Yeah it’s a cult classic but it’s not a 
masterpiece,’” he admits of Schumacher’s 
original. “I thought there definitely was [the 
opportunity to make] a new, really exciting, 
really entertaining version of this film that 
could connect with a new generation.”

His version is a part-sequel, part-reboot in 
which student Courtney (Ellen Page) 
masterminds a plan to stop her heart for short 
bursts in order to see what lies beyond the veil. 
“Courtney is, on the surface, definitely chasing 
the scientific experimentation,” Oplev says, 
“and then, of course, I don’t want to do a 
spoiler, but there are other motives driving her 
that are revealed. She’s the instigator, the one 
who takes the initiative.” Lending her a 
defibrillator are fellow med students Marlo 
(Nina Dobrev), Jamie (James Norton), Ray 
(Diego Luna) and Sophia (Kiersey Clemons), 
all of whom get involved for different, perhaps 
sinister, reasons.

Given the outrageous concept at the film’s 
heart, Oplev knew he needed a specific type of 
actress who could pull off the medical babble 
while also bringing intelligence and heart to 
Flatliners. Luckily, he found that in a certain 

 We might  
need to have a 
disclaimer saying, 
‘Don’t do this at 
home!’ 



Nov 2017

There’s a ’90s thriller vibe 
– if you can look past the 
product placement.

“She just has this depth 
and quality,” Oplev says of 
the excellent Ellen Page.

If the whole doctor thing 
goes sour, at least they can 
fall back on modelling.

Inception star. “Ellen has this remarkable 
thing… When you put a camera on her, everything 
is interesting,” he marvels of Page. “She just has 
this depth and this quality where you never get 
tired of seeing her on screen. She’s the one who 
has this outrageous idea of getting James and 
Kiersey’s characters to stop her heart, and you 
totally believe it! She has such emotional depth, 
it just gives the film an elegance, as does Diego; 
he’s such a hero in the film.”

Of course, this wouldn’t be Flatliners 
without the man who originated the crazy idea 
back in the ’90s. In Oplev’s film, we’re reunited 
with Nelson (Kiefer Sutherland), who may or 
may not be an ally to our fresh, young white-
coats. “Well, he’s a middle-aged man now, he’s 
definitely a bit marked by life, but he’s certainly 
still capable of being a tough, unforgiving 
professor,” Oplev says, clearly choosing his 
words carefully so as not to give too much 
away. “I think it’s very fun, those moments with 
Kiefer’s cameo in this film. He enjoys scaring 
the shit out of the young students.”

So is Nelson still chasing the world of the 
dead? “I would say that’s a question one would 
have to ask Nelson!” Oplev teases. “That’s a 
mystery around him, so I can’t answer that!” 
And Nelson won’t be the only familiar element 
in Oplev’s film, with the director revealing: 
“There’s a bit of a homage to the old film in the 
very end of this film, in the violent climax, but 
this is very different to that ’80s goth kind of 
world that Schumacher created. I don’t think 
the film tries to be the old film in any way; it 
tries to be a new, scary, fun interpretation of a 
great plot.”

Having been shot over 48 days in Toronto, 
Flatliners is in post-production when Oplev 
chats to Red Alert. He has just four weeks to 
finish the editing and all-important special 
effects, with the latter pivotal in the creation of 
the dead world our characters discover.

“It’s kind of like it has a bit of a dreamlike/
nightmarish character to it,” he says. “First 
when they start to flatline, it’s really trippy, it’s 
like a great trip, like a crazy amusement park 
ride, and then of course they open a door to the 
wrong place, you could say, and then it turns 
toward the more nightmarish element. That’s 
scary in a very entertaining way, I would say!” 
Who needs responsible?  

Flatliners is out on 29 September.

FEMALE DRIVE
 “The old film has four guys and one girl,” 

says Oplev, “and that kind of reflects the 
world of nearly 30 years ago, but we have 
three very strong women and two cool guys, 
which reflects more the world we live in 
today. That was part of the reason why I liked 
the project. I have great compassion for 
strong female characters and I think they’re 
super-interesting on screen. I suppose I was 
in on creating a character that put a mark on 
the world with Lisbeth Salander.”

MEDICAL MARVEL
 A team of researchers worked hard to 

ensure Flatliners featured the most 
up-to-date medical know-how. “All the 
medical procedures being correct brings out 
drama and gives an incredible tension to the 
scenes where the characters are trying to get 
this person back to life,” reasons Oplev. 
“What I really wanted to do was make a 
super-realistic, high-credibility world around 
these characters, pushing the frontier of 
medicine, so the film has a realistic and a 
little bit of a sci-fi feel to it in that sense.”

PARTY ANIMAL
 If Ellen Page’s Courtney is the film’s 

level-headed doc, James Norton’s Jamie is 
the loose cannon. “He’s the medical student 
who’s in it so he can take money out of his 
trust fund every month, and he’s all about 
partying, drugs and getting laid,” says Oplev. 
“He kind of goes into it for the adventure. He 
has that kind of recklessness at the start of 
the film that makes the whole thing happen. 
It’s him and Ellen; the combination of her 
seriousness and his recklessness is what 
makes it go off.”

COMPETITIVE SPIRIT
 “I wanted the world to reflect the world of 

young people today,” Oplev reveals, 
“because they live in such a highly 
competitive world. When I was young, you 
could take a couple of years and bum around 
the world, right? Here, even Kiefer’s 
character is saying to them, we’re not here to 
educate country club doctors, we’re here to 
push the dial of human knowledge and those 
of you who can’t do that should just leave 
now. That competition is partly what drives 
our characters to do what they do.”

WHAT’S UP, DOC?
Oplev reveals more about
the world of Flatliners
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 The new film 
tries to be a  
new, scary, fun 
interpretation of  
a great plot 
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ON SET EXCLUSIVE

Perfecting 
the look… 
Samson Kayo 
on set.

Taylor (centre) 
is both writer 
and star of  
the sitcom.

“So we travel 
back to the ’20s 
via a urine-
sodden lift?”

“There seems to be a sci-fi thing at 
the moment,” says Daniel Lawrence 
Taylor of the current mood in British 

sitcom. “I think if I’d tried to pitch this five or 
six years ago I wouldn’t have got the same 
response. I was so pleased that people got on 
board. I was quite surprised. Whenever I 
explained the concept to someone they 
thought I was a little bit insane.”

Taylor is the writer and star of Timewasters, 
a new ITV2 show about an unsuccessful jazz 
band from modern-day London who are 
catapulted back into the 1920s. It’s the second 
time Taylor’s starred in a sci-fi sitcom for the 
channel – he was the lead in post-apocalypse 
show Cockroaches – although it’s the first show 
he’s written.

“At the starting point,” he explains, “it was 
very concept-heavy, and like any sitcom, it 
needs to be more about the characters.” So 
Taylor developed it by thinking about the 
different ways they might approach time 
travel. “I play a character called Nick, and 
he’s the character that worries about 
tampering with the past because it will 
affect the present – but he’s quite 
ambitious as well.

“Then there’s Jason. He’s a bit of a 
ladies’ man and, as a jazz musician in 
the Jazz Age, he’s absolutely adored so 

aLL tHat Jazz
It’s back to the 1920s for new 
ITV2 sitcom Timewasters

Although set in 1920s London, Timewasters was actually filmed in Liverpool.
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“There are no 
fish here. Just 
amphibious 
creatures.”

a e r i a L 
a s s a u Lt

SCI-FI TV 
ROUND UP

DON’T qUOTE mE
“THere WILL Be A VerSIoN oN THe 

DVD WHere I re-VoIce ALL THe 
cHArAcTerS AS SNArky NeW 

ZeALANDerS.”
Taika Waititi knows what  people want from 

the home release of Thor: Ragnarok.

he loves being there. And then there’s Horace, 
he’s the one that discovers the time machine, 
he gets it from a homeless guy called Pete, and 
he’s a very optimistic wide-eyed guy. He acts 
no different in the past than he does in the 
present. Then we have a character called 
Lauren. She’s an opportunist and she’s able to 
use her knowledge [of the future] in order to 
make more money.”

“She’s the drummer,” adds Adelayo Adedayo, 
who plays her. “She’s wry and sarcastic and she 
sort of bullies the boys a little bit – she keeps 
them on their toes.” 

Do the band members know much about the 
era they’ve landed in? “No, not at all! especially 
Lauren, she’s just guessing, so no, everything is 
a wonderful surprise. Well, I say wonderful...”

Taylor was impressed by how the production 
conjured the decadent 1920s on a British 
sitcom budget – “The sets and costumes were 
amazing” – and in one script he included a 
scene featuring an ice swan, expecting to be 

told it was too expensive. “And we got one! In 
fact we got two, we had a back-up in case the 
first one broke.” We mention the costumes to 
Adedayo and she gushes with enthusiasm:  
“The costumes are my favourite thing. They are 
so cool. And especially with Lauren, because 
she’s a tomboy, so I get to wear all the suits, and 
the hats... I was living my best life.”

When asked to compare Timewasters to 
other comedies, Taylor struggles for a direct 
comparison but says, “When I was writing it I 
was also watching Rick And Morty at the time. I 
wish I could compare it to Rick And Morty but 
I can’t, because it’s such an incredible show, 
and it’s so clever. I wouldn’t call my show 
clever! But it’s big and silly and it goes to weird 
and wonderful places.” 

Timewasters airs on ITV2 in early October.

 The costumes 
are my favourite 
thing. They are so 
cool. I was living 
my best life 

 The League Of 
Gentlemen to 
return for three 
new episodes.

 Karl Urban is 
“in discussions” to 
play Judge Dredd 
again in TV show 
Judge Dredd: 
mega-City One.

 New DC 
universe TV series 
Titans has landed 
its first lead in 
Tegan Croft, 
who’ll play empath 
Raven.

 The Dark Tower 
TV series will be 
overseen by 
former Walking 
Dead showrunner 
Glen Mazzara.  
It’ll be based on 
the fourth book in 
the saga.

 The munsters 
are back! Seth 
Meyers and Jill 
Kargman will 
executive produce 
a reboot of the 
’60s show for NBC.

 David Tennant 
and Michael Sheen 
will take the lead 
roles in the TV 
adaptation of 
Terry Pratchett 
and Neil Gaiman’s 
Good Omens  
“Terry would be 
over the moon,” 
said Rob Wilkins, 
Pratchett’s long-
time assistant.

 Comedian Paul 
Scheer is writing 
the Galaxy quest 
TV series. “I don’t 
think there has 
ever been a better 
time to continue 
the story,” he says.

Genre fave Doug Jones is having 
a busy year. In addition to his 
starring role in TV’s Star Trek: 

Discovery (p78), the actor has reunited 
with his frequent collaborator Guillermo 
del Toro for The Shape Of Water.

“I’m a fish man, a mutant,” Jones tells 
red Alert. “I’m the last of my kind. I was 
discovered in the Amazon river. I’ve been 
brought back to the US and I’m in a secret 
test facility, where they’re trying to figure 
out what I am, and use whatever I am in 
outer space. The setting is 1963, so the race 
for space with russia, and the cold War 
are on. Meanwhile, there’s a cleaning lady, 
played by Sally Hawkins. She’s cleaning in 
the lab where I’m being held hostage and 
dying slowly, because they’re ripping me 
apart one piece at a time. She can hear but 
she can’t speak, and she befriends me. We 
develop an affection for each other and have 
a beautiful non-verbal communication.” 

While Jones says The Shape Of Water is 
reminiscent of classic monster movies like 
Creature From The Black Lagoon, he points 
out its major difference.  

“This time the monster gets the chick,” 
he laughs. “Guillermo really specifically 
wanted to do that differently. That was 
bizarre and wonderful and beautiful to 
play out.” 

The Shape Of Water will screen at the 
London Film Festival in October (see p20), 
and is released in the UK in February 2018.

Guillermo del Toro’s The Shape Of 
Water is no fish story…

TO THE GILLS
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This isn’t Green Ninja Lloyd’s movie debut – he cameoed as a Master Builder in The Lego Movie.

5 things you need to know about...

tHe Lego ninJago movie
The kung fu-inspired Lego off-shoot comes to the big screen

YOU DON’T NEED 
TO KNOW NINJAGO

1 It may have spawned numerous toy sets, 
videogames, a TV show and more, but  

if you’re not a pre-teen (or the parent of one), 
chances are Lego Ninjago has passed you by. 
Newbies have nothing to fear, however. “I think 
we were really aware that unless you’re ten 
years old you probably haven’t heard of 
Ninjago, so we wanted to make sure the film 
didn’t only play to fans,” The Lego Ninjago 
Movie director Charlie Bean tells Red Alert. 
“It’s an introduction to the crazy world of 
Ninjago – if you know nothing about it, this is 
your place to start.”

IT’S A MASSIVE 
GENRE MASH-UP

2 “It’s all the things 
I love!” laughs 

Bean when asked about 
Ninjago’s unique blend 
of geek-friendly 
ingredients. “It’s ninjas and 
giant robots and kung fu, and 
part of what’s so fun about it is 
mixing all these genres. But at its 
core it’s an emotional story about 
family, and that’s what I think sets the 
Lego movies apart. It’s about Lloyd [the Green 
Ninja] and his father [Garmadon] who left and 
hasn’t been there for him. Lloyd is the hero and 
his father is the villain, so it plays out on this 
grand, almost ridiculous scale, but it is really 
a story about a father and a son.”

IT’S IN THE LEGO 
CINEMATIC UNIVERSE

3 While Cartoon Network has its own 
long-running Ninjago: Masters Of 

Spinjitzu animated series, this is not a 
continuation. “We take the basic canon of the 
show, the characters and the concepts, and tell 
our own story,” says Bean. In fact, it slots more 

comfortably into the block-based world 
established in The Lego Movie and The Lego 
Batman Movie. “We’re very much in the same… 
Lego Cinematic Universe,” the director 
explains. “The aesthetic from the beginning 
has been stop-motion with Lego, and this is 
also very much in that vein. Also, the tone and 
irreverent brand of humour that all the Lego 
movies have connects them together.”

THE MINIFIGS KNOW KUNG FU

4 Despite having an extremely limited 
number of points of articulation, the 

Lego minifigure stars of the film won’t be 
shying away from martial arts. “They don’t 

bend at the elbows, they have no 
knees… That’s kind of a 

beautiful challenge,” says 
Bean. “Real 
choreographed kung fu 
with that limited 

articulation? It’s so much 
fun to solve that problem!”

JACKIE CHAN ADVISED 
ON THE FIGHTS

5 As well as voicing mentor figure Sensei 
Wu, Jackie Chan was on hand to help 

with the fight choreography. “He’s literally  
a kung fu master!” Bean points out. “Working 
with him was a rare honour.”

Chan was, however, sceptical about 
working with the film’s plastic stars. “The 

first thing he did was move his arm in a 
really stiff way, and he didn’t think [Lego 
kung fu] would work. So I showed him 

some of the tests we’d done, asked him to 
trust me and said to choreograph the 
moves as he would normally do them. 

Then we’d follow him and figure out how 
to interpret it in Lego!” 

The Lego Ninjago Movie is out on 13 October.

 It’s ninjas and 
giant robots and 
kung fu, and it’s 
fun mixing all of  
these genres 
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a DariNg revivaL
Writer Peter Milligan previews space hyper-
hero Dan Dare’s explosive return to comics

as british comic book characters go, 
they don’t come more iconic than Dan 
Dare. Now Frank Hampson’s pilot of 

the future is back in a new series from Titan 
Comics – his first adventure in almost a decade.

“It’s difficult to say when I first encountered 
Dan,” muses Peter Milligan, the writer tasked 
with the revival alongside artist Albert Fouche. 
“He always seemed to be there. Even as a kid I 
was aware I was looking at a time piece, but I 
loved the art and the weird planets. Even 
though we might be on Jupiter the stories still 
had a Britishness about them, as though Planet 
X with its plant monsters was closer to home 
than, say, the America of Superman.” 

The new series finds Sol System at peace, 
and Dan bored out of his skull – until a 
mysterious alien ship rocks up and destroys 
one of the moons of Saturn. To save the day, 
however, Dare may have to put his trust in his 
oldest enemy – the Mekon! 

Fouche is, says Milligan, the ideal artist for 
the 2017 series. “He totally captures the 
characters and he has a great sense of ‘space’. 
He’s perfect.”

Dan Dare has gone through various guises 
over the years. After the original Eagle strips, 
which ran from 1950 to 1967, the character 
moved to 2000 AD. Most recently, Virgin 
Comics revived the strip from 2007-2008. 

Milligan and Fouche looked back at the old 
comics, but in the end elected to stay faithful to 
the hero that fans know and love, rather than 
try to dramatically reinvent him. “I’ve tried to 
honour the original rather than break him into 
pieces and rebuild him,” explains Milligan. 
“Our new Dan is a modern man, with modern 
problems, but there remains at his core a sense 
of decency.” 

Dan Dare #1 is on sale from 11 October from 
Titan Comics.

he was teleporting hiro’s loyal best 
mate who subsequently discovered he 
had superhuman abilities of his own. 
he’s since cropped up in episodes of 
Preacher, Sleepy Hollow and 
Elementary, and is currently 
performing in Wild Goose Dreams at 
the La Jolla Playhouse in California.

Would you like to play Ando again?
 In some ways, it feels like a chapter 

from my life that I have graduated 
from, yet there were so many back 
stories of Ando that we never got to 
explore in the show. So, if it was in the 
right context and storyline to deepen 
his character, then I’d be happy to 
reprise the role.
What would he be doing now?

 He would be married to Kimiko 
(Hiro’s sister), running our company 
and probably raising two or three kids, 
who may have some kind of 
superpowers as well. I imagine us being 
a family like The Incredibles.
What’s the strangest request you’ve 
had from a fan?

 Not strange, but I’ve had at least 
three people name their babies Kyson 
after me, which is always an honour.
Would any of your character’s 
attributes have been useful to possess 
in real life?

 The ability to shoot lasers out of my 
hands? Sure! Also the fact I could 
supercharge anything – I wouldn’t need 
batteries or a charger anymore.
What would be the inscription on 
Ando’s gravestone?

 “The first human to live past 123 
years. He was noble, honourable, and 
always stood up for everything that’s 
good in the world.”

Small press mag Spaceship Away continues to produce new Dare strips for the Eagle incarnation of the character.
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When battling human 
annihilation, never be 
without a mouth mask.

A News Hope

At the time of writing there’s still no 
trailer from The Last Jedi, but 
Entertainment Weekly tunnelled past 
the Disney forcefield to grab the world 
some intel from a galaxy far, far away....

 For starters, 
it looks like 
Luke skywalker 
isn’t that 
chuffed to have 
visitors on 
Ahch-To. “[Han 
solo]'s gone, 
and instead I’m 
with this 
grumpy guy on 
an island who 
doesn’t want 
me here," says 
Daisy Ridley 
(Rey). “The 
very first step 
in the writing of 
this was 
figuring out 
why he’s on that island," explains 
writer/director Rian Johnson. “we 
know that he’s not a coward. But we 
also know that he must know his 
friends are in danger. It had to be 
something where Luke skywalker 
believes he’s doing the right thing.”

 The Resistance could clearly do with 
some skywalker assistance, seeing as 
starkiller Base blowing up the Republic 
government has left them in something 
of a tight spot. “They’re a small 
band that’s now cut off, on its own 
and hunted when the Republic is 
shattered," explains Johnson. 
“They’re very, very vulnerable.”

 AwoL stormtrooper Finn, however, 
isn’t that keen on sticking around. “He 
just wants to get away and not be 
involved,” says actor John Boyega. His 
friendship with new character Rose 
Tico, a Resistance mechanic who thinks 
he’s kind of a big deal, may be enough 
to change his mind, however, and the 
duo will team up with Benicio del 
Toro’s morally flexible hacker DJ.

 other tidbits in the magazine include 
the confirmation that we’ll meet Andy 
serkis’s supreme Leader snoke in the 
flesh this time, that he’s protected by 
red-suited praetorian Guards and that 
his role will be bigger – although it 
doesn’t sound like we’ll discover 
everything about his backstory. “we’ll 
learn exactly as much about snoke as 
we need to,” teases Johnson. 

 And after all that there’s 
not really enough time 
to talk about the Han 
solo movie – though 
new director Ron 
Howard has been 
tweeting a lot of 
backstage pictures. 

ON SET EXCLUSIVE

BacK tO Life
The human race gets a restart in Extinct

You know how invading ETs, 
however powerful, usually get sent 
packing by the human race? New TV 

drama Extinct takes place 400 years in a post‑ 
apocalyptic future, where an alien faction has 
to resurrect three Reborns to restart human 
civilisation. But the trio must overcome new 
dangers, uncover secret agendas and battle the 
aliens that killed off humanity in the first place. 

“This is a show about second chances,” 
executive producer Aaron Johnston tells Red 
Alert. “We find ourselves in the worst possible 
circumstances. The human race doesn’t exist 
anymore. Everything that gives us joy, 
everything that defines us as human beings, is 
gone. This isn’t a show that wallows in human 
suffering. This is a show about hope. This show 
is about finding redemption.”

On an unusually warm Thursday in 
February, a quick tour of Extinct’s Utah set 
reveals a ragtag, deserted settlement with 
graves lining the grounds. Close by, a fortified 
courtyard and watch towers stand tall.

“When these people initially get here, they 
have no idea what their objective is,” Johnston 
explains. “They’re told their uber‑goal is to 
restore the human race. In some aspect, that’s 
true. But, our principal villains are these 
parasites, the Skinriders. When a Skinrider 
dies, the crystal – which is the brain of the 
parasite and resides in the back of a person’s 
neck – is removed and it preserves all the 
memories of the Skinrider parasites. The 
Ancestor is this enormous structure that exists 
in a cave, the mind of all the Skinriders, and the 
humans’ objective is to destroy it because it’s 
impeding the regeneration of the human race.”

Johnston says that flashbacks will provide 
some background information on the Reborns.
“We go back in time,” he explains. “We learn 
who they were. We also learn that all of them 
are seeking some degree of redemption. 
There’s a purpose as to why these people  
were reborn.”  

Extinct airs on BYUtv in the US from 1 October.

See Development Hell 
(p 26) for more

Star Wars news!
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brianna 
hildebrand
Deadpool’s Negasonic Teenage 
Warhead embraces the horror 
of TV’s The Exorcist

MINOR PROBLEMS
 “I play a foster kid named Verity. She is on the verge of turning 

18, which means she is about to be kicked out of the system. And 
John Cho plays Andrew, who is the foster father of four foster kids.” 

SLUMBER PARTY MASSACRE
 “When I was growing up I was super into scary movies. I loved 

horror and slasher films, and my friends and I would sit around 
and have movie nights. I think my best friend showed me the 
original Exorcist film when I was in junior high school! [Laughs]”

ENDURANCE TEST
 “I’ve always loved being scared, and the challenge. I like to see if 

movies can scare me. That is one of my favourite things.”

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
 “Just recently I finished filming a horror comedy movie called 

Tragedy Girls [co-starring X-Men: Apocalypse’s Alexandra Shipp]. 
It was so much fun for me to film. I really enjoyed being on that 
side of it, with all the prosthetics and blood. It was just such  
a fun time for me. So I’m really looking forward to starting  
[The Exorcist] and seeing how much fun we have.”

WARHEAD WISHLIST
 “In Deadpool 2 I guess I would just want to expand on 

Negasonic’s character a little bit. Everyone knows that she’s moody 
and she’s goth and she’s hard-edged. But I don’t think anyone 
really knows where that comes from. I think that would be really 
interesting to explore. [A boyfriend] would be cool.” 

The Exorcists’s second season airs on Fox in the US from  
29 September, and on Syfy in the UK from 11 October.



Simon Barry keeps bringing people 
back from the dead. As creator of 
Continuum and an executive producer 

on Van Helsing’s first season, the British-born 
Canadian writer and director showed that 
getting killed doesn’t have to be the end of the 
road for major characters. Now he’s at it again 
on Ghost Wars, summoning restless spirits to 
explore ideas about the afterlife.

“When it comes to life and death, everyone 
brings their own agenda depending on their 
belief system,” says Barry, who is serving as 
showrunner on Syfy’s spooky new show.

In Ghost Wars those agendas are represented 
by four characters with contrasting 
perspectives. “We have a priest who’s a major 
character in the story, a medium, a scientist and 
what I call a ‘humanist’, who is someone who 
doesn’t have a dogmatic belief system but is 
more like you and I, and just trying to get 
through the day,” Barry reveals.

These four characters cross paths in the 
remote Alaskan town of Port Moore after it is 
subjected to what seems to be a supernatural 
attack by the show’s titular spirits. Yet, not 
everyone sees the assault as uncanny.

“From a religious point of view, it’s going to 
be seen through that lens,” Barry explains. 
“From a scientific point of view, they don’t 
want to believe in anything that is essentially 
paranormal; they want to quantify it and 
find a scientific explanation for it. For the 
medium, this is just normal because the 
paranormal world exists next to our 
world. Then, from the sceptical 
humanist worldview, it’s like,  
‘What the fuck is happening and 
how do I process this?’”

To portray the show’s central 
characters, Barry has cast an 
impressive mix of young and 
experienced talent. Among the 

youth team is Caprica graduate Avan Jogia who 
plays Roman Mercer, an antagonistic loner 
cursed with the ability to communicate with 
the dead. The veterans, meanwhile, include 
Meat Loaf as the town bully and Daredevil’s 
Kingpin, Vincent D’Onofrio, as a priest.

“Because we were technically a smaller 
show than the typical network shows, we felt 
we had a tougher time getting the attention of 
name actors,” Barry recalls. “When the chance 
came up to get the script to Vincent D’Onofrio, 
it was really encouraging when he responded 
and said he liked the character.”

Despite a title that suggests it will be high 
concept, Ghost Wars will emulate sensibilities 
that characterised ’70s and ’80s horror films, 
Barry explains. “This is really about psychology 
and how our fears are our own worst enemy as 

opposed to something physical.” But it will 
also take cues from some recent classics of 

the genre. “We’re trying to do many things 
at once,” Barry says. “Sometimes it’s 
conflict in a very grounded, serious 

dramatic way and sometimes it’s more 
light-hearted so we’re not taking 

ourselves too seriously in the same way 
as more contemporary horror movies 

like The Cabin In The Woods.” 

Ghost Wars is set to debut on US 
Syfy in early October.

s c i - f a c t ! “Everybody could die and we could still be in the next season,” says Zak Santiago, who plays Rodney Doyle.
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“I’d bow my 
head too if my 
’tache was as 
puny as yours.”

gHOst tOWn
Continuum’s Simon Barry is resurrecting the 
spirit of classic horror films with Ghost Wars

“Does the 
afterlife still 
involve bats?” 
asks Meat Loaf.
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STAR EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

The Ghostbusters’ first comic book crossover was with the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.

sPooK centraL
Ghostbusters’ Ivan Reitman talks comics

Comic book multiverses are no 
longer the sole domain of superheroes, 
as IDW’s Ghostbusters 101 

demonstrates. Featuring the first team-up of 
the paranormal investigators from 1984 with 
those of the 2016 reboot, the comic book has 
the approval of original director Ivan Reitman.

“I certainly argued against it and was 
overruled as far as starting again and not 
continuing the legacy,” Reitman tells us of Paul 
Feig’s movie. “I think that was finally what was 
disappointing about the film, as opposed to 
what the gender of the Ghostbusters was. My 
interest was always to have both genders 
represented as Ghostbusters. In fact the 
continuation that I’d worked on – until 
Harold Ramis unfortunately passed away 
– involved two young females as 
well as two young males. 
I liked the idea of 
continuing the story and I 
think the audience did. So I 
thought it was great to be able to 
try using the comic book, 
which has been very 

well liked and well regarded up till now, to see 
if we can bridge this gap.”

Regarding the chemistry between the two 
teams, Reitman says, “I knew as soon as I read 
the first chapter it was gonna work, seeing the 
two different groups of characters work with 
each other, the most delightful of which is the 
Kate McKinnon character, Holtzmann, doing 
scenes with Spengler, Harold Ramis’s character. 
There’s this whole topspin of comedy beyond 
what we normally had. I said, ‘Oh, this is a good 
idea! We don’t have to have all eight of them all 
at once. Just think of them as an ensemble.’”

Though Ghostbusters 101 wrapped up last 
month, a five-issue series based around 
the 2016 team, Ghostbusters: Answer 
The Call is on the way. Meanwhile, 
Reitman is focused on the franchise’s 

big-screen future. 
“We’re working really hard on two 

different Ghostbusters films for 2019 and 
2020. We’re pounding away.” 

IDW’s Ghostbusters: Answer The Call 
starts in October.

The Marvel Cinematic 
Universe’s winning streak is 
poised to continue next year with 

the studio’s TV comedy adaptation of New 
Warriors. The show will feature This Is Us 
star Milana Vayntrub as Squirrel Girl, 
Derek Theler as Mister Immortal, Jeremy 
Tardy as Night Thrasher, Calum Worthy as 
Speedball, Matthew Moy as Microbe and 
Kate Comer as Debrii.

While promoting her new interactive 
rom-com That Moment When (produced 
by The Guild star Sandeep Parikh) at 
Comic-Con 2017, Vayntrub tells Red Alert 
of her introduction to the Warriors’ world…

“My friend bought me a bunch of the 
comics because he thought that I reminded 
him of the character. And when I read 
them I thought, ‘I remind myself of this 
character!’ Then he heard there was a 
show, and he said, ‘You gotta get your 
people to send you out for the show.’ I sent 
it to my people, and I was like, ‘You gotta 
get me to go out for this show!’”

Though A-listers like Anna Kendrick 
expressed interest in the role, “I kind of 
always knew that it was mine,” admits 
Vayntrub. “I’d never felt that way before 
about anything.’” And regarding her role in 
That Moment When: “Anna Kendrick was 
not available,” Vayntrub laughs. 

New Warriors comes to Freeform in the 
US in 2018.

Marvel’s New Warriors
recruits its Squirrel Girl…

GOING NUTSWho you 
gonna call?



Date
7-8 October

location 
Hornsey Town Hall 

Arts Centre, London
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There’ll be 
many Lynchian 
wonders.  

Date
4-15 October

location 
Various, London

Guillermo del Toro, Doug Jones and Martin 
Freeman will all be flying the sci-fi flag at this 
year’s London Film Festival. While the fest, now 

in its 61st year, will feature over 200 films across its 
12-day celluloid love-in, the ones we’re really excited 
about are the genre premieres, and four in particular 
have really spiked our interest.

Top of the list, naturally, is del Toro’s The Shape Of 
Water. Described as an “American romantic horror”, it’s set in 1962 and follows a 
mute janitor (Sally Hawkins) working in a government laboratory. Things get weird 
when she discovers a water tank containing an amphibious creature that definitely 
isn’t a frog, but who 
becomes an unlikely 
friend. Del Toro has 
described the film as a 
hopeful response to 
America’s current 
political climate, 
saying: “I thought, 
‘Wouldn’t it be great 
to address it through a 
fairytale, tolerance 
and love?’” Will it give 
Trump the hump?

Other genre flicks 
taking their bow at the 
fest include Ghost 
Stories, directed by 
Jeremy Dyson and 
Andy Nyman, and 
inspired by the 
infamously terrifying 
stage production. 
Martin Freeman plays 
a professor who 
discovers a file 
detailing three 
supposed hauntings, 
and goes on a 
“terror-filled quest”. 
Meanwhile, Thelma is 
a Norwegian sci-fi romance about a woman who discovers she has fantastical powers, 
and Grain – by Berlinane-winning Turkish director Semih Kaplanoglu – is set in a 
dystopian future where a crop failure threatens an already-struggling society.

The 2017 LFF will open on 4 October at the Odeon Leicester Square with Andy 
Serkis’s directorial debut, non-genre flick Breathe. 

Tickets are on sale now at www.bfi.org.uk/lff

MCM LONDON 
COMIC CON
27-29 October
The epic geek 
love-in returns to 
ExCel London in 
Royal Victoria 
Dock, with special 
guests yet to be 
announced. Oh, and 
kids go free. Which 
is nice. 
mcmcomiccon.
com/london

FRIGHTFEST 
HALLOWEEN
28 October
London’s premier 
horror festival 
returns for a 
Halloween special 
at the Prince 
Charles Cinema in 
London. Films are 
to be announced 
nearer the time, but  
expect scares 
aplenty. Natch.
frightfest.co.uk

ARMADACON
3-5 November
The sci-fi and 
fantasy con has 
been running in 
Plymouth since 
1988, and returns to 
the Future Inns for 
another year of all 
things geek.
armadacon.org

GOLLANCZ 
FESTIVAL 2017
4 November
Our pals at 
Gollancz round up 
another stellar 
bunch of sci-fi and 
fantasy writers 
(including Joanne 
Harris and Joe 
Hill) at Foyles on 
Charing Cross 
Road, London.
foyles.co.uk

WORTHING 
WORMHOLE
11 November
“Convention by day, 
cosplay ball by 
night” runs the 
tagline for this 
family-friendly 
event, which 
includes stalls,  
talks, workshops  
and exhibitions.
worthing-
wormhole.co.uk

It’s all anybody’s 
been talking about 
since it returned to 

our screens (alright, that and 
some place called Westeros), 
and Twin Peaks is heading 
back to the UK for the eighth 
official Twin Peaks UK 
Festival. Hornsey Town Hall 
is being transformed into 
locations from the show, 
including the Black Lodge and 
The Roadhouse, and all guests 
will be able to see live 
performances from Lynch-
inspired burlesque and 
cabaret act The Double R Club.

Want some special guests? 
There are more than we can 
shake a log lady at, including 
(deep breath) stars Sherilyn 
Fenn, James Marshall, 
Michael Horse, Kenneth 
Welsh, Jake Wardle and 
executive producer Sabrina 
Sutherland. VIP and Blue 
Diamond ticket holders, 
meanwhile, will have access 
to a recreation of the Great 
Northern Hotel bar. 

www.twinpeaksukfest.com

SEEING 
DOUBLE
Get ready for the Twin 
Peaks UK Festival

sHooTing
for THe sTars
The London Film Festival returns 
with a surfeit of sci-fi treats...

Sally Hawkins 
stars in The 
Shape Of 
Water.

David Oyelowo 
speaking at LFF 
2016’s debate 
on diversity.
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JEANNETTE NG
Meet the author 
behind gothic 
fantasy Under The 
PendUlUm SUn

DEVELOPER EXCLUSIVE

Hopefully this 
won’t be a 
vampire game 
that sucks.

Victorian London is full of shadows. 
Some of them, like Dr Jonathan Reid, 
are exceptionally hungry. Blood must 

be spilled but at what cost? If you’ve ever 
wondered what’s it’s like to have a serious case 
of Angel-itis and feel guilty about being a 
bloodsucker, boy, does Vampyr have the 
brooding black coats and moral decisions for 
you. Exploring a beautifully grim 1918 London 
that’s simultaneously being ravaged by flu and 
supernatural forces, you must choose whether 
to give in to Reid’s vampiric urges or to help the 
people like a true doctor would. 

While choices and dialogue options abound, 
this isn’t just a Telltale-style narrative 
adventure – vampires and their hunters must 
be fought in the streets and sewers, and 
London requires you to explore every inch of 
its grimy world. Vampyr is a bold action RPG 
that constantly plays with your desire for 
power. New abilities unlock with experience 
points and while you can get that from 
completing missions and helping people, you’d 

get a lot more from draining them like a Capri 
Sun pouch. And the better your relationship, 
the more XP you’ll get, so you’ll look them in 
the eye and talk to them before they submit to 
your fanged “embrace”. “We want to challenge 
the morality of players,” says Florent 
Guillaume, lead level designer. “And there are 
always consequences. I kill a merchant, I loot 
his stuff. I kill a quest keeper, I lose his quest. 
There’s always a consequence, but we want the 
player to question their own morality.” 

There are multiple different types of 
bloodsucking fiend and the game joyously plays 
with gory tropes. It’s a good thing your abilities 
include persuasion because, for all his power, 
Jonathan needs to be invited across each 
threshold. With every decision having 
potentially dire consequences for you giving in 
to your lust for O-negative, Vampyr is a bloody 
soup of moral choices. 

Vampyr is released on PC, PS4 and Xbox One  
in November.

HigH staKes
Uncover a different kind of tomb raiding
with the gory morals of Vampyr

Tell us about your protagonist.
 Catherine Helstone is very much a 

gothic heroine: curious but sheltered, 
passionate but repressed, ambitious 
but held back by her position in 
society. She travels to fairyland to find 
her missing missionary brother. Things 
go very badly for her there. 
What in particular inspired the book?

 I came across some grotty old books 
in the university library that turned out 
to be Victorian missionary manuals. 
Reading them and seeing how much 
they thought they were dealing with 
utterly alien people, I wanted them to 
meet some actual alien 
beings. So I took 
passages about weird 
foreigners in missionary 
manuals literally, and 
made them the Fae. 
How long did it take?

 It started off as three 
books, the earliest of 
which I started over a 
decade ago. I had this 
idea for missionaries 
being driven mad by 
fairyland but it didn’t 
really come together until I asked the 
question of how one would write a 
gothic fantasy novel. 
Did you do much research? 

 Research was one of my main ways 
of procrastinating! My favourite nugget 
may be the fairy coffins discovered 
near Edinburgh in 1836, but a close 
second is how the weavers of 
Spitalfields would trap birds for their 
song to entertain them as they wove. 

Under The Pendulum Sun is published 
on 3 October.
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s c i - f a c t ! Aldiss invented the mini-saga, an extremely short story form of exactly 50 words.
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“brian was a man of 
limitless curiosity and in 

his work he was analysing 
the world, whereas Jimmy [JG 
ballard], for instance, imposed 

his ideas on reality. I think if brian 
had been more impositional or had 

a series character, perhaps, he 
might have had a higher profile in 
the SF world. Happily, his literary 
reputation continues to grow.” 

Michael Moorcock

“The strengths [in 
his work] come from the 

sheer quality of his writing – 
it was fine writing in every 

sense, whatever genre he wrote 
for – but in SF he approached 
Wells, I think, in his mixture of 
humanity and grand Darwinian 

vistas. He was restless, and 
endlessly experimental, in itself 
a great strength. And he was 
always interested in the new.” 

Stephen Baxter

The death of Brian Aldiss in August, 
at the age of 92, has robbed British 
literary science fiction of one of its 

preeminent figures. Over a long career, he 
produced more than 40 novels, including 
Non-Stop (1958), Hothouse (1962) and the 
“Helliconia” trilogy (1982-85). A prolific writer 
and editor, he also turned his hand to memoir, 
poetry, SF anthologies, short fiction and 
literary criticism. His 1969 short story 
“Supertoys Last All Summer Long” 
provided the source material for 
AI: Artificial Intelligence.

Born in Norfolk in 1925, 
Aldiss was educated at prep 
school and then, as a 
boarder, at West Buckland 
in Devon. In 1943, he 
joined the Royal Corps 
of Signals. He served in 
India and with the 14th 
Army in Burma. When the 
conflict ended, he continued 
to serve in the Far East. These 
experiences had a huge influence 
on his fiction. 

Returning to England, Aldiss settled in 
Oxford and, working in a bookstore, gathered 
material (first published in The Bookseller) that 
would eventually be reflected in the comic 
novel The Brightfount Diaries (1955). Published 
by Faber, it was successful enough to enable 
Aldiss to become a full-time writer.

While his early life was in many respects 
conventional, Aldiss himself, in the words of 
his friend Michael Moorcock, “was one of 
those gentlemanly English rebels”. Moorcock 
continues: “We had both kept our schoolfellows 
entertained with stories, but I got thrown out 
for it. We were both largely self-educated and 
working for periodicals, even though pretty 
different – he was literary editor of The Oxford 
Mail and I edited Tarzan Adventures.”

This rebellious streak manifested itself in 
Aldiss’s decision not just to write SF, but to act 

as its advocate. His history of 
the genre, Billion Year Spree 

(1973), was hugely influential. 
“He longed for the best SF to be 

recognised,” says Stephen Baxter.
One example of his advocacy came when he 

was the “catalyst” in approaching the Arts 
Council for funding for New Worlds, the 
Moorcock-edited magazine that was the house 
publication of the 1960s new wave in Britain. 
“Brian’s geniality went a long way for us, 
too,” adds Moorcock. “He was very 
sociable and people liked him, 
so he had many readers and 
friends in literary circles.” 

Indeed, there are 
countless stories of Aldiss 
as an expansive, 
fun-loving companion. 
“I remember a great 
ketchup fight in 
Yarmouth,” says 
Moorcock. “People were 

horrified. We only realised when we saw 
ourselves in the mirror that people thought we’d 
been in a particularly nasty fight or accident.”

There was a gentler side to Aldiss too. At 
Novacon in 1993, Baxter went to the bar to find 
Aldiss and Harry Harrison holding court. When 
Baxter went to leave, Aldiss noticed. “Brian 
came away with me, we found a quiet corner, to 
get away from the ‘Harry and Brian Show’, as 
he put it. Very friendly, very funny… He was 

genuinely interested in people, as opposed 
to being the kind of ego that likes to 

be the centre of attention.”
Throughout an eventful 

life, Aldiss endured setbacks, 
yet always bounced back. 
His stack of awards 
included an OBE in 2005. 
He is survived by his 
partner, Alison Soskice, 
four children from his 

two marriages and seven 
grandchildren. 

brian 
aLdiss
Remembering 
an SF giant
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

The season premiere centres on 
Mandalorian warrior Sabine. Why is that?

 Because Sabine has really evolved as a 
character over the seasons. I feel in the end 
she’s every bit as important as Ezra as far as 
being a lead on this show. What’s interesting 
about her is that you have this woman who’s 
experiencing these things similar to Ezra but 
she doesn’t have this implicit connection to the 
Force. She’s not a Jedi. But that doesn’t mean 
she’s not subject to the same temptations and 
ability to go to the Dark Side and her more 
violent self. Can she reject that? One of the 
points of Star Wars is that we must all endure 
these struggles. She had a really dark 
experience with her home world of Mandalore 
and her family, and she’s basically trying to 
reclaim and recover that. 

You’re bringing back another fan-favourite 
Clone Wars character…

 We bring another character, Bo-Katan, 
played by Katee Sackhoff, into season four. 
That character becomes quite important as far 
as Sabine understanding her role and her 
relationship to her people on 
Mandalore. It’s one of those 
things that I’m always 
after. I love Luke 
Skywalker, but that’s 
Luke. How can we be 
different? It’s been a 
challenge on Rebels to 
show these characters 
have a journey like this, to 
find a selfless path, which is 
the endgame for 
enlightenment in Star Wars. 

Many fans are wondering how close Rebels’ 
finale will come to A New Hope.

 Yeah. I would love to say, but for me what’s 
important is, if you know nothing else about 
Star Wars but Star Wars Rebels, this story has 
to work. The promises that we made about 
these characters at the beginning have to be 
fulfilled. It’s something that I really worked on 

with George [Lucas]. We 
can’t rely on the rest of the 
franchise. We always 
appreciated how much 
people knew about the Clone 
Wars, but we tried to tell 
those stories in a meaningful 
way, so that it works for the 
diehard fans but also works 
for the first-time viewers.

What promises does this show have to keep?
 The fundamental promise is, if you’re a kid 

and you sit down and watch the opening of Star 
Wars Rebels, all you really know is here’s a kid 
growing up underneath the rule of an Empire, 
and he’s the hero. So I feel like one of the 
unspoken promises is this kid will overthrow 
the Empire. How do you do that when as a Star 
Wars fan you know that’s Luke and his group of 
friends that does that? It took a long time but I 
think we found a way to satisfy an itch as far as 
what happens in this story. Does everything 
work out nice and peachy? That remains to be 
seen, but I think we came to a good conclusion. 
Bittersweet is a good word to describe it. 

Star Wars Rebels’ fourth season premieres on 
Disney XD this autumn.

rebeL 
YeLL
Star Wars Rebels 
co-creator Dave Filoni 
on the animated 
prequel’s fourth  
and final season

Rukh, Admiral Thrawn’s bodyguard introduced in the Heir To The Empire novel, will make his screen debut in season four.
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“Hmm, this 
black plastic 
thing is ruining 
my look.”

Saw Gerrera 
looks to 
improve his 
cutting edge.

Snarl while 
pulling the 
trigger for  
extra firepower. 
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Award-
winning 
author  
Ann Leckie.
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HIGH-SPEED 
FACTS

 Tobe Hooper, 
director of The 
Texas Chain Saw 
Massacre and 
Poltergeist, has 
died aged 74.

 Actor Robert 
Hardy has passed 
away at 91. His 
genre work 
included playing 
Cornelius Fudge, 
Minister for 
Magic, in the 
Harry Potter 
series.

 Netflix acquires 
MillarWorld, 
Mark Millar’s 
creator-owned 
comic-book 
company. “We’re 
flying to LA to 
strategise the next 
steps,” he says. 

 Disney to launch 
its own streaming 
service in 2019, 
first in the US, 
then globally. That 
means you won’t 
be able to watch 
Iron Man 3 on 
Netflix anymore.

 The Hunger 
Games, Twilight, 
and Now You See 
Me are getting 
their own theme 
park attractions at 
the Lionsgate 
Movie World in – 
wait for it – South 
Korea. Better start 
saving up...

 The Exorcist 
has been turned 
into a stage 
production! Get 
ready for servings 
of pea soup at 
London’s Phoenix 
Theatre from 20 
October. Tickets 
are on sale now.

DoN’T quoTE ME

Before writing, Leckie had jobs as a rodman on a land surveying team and as a recording engineer.

AuTHoR EXCLuSIVE
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reaL 
DeaL
Ann Leckie tells
us about her new 
novel, a tale of the 
future where the 
past is a constant 
presence...

How do you follow up the 
most extraordinary success? It’s 
not a problem most of us ever 

have, but it’s certainly affected Ann 
Leckie whose debut, Ancillary Justice, 
garnered Hugo, Nebula, Clarke and 
BSFA awards. One answer, she says, is to 
remember to stop to be grateful. “I still really enjoy seeing 
all my awards trophies on the shelf,” she laughs. 

Another answer is to keep working and this autumn 
brings the publication of Provenance (see review on p106), a 
standalone novel set in the same universe as, but not 
directly following on from, her Imperial Radch trilogy. It’s a 
novel, she says, born of wanting “to write a book that had to 
do with ancient alien artefacts, which is a space opera trope 
I’ve always loved”. 

However, things didn’t go quite to plan. Instead, Leckie 
found herself interested in “black market archaeologists” 
who sell objects to unscrupulous collectors. “I thought, 
‘Why would people pay top dollar for these shards of clay or 
bits of stones or statues – what is it that makes those things 
valuable to them?’” 

In Provenance, the answer is bound up with influential 
“families collecting their own proofs of identity”. For all 
Leckie is at pains to point out Provenance is intended to be 
“light and adventure-y”, parallels here with the way 
Europeans and Americans value Ancient Greek artefacts 
because of what we think they say about “our cultural 
descent” are deliberate.

When Red Alert suggests certain objects take on a 
near-religious significance, she relates a story of when she 
visited the Louvre in Paris. “It was super-interesting,” she 
says. “There were particular things that were just totally 
surrounded by people – the Mona Lisa, the Venus de Milo 
– and the rest of the place was completely empty. The 
important thing was to be in the presence of these 
particular works – it was as though there was something 
inherent in them.”

As to what’s next, Leckie has been working on a fantasy 
novel set in a world not unlike our own – except it’s a realm 
where gods really exist. “If you could depend on a god to 
cure diseases, our history would be entirely different,” she 
says, adding, “that’s something that interests me that 
doesn’t interest some other fantasy writers.” 

Provenance is published by Orbit on 28 September.

“I FEEL LIkE I WAS THE BABy IN  
THE dIVORCE, OR THE yOuNGEST 
CHILd. I’M juST LIkE, [IN A HIGH-

PITCHEd VOICE] ‘WAS THAT SCENE 
GOOd? HOW dId yOu FEEL?’”

donald “Lando” Glover on Han Solo’s director changes.
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development hell
Your monthly glimpse into Hollywood’s hoped-for future

Nick Setchfield’s

Jedi Harder!
OBI-WAN KENOBI

 Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi is 
the next Star Wars icon in search 
of a spin-off movie. Lucasfilm is 
reportedly in the early stages of 
developing a standalone adventure 
for the character, set to be directed 
by Stephen Daldry, Oscar-
nominated director of The Hours 
and Billy Elliot. The big question, 

of course, is just where it will slot 
into Star Wars chronology: will we 
see his original initiation into the 
Jedi order? Maybe we’ll follow 
him into battle in the Clone Wars? 
Or could we be gripped by scenes 
of self-imposed exile on Tatooine, 
practising his party piece 
impression of a desert dragon? 
You should hear his mating 
Bantha squeal too. It’s very good. 

No word on whether Ewan 
McGregor will reprise his best 
Alec Guinness from the prequels 
– but after Rogue One let’s not 
rule out a digital resurrection of 
Sir Alec himself…

Old Man KOng!
GODZILLA VS KONG

 Life. It just won’t cut you a 

break, especially if you’re a 
gigantic ape with impulse control 
issues. Director Adam Wingard 
says upcoming creature-slam 
Godzilla Vs Kong will shift Skull 
Island’s early ’70s timeframe to the 
modern day, bringing us an older 
but no mellower simian monarch. 
“Ours is more in continuity with 
the sequel to Godzilla right now,” 
he tells SlashFilm. “We have a 
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couple of characters from 
Godzilla 2 in ours, but it’ll be 
interesting to see how Kong has 
fared over the years. You see him 
in [Kong: Skull Island] and he’s just 
constantly under attack. Things 
are going wrong and there’s 
probably been lots of human 
intervention since then. It’ll be 
interesting to see a more rugged, 
a bit more aged Kong in this film.” 
Godzilla Vs Kong: Get Off My 
Lawn, Lizard Boy! is looking to rip 
22 May 2020 from the earth and 
use it to swat a chopper.

THe newer BaTcH!
GREMLINS 3

 Chris Columbus has been 
feeding the Gremlins franchise 
after midnight. He’s just 
completed the screenplay for a 
third entry in the furry peril saga. 
“I’m really proud of the script,” 
he tells Slashfilm. “It is as twisted 
and dark as anything… I wanted 
to go back to the really twisted 
sensibility of the first movie. I 
found that was a very easy place 
for me to fall back into and start 
writing again, so hopefully we’ll 
see that movie soon.” Originally 
planned as a reboot, the movie 
will now be a direct sequel to 
1990’s Gremlins 2: The New Batch, 
with people finally wising up 
and trying to kill Gizmo, source 
of the Gremlin scourge. 
Columbus promises the creatures 
will be brought to the screen 
with old school puppet power: 
“Oh, without a doubt, minimal 
CGI. CGI will enable us to 
remove wires and make the 
puppeteers’ lives a little easier.” 
No word yet on the surely 
inevitable Critters revival.

gunning fOr iT!
GUARDIANS OF THE 
GALAXY VOL 3

 So what can we expect from the 
next Guardians Of The Galaxy 
joint? A snark-spewing trash 
panda and a soundtrack of 
expertly exhumed ’70s pop gold is 
pretty much a given – but how 
about the entire future direction of 
a cinematic universe too? “It will 
take place after the next two 
Avengers movies and it will help 
to set up the next 10, 20 years of 

Marvel movies,” says the 
never-knowingly underambitious 
James Gunn. “It’s going to really 
expand the cosmic universe. We’re 
going to be setting up new 
characters. It will be the last movie 
of this version of Guardians of the 
Galaxy.” Shooting is expected to 
begin in “a little more than a year” 
– Gunn’s currently busy 
developing a TV revival of classic 
cops-’n’-cardies show Starsky And 
Hutch – and may, the writer/
director shares, introduce fan fave 
hero Nova to the MCU.

in THe red!
HELLBOY

 Hold on to your horn-stumps: 
Hellboy creator Mike Mignola 
says the imminent reboot will 
deliver a major tonal swerve 
compared to the original movies. 
“It’ll lean in the horror direction, 
more so than the fantasy direction 
[Guillermo] del Toro was doing,” 
he tells The Verge of Neil 
Marshall’s hard-edged take on the 
occult ’tec. “Now it’s really going 
to be an action-horror film. I think 
it helps that Deadpool and Logan 
were R-rated, and what I’ve been 
telling people is that the tone of it 
will be much more the Logan 
approach: lean, dark, tough, and 
not something that stops to show 
limbs flying through the air.” 
Latest additions to the cast 
include Ian McShane as Big 
Red’s adoptive daddy Professor 
Trevor Bruttenholm and Milla 
Jovovich as villainous sorceress 
the Blood Queen. We’re sure she’s 
just misunderstood.

“funny liKe i’M a clOwn?”
THE JOKER

 Joker movies. Just like buses. 

You wait forever for one and then 
two turn up at once and kill you 
with a psychotic cackle. Actually, 
buses don’t do that, do they? 
Thank God for that. What an 
unpleasant world it would be. 
First up: none other than Martin 
Scorsese is set to produce an 
origin story for the Clown Prince 
of Crime. With a screenplay by 
The Hangover’s Todd Phillips 
and reportedly echoing the urban 
bleakness of such Scorsese 
classics as Taxi Driver, it’ll chart 
the Joker’s rise in the underworld 
of early ’80s Gotham. While this 
movie will stand alone from the 
DCU, Warner Bros are also 
prepping a Joker and Harley 
Quinn project, reuniting Suicide 
Squad’s Jared Leto and Margot 
Robbie as the grease-painted 
Bonnie and Clyde. This one’s set 
to be written and directed by 
Crazy Stupid Love’s Glenn Ficarra 
and John Requa. One day all 
movies will be Joker movies. And 
we’ll all be sat there lobbing 
popcorn into our fixed rictus grins.

Say THe wOrd!
SHAZAM!

 DC’s cinematic universe 
continues its journey into the light. 
After Aquaman wraps the next 
film in front of the camera will be 
Shazam! – and this one, promises 
helmer David F Sandberg, will 
be a distinctly angst-free zone. 
“In terms of what people can 
expect, I think this will be one 
of the more fun or lighthearted 
movies so far,” the Lights Out 
director tells The Toronto Sun. 
“It certainly will be a departure.” 
Pitched as “Big with 
superpowers”, it’s the tale of 
Billy Batson, a boy who 
transforms himself into a 
superhero by uttering the mystic 
word “Shazam!”, granting him 
the ability to identify any snatch 
of music in a TV ad within 
seconds. A power he must learn 
to use for good. “The big 
attraction for me with that 
character is the fact that every kid 
dreams of being Superman, right? 
[Billy] is a kid that gets that 
chance.” Shazam! is targeting a 
5 April 2019 release, with a 
screenplay by Jack The Giant 
Slayer’s Darren Lemke. 

The 
Witch’s 
Anya 
Taylor-
Joy 
reuniting with 
director Robert 
Eggers on 
Nosferatu… Daniel 
Craig renewing 
his licence to kill 
for Bond 25… 
WWE’s John Cena 
orbiting the 
Hasselhoff-shaped 
hole in the Knight 
Rider remake… 
David Oyelowo 
joining Tom 
Holland and Daisy 
Ridley in Doug 
Liman’s Chaos 
Walking… Amblin 
Entertainment 
bringing us 
Intelligent Life, 
directed by 
Rebecca Thomas… 
Paramount 
adapting Olivia 
Koski’s Vacation 
Guide To The Solar 
System… Emily 
Blunt starring in 
supernatural 
thriller A Quiet 
Place… Annie 
Clark AKA St 
Vincent directing 
a gender-swap 
take on The 
Picture Of Dorian 
Gray… Halston 
Sage rumoured to 
be playing Dazzler 
in X-Men: Dark 
Phoenix… Lionsgate 
developing live 
action adap of 
manga Naruto… 
Geneva 
Robertson-
Dworet taking 
a crack at the 
Captain Marvel 
script… Riz 
Ahmed in talks to 
join Tom Hardy in 
Sony’s Venom… 
Transformers 
franchise adding 
an animated movie 
to its portfolio, the 
first in a proposed 
series… James 
Wan producing 
alien parasite tale 
Malignant for 20th 
Century Fox…

 I wanted 
to go back to 
the twisted 
sensibility 
of the first 
movie 
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 SFX hailing FrequencieS open!  

Your views on the 
month’s big issue

Thirty years 
ago this lot set 
off on a new 
space mission.

We’re 
celebrating 30 
years of Star 
Trek: The Next 
Generation this 

issue. Yes, time flies, 
especially when you have a 
Borg sphere generating a 
temporal vortex to the 21st 
century (hold on, this 
section’s actually called 
First Contact – it’s all 
connected!). Your 
memories of Picard and 
crew fill the Hot Topic slot 
this month while the star 
letter wins a copy of Eight 
Lamentations: Spear Of 
Shadows by Josh Reynolds, 
the new Warhammer: Age 
Of Sigmar title from Black 
Library. Don’t forget to 
write to us – you’ll find 
contact details on the 
opposite page.

#STAR TREK: 
THE NEXT 
GENERATION

 Andrew Gorton, Facebook 6pm, Wednesdays, 
BBC Two. It was the highlight of my week as a 
kid. The show had a memorable villain in the 
Borg, and an intellectual badass captain you 
wished was your dad. There was also the 
comically serious android with just a touch of 
Stan Laurel about him.

 David McGiveron, email My parents divorced 
when I was young, so the TNG crew became a 
surrogate family to me. Away from the drama 
and the arguing and the family strife, here was 
a group of people who were genuinely decent 
to each other, cared for each other, and taught 
me right from wrong. Picard was my father 
figure, Worf was the wise uncle, Riker was like 
a cheeky older cousin... Each and every one 
gave me a person to look up to and respect. 
Even Troi, though she mainly taught me not to 
state the bloody obvious…

 Robert Harris, Facebook Dr Pulaski has to be on 

my list of things I love about TNG. Even though 
her stint was short, it was great. She was 
grumpy and irascible but damned if you didn’t 
want her as your Doctor. You knew she’d do 
everything possible to cure your ass of that 
Levosian flu you picked up. Or that nasty, itchy 
little rash you got off Risa…

 Dan Morton, Facebook Whoever greenlit the 
episode where Beverly is haunted by a sex 
ghost on planet “not Scotland” should be shot.

 Robert William Graham, Facebook Originally it 
took me a long time to warm to Captain Picard. 
Until the end of season three I found him dull 
and stiff but by the end of the series he was my 
favourite character. Shame they never got to do 
another movie after Nemesis, which I felt was 
very underrated. 
SFX Agreed. This great cast deserved a chance 
to go out on a high.

 Keith Tudor, email It’s hard to believe the show 
is 30 years old now. It’s great fun to watch Q 
torment Picard, the holodeck malfunction, the 
Romulans’ treachery and the Klingons fight 
with honour (or not, if it will plunge the 
Empire into civil war). Then there’s Picard’s 
speeches. His use of poetry and Shakespeare to 
drive home a point to an opponent were a joy. I 

Nick Setchfield,  
featureS editor

this month’s communications monitor
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First contact
get in touch!

Look out for 
the next SFX 
Hot Topic at 

bit.ly/SFXhottopic

Learn all of  
life’s lessons  
by watching  
this chap.
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 You knew she’d 
do everything to 
cure your ass of 
that Levosian flu 
will continue to revisit all seven seasons for 
many years to come. The sky’s the limit…

 Brett Pritchard, Facebook I sometimes found the 
namby-pamby elements a bit much. All those 
constant conferences... Kirk and co had 
conferences of course, but I liked that Kirk was 
unpredictable and would sometimes make 
reckless calls. 

 Mark Howe, Facebook It hasn’t aged well, with 
its rather beige Enterprise sets, ship’s 
counsellor and iffy first two and last two 
seasons. Having said that, during seasons three 
to five Next Gen was the best Trek, with “Best 
Of Both Worlds, Part One” the best 
episode of any of the series.

 Gaia Ametza, Facebook There were 
lots of weak plots and the 
number of new particles they 
routinely invented did get a bit 
tiresome. However, without the 
strength of the cast and the 
decent plots we’d never have 
had any more Star Trek legacy.

 GM Jordan, Facebook Surreal 
moment: Majel Barrett pushing her 
way into a TNG convention dealers’ 
room, not looking to see who was coming 
and smashing me in the face with the heavy 
door, breaking my nose. Then Marina Sirtis 
helping to stop the bleeding and making sure I 
was okay.
SFX Any other readers been inadvertently 
injured by a Star Trek celeb? We want to hear 
from you…

 Andrew Fulkes, Facebook I remember the 
shocked cries of a large group of students 
crammed into the communal TV room in my 
hall of residence at the end of “The Best Of 
Both Worlds, Part One”. That cliffhanger!

 Paul Chinn, Facebook Big fan of Wil Wheaton 
but I’d have happily smothered Wesley 
Crusher with a pillow.

 Joe Jarvie, Facebook I disliked the actual 
Enterprise itself. The Enterprise-E is far 
sleeker and looks fast.

 Richie Bruce Watters, Facebook Worf saying, “I 
am not a merry man!” creases me every time!

 Jason Burke Facebook Two words: Picard’s 
flute. Damn fine television. Seriously, the 
pinnacle of the ’90s.

#DoCToR AnD
THe eTHiCS

 Linda Scholefield, Bradford I’ve just 
started watching Outlander on 
DVD and was thrilled to discover 
author Diana Gabaldon got her 
ideas after watching an old 
episode of Doctor Who featuring 
the second Doctor and Jamie. This 
proves Doctor Who isn’t just a 
kids’ TV show as some people 
might think. Doctor Who is 
inspirational, educational and can 
teach us all important lessons, 
especially not to judge people by 
their appearances, as proved by 
the heart breaking episodes 
“World Enough And Time” and 
“The Doctor Falls” when Bill was 
turned into a Cyberman (or 
Cyberwoman?). I’m hoping the 
new series will encourage a whole 
new generation of people to watch 
Doctor Who when it returns to our 
screens, and that it will inspire 
more people to go and do great 
things that previously they 
thought were impossible. Because, 
as we all know, anything is 
possible when it comes to 
the Doctor!
SFX Quoted for 
truth, Linda. 
Doctor Who 
certainly taught 
me to look for 
the best in 
everyone, even when 
their slimy tentacles 
are wrapped around 
my throat.

#APe CRuSADeR
 James Kinsley, norwich Just got in 

from seeing War For The Planet Of 
The Apes, and having rewatched 
the first two over the past two 
nights in preparation, I can 
honestly say I don’t recall ever 
seeing a trilogy that had me so 
emotionally invested in a 
non-human character. Or possibly 
even a human one. Caesar is a 
magnificent creation and stands 
proudly at the centre of an 
emotionally mature and gripping 
story that defies expectations for a 
series of movies about talking 
apes. Sober, brutal and moving, 
watching Rise and Dawn back I’m 
still amazed at just how good 
these films are and War maintains 
the high standards of its 
predecessors. It’s proof that no 
matter how B-movie-esque the 
concept, there’s no reason that 
sci-fi can’t offer intelligent, 
provocative and heartbreaking 
storytelling. I mean, honestly, just 
how good are these movies... 
*continues gushing endlessly*.
SFX It’s been a great trilogy for 
sure. Makes me excited to see 
what Matt Reeves will do when 
he gets his paws on Batman.

#WHo WATCHeS
THe SuiTS?

Llama God, email Re: HBO’s 
new Watchmen series.
Llama God’s Journal, 

11 August, 2017:
Overnight figures on desks this 

morning, red lines on profit sheets.  
Studios afraid of new things. 
They’ve seen what audiences like.

Production lines are gutters and 
the gutters flow with money and 
creative freshness washed away, 
for fear that wallets starve.

The constant desire for profit 
will well up inside their greedy 
minds and the studio producers 
and execs scrabbling for new TV 
series ideas will look up and 

shout “Watchmen!”... and 
I’ll look down and 
whisper: “For fuck’s 
sake, that was 30 years 
ago. The ideas explored 
in that series about 
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superheroes being massively 
flawed and disturbed individuals 
were interesting at the time, but 
through adaptations and influence 
and repeated metatextual 
re-referencing it’s been done. It’s 
not new. In other words: “No.”
SFX The cold, suffocating dark 
goes on forever and we are alone. 
But hey, at least we have the SFX 
letters pages.

#BLACK STAR
 Tonia Small, email I’m so sad to see 

Orphan Black leave us. It’s been 
such a brilliant show, and Tatiana 
Maslany is one of the greatest 
actresses of our generation – how 
she managed to play so many 
characters and make them all 
believable deserves every Emmy 
ever given to anybody ever.
SFX Will she ever be satisfied by 
only playing one character again?

#DRoKK ’n’ RoLL
 Ashley Beeching, email How 

exciting is the news of a 
forthcoming Judge Dredd TV 
show? Drokking exciting, that’s 
how exciting! I loved the 2012 
movie and, like many, I 
campaigned for a sequel, but a TV 
show is the next best thing, if not 
actually better. A two-hour movie 
was never going to be enough to 
explore the multitude of stories 
and characters inhabiting the 
world of Mega-City One. Just 
think of the possible storylines: 
Chopper, America, The Angel 
Gang, The Pit, Necropolis, The 
Dark Judges and so many more 
besides – the potential is almost 
limitless! The mixtures of tone 
from horror to satire to action – all 
wrapped in the dystopian sci- fi 
trappings that are synonymous 
with Dredd – could make for 
exciting and varied viewing. Done 
right, this could be one of the 
genre-defining series of the 
decade, if not of all time.
SFX There’s so much greatness 
waiting to be mined in the back 
pages of 2000 AD. Come on, 
Netflix, Amazon and the rest:  
how about Rogue Trooper, Flesh 
and Strontium Dog for starters?

#FeeLinG PeAKy
 Matt, email I’m slightly obsessed 

with how long it’s taking Cooper 
to wake up from his post-Black-

Lodge-addled state in the new 
season of Twin Peaks – and what 
will finally wake him up. I was 
certain that very first cup of coffee 
would do it. When that didn’t 
work, I was adamant it would be 
the cherry pie, but no. Then it 
dawned on me. Of course! It must 
be the combination of pie and 
coffee at the same time! But alas, 
no. I get the feeling Mr Lynch is 
doing all this deliberately, just to 
dash my hopes each week. I have 
now moved on to my new theory 
that Coop/Dougie will have to go 
to Twin Peaks and have Norma’s 
special organic cherry pie and a 
cup of Joe served by Heather 
Graham at the Double R diner 
before he revives. I’m losing my 
grip on reality! I am now off to 
look in the mirror to see if it 
knows how Annie is.
SFX At least you didn’t type this 
email backwards, Matt. By 
Lynchian standards you’re 
pretty much compos mentis 
(disclaimer: not a professional 
medical opinion).

#We ALSo HeARD FRoM
 neil Hickman, Stourbridge So who 

can’t tell 1985 comic art from 2015 
comic art? Wrong Secret Wars 
series in the Marvel preview [SFX 
290]! Doh!
SFX Official line: dimensional 
anomaly caused by the Beyonder.

 Steve Laming, email Thought I’d 
send you a photograph of our new 
broom and mop cupboard, which 
lives in the garden. Some people 
don’t think it’s really big enough 
but it’s amazing how much space 
there is inside…
SFX It’s amazing what you can 
pick up in the Gallifreyan branch 
of Homebase.
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Dreadful old movie
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Opinion

Seeking to save 
the innocent in The 
Limehouse Golem.

This month it’s all about 
golems, devils, mothers 

and children

 Classic school 
slasher Slaughter 
High is coming to 
Blu-ray this October 
as an uncut limited 
edition packed with 
new extras. It’s a 
classic poetic justice 
movie where the 
bullied outsider takes 
revenge at a high 
school reunion. Grade 
A for inventive kills.

London girLs
 My movie of the month,  The Limehouse 

Golem  is a gory Victorian murder mystery 
featuring a stoic detective, a Jack the Ripper-
esque killer and a beautiful young woman 
accused of murder who might just hang if the 
crime isn’t solved in time. So far, so generic, 
but fortunately it’s written by Jane Goldman 
and turns out to take an interesting feminist 
approach. Olivia Cooke plays the 
wide-eyed music hall star who’s 
been systematically abused 
throughout her life, accused of 
poisoning her husband who 
might just be the monstrous 
Golem who’s been terrorising the 
streets of London. Bill Nighy is 
the good-hearted detective who 
desperately wants to solve the 
crime and save her from the 
dock. But sometimes women 
aren’t looking for a white knight 
to save them. Given that 
Goldman wrote The Woman In 
Black, which became the 
highest-grossing British horror 
film of the last 20 years, hopefully 
this will get traction and prove 
once again that women and 
horror do mix.

LittLe deviL
  From Eli Craig, the director 
and writer of Tucker & Dale Vs Evil, comes 
Little Evil , a comedy riffing on The Omen 
about a guy who reckons his new stepson is the 
antichrist, starring Adam Scott and Evangeline 
Lilly. After taking on the murderous 
Deliverance-style redneck subgenre in T&D, 
Satanic panic is ripe for a lampoon and this 
actually looks great. Horror comedy treads a 
fine line though. For example: What We Do 
In The Shadows: brill. Vampires Suck: bosh. 
Scream: class. Scary Movie: ass. An American 
Werewolf In London: cool. An American 
Werewolf In Paris: drool. Tucker & Dale Vs Evil 
was inspired by Craig’s father, who was a bit of 
a redneck but in no way a psychotic hillbilly – 
Craig wanted to show the sweet side of blokes 

who live in wood cabins. Here’s hoping he’s got 
a nephew who’s the son of Satan but is really 
quite a good kid after all…

Big chiLLs
 This month, with the release of  Annabelle:  

Creation , the Conjuring movies broke the 
$1 billion mark. Next month, it’s been 
announced,  IT  will be screening in IMAX. 
Good. Any chance to see a scary movie with 
the best possible picture and sound quality in 
a completely immersive environment is 
something I’ll jump at. So it seems odd that 
this is a relatively rare occurrence. People pay 
good money to go to scare mazes (Universal 

has announced new “Scare Zones” for  
 The Purge  and  Trick ’R Treat  at their annual 
Halloween Nights event), so you’d think that 
going back to basics and scaring people 
properly, in the cinema, in surround sound, 
would be a no-brainer. Treat certain horror 
movies like blockbusters and you’re onto a 
winner – hire the best, shoot in IMAX, screen 
in 3D and promo like the mass-market 

experiential group-events they 
were always meant to be. 
 

MuM’s the word
 The first trailers and poster have 

landed for Darren Aronofsky’s  
 Mother! , starring Jennifer 
Lawrence and Javier Bardem, 
and they are both tantalising and 
maddening. The trailer is creepy 
and unfathomable – all you can 
really glean is that J-Law and 
J-Bar live in a house, Ed Harris 
and Michelle Pfeiffer come to 
visit, and Jen isn’t very happy 
about it. The poster, though, is 
a very deliberate and direct 
reference to Rosemary’s Baby. 
Aronofsky is totally trolling us to 
guess what exactly the reference 
means, and okay, I’ll bite. I reckon 
it’ll either be Rosemary’s Baby’s 
Wife’s Baby – where Bardem is the 
now grown-up devil child and 

Pfeiffer is actually Rosemary – or Rosemary’s 
Baby’s Father’s Mother? Kind of like Who Do 
You Think You Are? but for Satan. 
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Penelope weaved 
a burial shroud to 
delay her suitors.

Opinion

WEAVING 
AND WRITING

Trudi Canavan on the craft of storytelling

R
ecently, at a talk about the ancient Greek myth of Penelope, I learned 
that words relating to weaving have the same origin as those for 
storytelling, specifically the words “text” and “textile”. So perhaps it was 
inevitable that, as a writer, weaving has become one of my main pastimes. 

I’ve always blamed it on the fact that writing makes you wait, often for 
a year or more, for a sense of achievement. Weaving can provide that 
satisfaction sooner. Writing has also worn out my back, so that to keep 

myself strong and pain-free I need to spend a good deal of time away from the 
computer. Weaving on a floor loom is a surprisingly mobile activity, gently using 
my whole body. It also keeps my hands busy while I’m untangling knotty plots,  
or provides a challenging distraction when I need a mental break. I’ve thought of 
entire stories while throwing a shuttle back and forth, eventually abandoning the 
loom to quickly type out an outline before returning to it to think over the details. 

Millennium’s Rule is the first series in which I’ve drawn extensively on my 
knowledge of handcrafts. The two protagonists are makers: Tyen is an inventor 
and Rielle an artist. Other forms of making feature, including bookbinding, 
tapestry weaving, calligraphy, pottery and mosaic-making. These professions  
and pursuits are integral to the setting: in this universe creativity generates magic. 
Which is yet another reason for the powerful to surround themselves with 
beautiful objects other than showing off their taste and wealth – the production  
of these possessions also creates the source of their power. 

I’m certainly not the first writer to connect creative activities with magic. Anne 
McCaffrey’s Dragonriders sing and Glenda Larke’s Terelle Of The Watergivers 
trilogy changes the world by painting on water. Other writers, including Terry 
Pratchett and Lloyd Alexander, have included handcrafts to flesh out a character 
or world. After all, in pre-industrial societies most things were made by hand. 
Magical swords and rings have to be forged, thrones built, carved and gilded,  
and generally characters don’t wander around naked.

Humans have been making things since they conceived of the first tool.  
So much of what we need for survival requires making: clothing, food, shelter, 
weapons. Much of what we don’t need but desire does as well: adornment, 
religious objects, possessions that denote status. Even in post-industrial times 
when production of such objects was automated, they still needed to be designed. 

And you would be surprised to know how many of our modern possessions are 
still made by hand. Last year, a search for some other information led me to a 
video about the textile workers in Bangladesh, and I fell down a rabbit hole of 
revelation after revelation. The “fashion” industry is one of the world’s most 
polluting, and is rife with exploitation. It would be a story of heroic, tragic 
characters in a dystopian setting if it were a novel, but it is a tale of real people 
suffering daily in order to produce cheap, throwaway “fashion”. An echo found its 
way into Successor’s Promise, though nothing as shocking as our world’s reality.

When new writers ask me where I get my ideas from, I look around and wonder 
how they can’t see they’re surrounded by them. Everything that has been made 
has a story. Who made it? For what purpose? Pick up an object and start asking 
questions about who made it, and you’ll find stories in abundance. 

Successor’s Promise, book three of Millennium’s Rule, is out on 19 September.

 “mAGIcAl 
sWoRDs hAVE 
To bE foRGED, 

ThRoNEs buIlT 
AND GIlDED”
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Like this? Try these!

Celebrating ClassiC  
sF & Fantasy novels

b o o k  c l u b

A BOY AND 
HIS DOG

C Robert Cargill celebrates a disturbing dystopian masterpiece

by Harlan Ellison, 1969

NEXT ISSUE
in our next instalment 
of book Club (in SFX 
293 on sale 11 october), 
novelist Christopher 
brookmyre will be 
writing about neal 
stephenson’s 2008 
classic Anathem.  
if you’ve never read 
this intriguing tale of 
quantum mechanics 
before or fancy giving 
it another spin, here’s 
your chance to prep 
before a top author 
shares his thoughts.

i am legend
by riChard matheson 
(1954)

 adapted four times and inspiring 
Night Of The Living Dead, this story 
of the “last man on earth” has one 
of the best endings of all time.

dangerous visions
edited by harlan  
ellison (1967)

 this almost singlehandedly 
reshaped sci-fi in the late ’60s, giving 
rise to a slew of talented authors by 
pushing the boundaries of convention.

It is the year 2034, four 
decades after a third world 
war left the planet a 
bombed-out, charred husk of 
a dystopian nightmare, 
littered with roving gangs, 

disparate communities, and mutant animals. 
For 15-year-old Vic, navigating the nuclear 
wastes puts him in a steady pursuit of the three 
things every teenage boy thinks about: food, 
sleep and girls. Trouble is, in the post-
apocalyptic wastes of the 21st century, the only 
thing harder to find than a meal and a place to 
crash for the night is girls. Good thing for Vic 
his trusty companion, Blood, is a telepathic 
wunderkind with the nose inherited from a 
world-class narcotics dog of an ancestor.  
And the one thing Blood can sniff out better 
than anything else is girls.

Harlan Ellison’s masterpiece of post-
apocalyptic fiction A Boy And His Dog is a 
startling look at an alternate future born of the 
fear and outrage of the mid-’60s. Set in an 
alternate timeline in which President John F 
Kennedy survives his attempted assassination, 
the world veers in a very different, bitter 
direction. Animal experimentation and 
weapons of war lead to a nightmarish Cold  
War replete with napalm-spouting dogs and 
enough nuclear weapons to lay the world flat. 
It is a darkly comic tale in which movie 
theatres are sanctuaries, conservative utopias 
are hidden deep underground and women are a 
commodity, showcasing the very worst of our 
human instincts.

And, ultimately, ironically, it showcases one 
of our very best.

If you had to describe Ellison’s fiction in one 
word, it would be “dangerous”, and A Boy And 

out the food, protects them both, and navigates 
the wilds of the dystopian societies; in return 
Blood provides Vic with the subjects of his 
basest animal instincts. By simply inverting the 
species of the characters, A Boy And His Dog 
becomes the tale of an undisciplined dog who 
runs off from his master chasing after a dog  
in heat, only to discover that he should have 
been back with his master all along. It is a 
bittersweet tale of a stupid young kid who 
comes to learn that man’s best friend, really, 
truly, is just that.

While this and Richard Matheson’s I Am 
Legend are far from the earliest examples of 
post-apocalyptic fiction, they are, together, the 
most definitive, creating the visual language 
that would become the inspiration for such 
subsequent post-apocalyptic works as The 
Road Warrior, Battletruck and Book Of Eli 
– films that would, themselves, combine with 
these books to form the brain-stew that would 
serve as the principle inspiration for my novel 
Sea Of Rust. But Ellison’s book itself ultimately 
set the weird tone found throughout the 
subgenre, inspiring the delightfully strange 
gang culture of John Carpenter’s film Escape 
From New York, and the rock’n’roll madness of 
Mad Max: Fury Road. It doesn’t simply present 
us with a frightful, harrowing future, but is a 
damning social commentary that let its freak 
flag fly, proving to be as weird and manic as it  
is deadly. 

 
Sea Of Rust by C Robert Cargill is out now.

His Dog is the epitome of that reputation. It is 
not an easy story, especially in this day and age. 
Set in a misogynistic society where rape is such 
an everyday occurrence that it is considered 
acceptable courting by our protagonist, 
Ellison’s insidious satire serves as both a fear of 
the future and a dig at the patriarchal cultural 
landscape of the ’60s. More to the point, he 
uses this throughline to subtly highlight the 
truth of the story: Vic is not the master in the 
eponymous relationship; he is the pet.

You see, everything Vic knows he learned 
from Blood. Reading, writing, math. Vic hunts 
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ReD DWaRf xii

gang of  four
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ReD DWaRf xii

gang of  four
Who’d be the best at flying 

Starbug? Have they ever 

eaten gazpacho soup? 

Richard Edwards puts YOUR 

questions to the crew of the 

Jupiter Mining Corporation 

vessel Red dwaRf...

Photography by Joseph Branston
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ReD DWaRf xii

The cast of Red 
Dwarf is here 
to answer your 
questions!

It’s nearly 30 years since the crew of the JUPiter 
MininG corPorAtion’s red dwArf first foUnd theMselves cAst Adrift in 
deeP sPAce. ChrIs BarrIe (riMMer), CraIg Charles (lister) And 
Danny John-Jules (cAt) hAve been there since thAt first series in 1988, 
with roBert llewellyn (Kryten) JoininG theM in series iii  – the sort of 
lonGevity thAt even stAr treK And doctor who Are UnAble to MAtch. 

with series Xii  looMinG on the horizon, sfX  Met UP with the qUArtet 
on the sAMe (now very eMPty) Pinewood stUdios soUndstAGe where 
they recorded the show. oUr Mission? to PUt reAders’ qUestions to the 
boys froM the dwArf. the oUtcoMe? Plenty of lAUGhter, A heAlthy dose 
of in-JoKes, MUch tAlKinG over the toP of eAch other, And only A coUPle 
of bits we coUldn’t Print. 

“these will AlMost definitely be MUch More interestinG thAn the 
qUestions we’d UsUAlly AsK,” sAys sfX. “yeAh, we Know thAt,” deAdPAns 
chArles. over to you guys....

Leon Oldman
Have yOu cHanged yOur 
apprOacH tO pLaying yOur 
cHaracters in middLe age 
cOmpared tO tHe earLier 
series wHen yOu were in 
yOur 20s?
CHARLES i used to, believe it or not, try and 
get fit to do Red Dwarf, but on XI and XII  
i just thought, “you know what i’m going to 
do? i’m going to drink beer and eat curry for 
six months.” so that’s what i did. i rather 
enjoyed it.
JOHN-JULES He’s nothing like his  
character…
BARRIE rimmer is driven by frustration and 
stress and just the hellishness that’s going on 
around him, so day one on Red Dwarf, you’re 
there.
LLEWELLYN i think the thing is that because 
we’ve all been doing it for some time, i’ve never 
actually consciously sat down and thought, 
“now, how do i do Kryten?” 
BARRIE as soon as you slap on the “H” and 
get the dialogue going, we’re there.

Lucy smith
HOw mucH Of yOur Own 
persOnaLity cOmes Out in 

yOur cHaracters?
CHARLES i think they’re all caricatures of 
certain aspects of our personalities. 
JOHN-JULES the fact that we had a 
rehearsal period before shooting [series I], 
allowed doug the time to actually study these 
guys [charles and Barrie] and then incorporate 
some of their eccentricities.
LLEWELLYN they used to say they listened 
to us when we were having lunch together, and 
there were certainly moments when you’d say 
something as a joke and it would be in a script 
three weeks later.
BARRIE i remember on series V or VI walking 
around shepperton saying, “the least we could 
do is try and be more professional.” and lo and 
behold, that week rimmer is on starbug going, 
“can’t we just be a little bit more professional?”

garry clark
Have any Of tHe cast put 
fOrward a stOryLine idea 
tHat Has cOme tO fruitiOn in 
an episOde?
CHARLES On the new series, there’s the 
mechanoid intergalatic Liberation front. 
JOHN-JULES that came out of a joke. 
CHARLES i wanted us all to become Krytens! 
also, robert co-wrote an episode [in series 

VIII]. well, robert came up with the idea and 
then doug completely rewrote it and made it 
funny! 
LLEWELLYN that is absolutely the best 
description. i wrote this thing where they were 
searching for a spare head for Kryten – ie 
Kryten’s not in it, i’d still get paid, i didn’t have 
to wear the rubber, i didn’t have to remember 
any lines.  doug rewrote it so that Kryten 
discovers his brother, which meant that i had 
to play two characters. i was in more masks for 
longer and had more lines!

michael James
Have any Of tHe cast 
actuaLLy ever eaten 
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Four TV stars, 
an SFX editor 
and a table.

Who needs 
audience laughs 
when you can 
bring your own?

gazpacHO sOup?
CHARLES i have, yeah.
JOHN-JULES i actually did ask them to  
warm it up.
BARRIE rimmer’s got a point, you know. 
LLEWELLYN it should be warm. i want my 
soup to be hot! 

charlotte thomas
wHat questiOn dO yOu get 
asKed By ReD DwaRf fans mOre 
tHan any OtHer?
JOHN-JULES when’s the next series? 
CHARLES and will there be a film?
BARRIE is The Brittas empire coming back?
CHARLES what were they thinking about 

getting that dara Ó Briain in [to do Robot 
wars]?
BARRIE people now know that the “H” is put 
on with double-sided tape, so they don’t need 
to ask that any more.
CHARLES is chris Barrie like rimmer?
BARRIE then they find out he is!

James Bailey
wOuLd yOu LiKe tHe cat 
peOpLe tO return?
JOHN-JULES well, funny you should say 
that… we kind of delve into that topic. i won’t 
say how far, but we do delve into it in series 
XII. not in the guise that you’re talking about, 
but you will see! [laughter] 

 I have eaten 
gazpacho soup. It 
shouLD Be WarM.  
I Want MY soup to 
Be hot!  
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Which question got 
this response?

it’s true. what is not true about that? you tell 
me that what i just told you is rubbish!
BARRIE all you’ve said is true – it’s just the 
length of time it took you to say it.
JOHN-JULES i was trying not to do spoilers, 
and i get knocked for it. i just hope doug 
naylor’s reading this! 

James Bradley
wiLL Lister ever get tO fiJi? 
CHARLES i don’t know. i’d like to think 
there’s a happy ending for Lister somewhere. 
i’d like to think he gets together with 
Kochanski, he has Jim and Bexley and he rides 
off into the sunset. 
LLEWELLYN we did talk to doug about doing 
an ending, a last episode, and he doesn’t want 
to, which i kind of understand.
JOHN-JULES arriving on fiji doesn’t have to 
be the ending. He could get there and it’s not 
what he expected.
LLEWELLYN we know that if we read in  
the script that Lister arrives in fiji, and we’re 
thinking, “fantastic, where are we filming 
that?” it’ll be clapton. in february. with 
very bright lights.

Ben dawson
dO yOu feeL tHat 
ReD DwaRf Has  
a naturaL end 
pOint, Or cOuLd 
it gO dOwn tHe 
grumpy OLd men 

t
his may be a whole new 
series but that doesn’t mean 
you should expect Red 
Dwarf XII to take a radical 
new direction from last 

year’s XI – perhaps not surprising 
seeing as the two six-episode runs 
were filmed back-to-back. “a new 
production designer and art 
department was the biggest 
change for series XII,” says 

producer richard 
naylor. “there’s an 

added level of 
detail to the sets, 
and they had 
some new ideas 

about giving 

starbug a lived-in element that 
may have been missing from series 
XI. Kryten’s costume also got a 
slight little update.

“i saw some of the audiences 
comment that they felt these are 
slightly heavier science fiction 
episodes,” he adds, “a bit more out 
there. But it wasn’t deliberate. it’s 
just the way it worked out.”

following on from Kevin eldon 
turning up as a simulant last year, 
Red Dwarf XII rolls out more 
familiar guest stars from the world 
of tv comedy, with Johnny vegas 
and The Inbetweeners’ James 
Buckley taking a trip three million 
years into the future. there’s also a 

naylor  made

 I LIke to thInk 
there’s a happY 
enDIng for LIster. 
he rIDes off Into 
the sunset  
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Is this Dave’s 
plan for tying 
the guys into 
another series?

One of these 
mechanoids 
is also an 
Inbetweener.

Holly’s not 
just any old 
floating head, 
you know...

Cheating at Go Fish is 
a disgrace!

it was actually a sort of mad noise 
[from the audience] that lasted 
about 25 seconds which we’ve 
now cut down to about three!”

although the ship’s eccentric 
computer has been brought out of 
retirement, doug is wary of taking 
too many trips down memory lane. 
“Obviously we could bring back 
duane dibbley and ace rimmer, 
and polymorphs left, right and 
centre, and to a certain extent it 
would work,” he says. “But on the 
other hand, i don’t think there’s 
any point doing Red Dwarf  
unless you feel that you’re doing 
something you haven’t done. if the 
core of the idea is just a retread 

return for original cast member 
norman Lovett as Holly. 

“the reaction to all of the shows 
was very good,” recalls co-creator/
writer/director doug naylor, “but 
[when norman appeared] we had 
to shorten… it wasn’t a laugh.  

then i don’t think it’s going to 
work very successfully.”

we’re now in the position of 
having seen more new episodes in 
the last five years than we saw in 
the 15 before that, so possibly the 
biggest question facing Red Dwarf 
is whether we’ll see more after 
series XII has aired. “craig was 
possibly not quite sure what he 
was saying,” says richard, “but on 
the final show of series XII he 
said, ‘get doug to write some 
more and let’s keep going!’”

“i’m happy to do more if i’ve got 
the ideas,” adds doug. “But i don’t 
really know whether i’ve got the 
ideas until i start writing it. with 

XI and XII i did think there was 
enough there.”

One thing that seems extremely 
unlikely is a finale episode to send 
the boys from the dwarf into a 
glorious retirement.

“i honestly don’t think i could 
do it,” doug admits. “i don’t think 
i could make it and not be a 
blubbering mess – i don’t think i 
could put myself through that. 
and also i do take a lesson from 
Larry david on Seinfeld, who said 
that if he had his time again he 
wouldn’t make the very last show. 
He felt that was a mistake, because 
it’s never the show everyone 
wants. it’s impossible to do.”

naylor  made Red Dwarf creator Doug  
Naylor and producer  
Richard Naylor talk XII
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XII Into three
Doug Naylor gives us 

cryptic three-word clues 
about the six episodes 

of series XII

Cured
Stranded Evil Jamming

SiliConiCa
MILF Kr ytenified Clean-off

Timer Wave
Criticism Pink Scar

meChoCraCy
Revolt Election Glasses

m Corp
Good Bad

Skipper
 He Is Back

It’s time to 
recite some 
Shakespeare.

rOute and end up witH  
tHree pensiOners and a 
seniLe drOid at tHe HeLm?
LLEWELLYN i thought it had a shelf life in 
1989! it’s impossible to say now, because we’ve 
been doing this such a long time.
BARRIE i think it all depends on doug really…
LLEWELLYN and mortality. 
CHARLES we could be Last Of The  
Summer Dwarf.
LLEWELLYN we’re very close to that now!
CHARLES One of the reasons the show is 
funny now is there’s still a youthful energy 
about the performances, it’s not world weary.
JOHN-JULES with Last Of The Summer  
wine they all started old whereas we’ve grown 
with the show.
CHARLES when i first started doing it, i 
didn’t have to push when i peed. 
LLEWELLYN it just happened, didn’t it?  
it just used to come out.
CHARLES i used to make it over the wall.
LLEWELLYN i have to lean on the wall to get 
anywhere near the wall now

Kevin J
LOOKing at eacH OtHer’s 
nOn-DwaRf careers, is  
tHere One JOB wHere yOu 
tHOugHt, “i wisH i was 
Offered tHat?” 
CHARLES Death In Paradise for me. five 
months of the year in guadalupe? it’s a no- 
fucking-brainer. getting paid to go on holiday.
LLEWELLYN yeah, it’s Death In Paradise.
BARRIE it’s probably Death In Paradise.
JOHN-JULES mine’s Death In Paradise too!
CHARLES i would have liked to have done 
Tomb Raider as well. that was quite a cool  
gig to get.
BARRIE it was quite a cool gig.
CHARLES if i’d made Tomb Raider that 
angelina/Brad thing might never have 
happened. it would be craigelina.

Jem
dO yOu Have any running 

JOKes/in-gags Between 
yOurseLves and, if sO, are 
tHere any tHat are cLean 
enOugH tO sHare? 
LLEWELLYN “where’s danny?”
JOHN-JULES in the morning it’s “where’s 
danny?” during the day, it’s “where’s  
craig?” “He’s out the back having a fag.” 
“where’s Bobby?” “He’s gone with him.” 
“where’s chris?”
LLEWELLYN “Buffing up a bit of walnut on 
the car outside.”
CHARLES “can we all be a little bit more 
professional please?”
JOHN-JULES craig is always on the phone 
booking another dJing gig.
CHARLES i always get robert to hand me a 
script so i can check a line, and then throw it 
on the floor. He’s fallen for that for 25 years.

ruth Biggs
wHicH Of yOu wOuLd Be Best 
at fLying starBug?
JOHN-JULES chris would probably think 
that he would be the safest – infinity welcomes 
careful drivers.
CHARLES He’d be driving it with a flat cap 
and some driving gloves.
BARRIE in my hands it might last the longest.
CHARLES i regret that my kids are old 
enough now to know that i’m not actually 
driving that spaceship. Later at my youngest 
daughter’s school they were asking the kids 
what their dads did, and she said, “my dad’s  
a taxi driver,” because of Coronation Street.  
she thought it was real!

myles Hadley
wHat was tHe Hardest scene 
tO reacH tHe end Of?
BARRIE for me the scene i never thought i’d 
get through was in “twentica”, an 11-pager. 
LLEWELLYN the one i always remember is 
when we did the synchronised one 
[“entangled” in series X]. i was looking at 
danny and i was thinking, “this will end, there 
will be a point in my life where i have done it, 
but i cannot see it because i’ve got no clue how 
we’re going to do this.”
JOHN-JULES we never ever got to the end of 
the scene in rehearsal, ever.
CHARLES i felt like that when we did 
“marooned” [series iii] because it was 
basically just a two-hander. the amount  
of dialogue we had...

Bob’s vintage LegO
wHat dO yOu guys tHinK Of 
tHe ReD DwaRf LegO idea 
currentLy in review witH 
LegO ideas?
JOHN-JULES we went past the target 
number of people it takes [for them to make it] 
but apparently after that there’s another stage 

 If I’D MaDe 
toMB raIDer, 
angeLIna/BraD 
WouLD have Been 
craIgeLIna  
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Can’t a man 
eat his French 
fries in peace?

“Everyone back 
in the box until 
they need us the 
next time.” 

We’re not sure 
Johnny Vegas’s 
police uniform 
is regulation.

BOnus questiOn!
david g 
dO yOu KnOw wHy it was 
decided tHat aLiens 
wOuLd nOt eXist in tHe 
ReD DwaRf universe?
SFX figured this was more a question 
for the brains behind the show, so we 
put it to one of the creators...
DOUG NAYLOR that was one of the 
key rules that rob [grant, co-creator] and 
i decided before we’d even written the 
first one – we wanted to do a 
science fiction comedy series 
without aliens, because we 
felt it would force us to 
concentrate more on 
character. also, Star Trek 
and Doctor who were 
obviously full of aliens – 
we wanted to be grittier.  
i think it would be wrong to 
suddenly break that tradition 
now. you could argue we kind of cheat 
with genetically engineered lifeforms, 
but everything’s been genetically 
engineered by humans. we shouldn’t rule 
it out, but that’s why it has been like that.

where you get a consultation, and a lot of it’s 
got to do with whether it’s suitable for the 
company…
LLEWELLYN ...and children.
CHARLES it’d be really good to be a Lego 
character. it would be nice to have something 
that’s slightly more plastic than our 
performances. 

rob Horrocks 
yOu’ve aLL pLayed variOus 
aLternative versiOns Of yOur 
cHaracters, Be it duane 
diBBLey, ace rimmer Or tHe 
dOppeLgangers frOm 
“demOns and angeLs”.  
wHicH aLternative versiOn 
Of yOur cHaracter was tHe 
mOst fun tO pOrtray, and 
wHicH was tHe wOrst?
JOHN-JULES all of mine have been a joy 
because i don’t think i’d get cast in those 
characters in a normal show – i can’t imagine 
that anyone would write duane dibbley as a 
standalone character. 
BARRIE it’s great fun to play them all. 
rimmer with the anger removed – “Let’s put 
that on the backburner, shall we?”
CHARLES i still get the shakes about that 
character chris played in “demons and 
angels”. “and then i’m going to have you...”

JOHN-JULES i loved the sheet-wearing cult 
hippies in that episode.
BARRIE it sometimes comes down to what’s 
the most comfortable outfit to wear, and that 
one was pretty comfortable. the demon 
costume wasn’t. 

alex
wHat did rOBert dO witH tHe 
BOgey He eXpertLy caugHt in 
tHe OuttaKes?
CHARLES He’s kept it, he’s got it in a little jar 
in his shelf! that’s one of the funniest 
smeg-ups of them all. 
JOHN-JULES i love the fact that the camera 
pulls focus to it.
LLEWELLYN it was just a fluke, 
wasn’t it?

James fraser 
if yOu cOuLd 
Have a crOssOver 
witH any OtHer 
sHOw wHicH 
One wOuLd it 
Be?
JOHN-JULES 
the biggest thing 
on social 
networks is 
Doctor who, 

it’s just relentless. 
LLEWELLYN it would have been great if 
there were some daleks chasing us for no 
reason at all, and they go away and we don’t see 
them again.
CHARLES i’d love Lister to beam into  
Star wars and think, “nah,” and beam back  
out again. 

Lynsey graham
given tHat gOd is infinite, 
and tHat tHe universe is 
aLsO infinite... wOuLd yOu 
LiKe a tOasted teacaKe?
BARRIE it’s twenty past ten, i’d love a  
toasted teacake.
CHARLES i think talkie toaster should be 

back. there should be a little bit of talkie 
toaster in every episode, just a little cameo
JOHN-JULES Just cut away to the shelf, 

there’s talkie toaster. “what the fuck is 
wrong with this lot?” that would be 
funny. 

SFX thank you, chaps!
JOHN-JULES we look 

forward to it looking nothing 
like what we’ve said! 

Red Dwarf XII airs on 
Dave from 12 October.
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blade runner 2049

Ford. GoslinG. VilleneuVe. The FuTure is now in 
lonG-awaiTed sequel Blade RunneR 2049. Josh 
winninG Tries To FiGure ouT who’s a replicanT...
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blade runner 2049

  i’m in love with the first 

movie so making a sequel 

wasn’t an easy decision  

Gosling stars as 
K, a brooding  
LAPD officer.

Ana de Armas is 
Joi, K’s lover and  
best friend.

Violent Replicants 
are one thing but 
giant pink ladies?

Jared Leto is  
the villain of 
the film. That 
hair... *shiver*

his world is different to    
the one we knew. Bigger, bleaker.  
it’s California in 2049 and, although 

we’ve been here before, things aren’t the way 
they were. “the ecosystem collapsed,” explains 
denis Villeneuve, introducing us to the world 
of Blade Runner 2049. “there was a shift in the 
climate that brought things like snow to los 
Angeles. it’s much more harsh weather 
conditions. the environment is more toxic.”

snowstorms in a Blade Runner movie? You’d 
be forgiven for assuming this is the thinking of 
a short-circuiting replicant, but freak weather 
is just the tip of the iceberg with Villeneuve’s 
hugely anticipated follow-up to the 1982 sci-fi 
classic. in an age when storytelling canvases 
are getting bigger by the blockbuster, his sequel 
is all about going beyond the established 
boundaries, exploring uncharted territory. 
shooting, if you will, for the stars.

“i like to think that the first movie was shot 
in a specific neighbourhood in los Angeles,” 
Villeneuve reveals, “and this story allowed us  
to go into the periphery, to get out of that 
neighbourhood to see other aspects of los 
Angeles in the future... [the harsher 
conditions] are reflected in the architecture. 
we redesigned the city, and we re-approached 
the surroundings.”

it makes sense for a sequel to freshen up the 
environments first introduced by ridley scott 
in the ’80s. scott’s film, infused with eastern 
culture, its lA streets cramped and neon-
misted, has become a defining entry in the 
genre. Much-imitated and respected (not to 
mention tinkered with, by scott himself, 
throughout numerous revisions), his visions  
of a futuristic 2019 have left their mark on 
everything from Ghost In The Shell to  
Battlestar Galactica.

Clearly, if Villeneuve was going to continue 
the story, he’d need to shake things up. As the 

oscar-nominated director of Arrival, he had 
form in sci-fi, but it wasn’t an easy decision to 
sign on to a sequel to one of his favourite films, 
especially one that had been in development 
hell for over two decades. word of a Blade 
Runner sequel first circulated in 1999, with 
Blade Runner Down, a script written by stuart 
hazeldine, based on Kw Jeter’s novel The  
Edge Of Human. rights problems shut it down. 
then, in 2009, ridley and tony scott were 
reportedly working on a prequel series, 
Purefold, that would consist of five- to  

ten-minute online shorts. in the end, that 
didn’t happen either.

later, Christopher nolan’s name was 
mentioned. harrison ford was reportedly out. 
Years went by as ridley scott and co attempted 
to “break the back of the story” before, finally, 
Villeneuve signed on to the film in february 
2015, having fallen in love with the script by 
hampton fancher (co-writer of the original) 
and Michael Green, which was based on an 
idea by fancher and ridley scott.

“i was dreaming of doing a sci-fi movie of 
this scope,” Villeneuve says. “i was saying to 
myself, ‘if i have to do it, let’s do it with a 
project that is meaningful and has a strong 
screenplay, and that i deeply believe in.’ i’m so 
compelled by the story, but i’m also in love 
with the first movie. it was not an easy 
decision. it took me a while before i said yes.  
it was a long time they waited for me.”

it helped that, after meeting with scott, 
Villeneuve received the auteur’s seal of 
approval. “ridley was very graceful 
and kind to me,” he says. “he gave me 
advice, and described to me the 
process he had done when he made 
the first movie, and what were the 
challenges and sources of inspiration, 
and how he came to create the first 
Blade Runner.” with scott’s blessing, 
though, came great responsibility. 

“there was pressure knowing that he’ll be 
watching the movie. i was thinking about him. 
every time i had to make an artistic decision,  
i felt his presence as a source of inspiration.”

new blades
new world, new director, new hero. set 30 
years after the first film, Blade Runner 2049 
centres on K (ryan Gosling), an lAPd officer 
who we meet on an average day on the beat.  
“K is sent to retire a rogue replicant,” says 
Gosling. “And he uncovers a mystery that 
ultimately makes him and the audience 
question everything they thought they knew.”

so far so enigmatic. in a project shrouded 
with mystery, little more is known about the 
film’s plot beyond the broad strokes, although 
we do know that K has back-up in the form of 
Joi, played by Cuban actress Ana de Armas 
(Knock, Knock). “she’s very in love with this 

man,” Armas says. “she’s his best friend 
and lover. she’s there to support him. 

she encourages him to go to work and 
do what he needs to do.”

like Villeneuve, Gosling was a fan 
of the original, having first watched 

Blade Runner aged 14, roughly a 
decade after it was released in 

cinemas. “i realised just how 
influential it had been on 
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what was it like playing deckard 
again?

 I think it’s kind of fun to play a 
character 30 years later, so I didn’t 
see a real problem with it at all. 
Recently before that I had revisited 
Han Solo after about a 30-year 
absence from the part. In a way,  
I’m used to trying on old clothes. 
Happily they still fit, so it wasn’t  
a struggle. It was fun.

what has deckard been doing for 
the past 30 years?

 He has been in hiding and has 
gone through tragic events since 
the last film. He was charged with 
the protection of the secrets that 
he had. He felt morally obligated  
to protect those secrets. And so he 
made himself absent. He went to a 
place that one would not expect 
you to go. A dangerous place.  
And I think he’s been living a very 
lonely singular life.

How is the world of 2049 
different?

 Things have not gotten that 
much better in terms of the 
ecology of planet Earth. And life  
on Earth has continued to be 
challenging because of the 
environmental issues that the 
planet faces. And the social issues 
as well. So it remains a grim… but 
very interesting portrait of a 
possible future.

what was it like working with 
denis Villeneuve?

 I had seen his films, I’d admired 
his films. I didn’t know what his 
take on Blade Runner was, and it 
was a while before I began to really 
understand the depth of his 
ambition for the film. He’s a very 
quiet and thoughtful and extremely 
intelligent guy who takes the time 
necessary to come up with the 
answers for himself. And I found 
him a great… intellectual partner to 
stumble through the hard 
questions on the film with.

what can you tell us about your 
character K?

 The film picks up 30 years after 
where the first one left off. The 
world has become a much more 
harsh and isolated place. As a 
result of that, the Blade Runner 
profession has become more 
complicated. I play a character 
named K, who when we first meet 
him, is deep in the throughs of 
those complications and that 
isolation... Deckard is a significant 
person of interest in my character’s 
case. K sets out to find him in order 
to get answers to questions that 
have become very personal to him. 

How did you prepare for the role?
 One of the main things I tried to 

do was spend as much time on set 
as possible while we were shooting 
and beforehand, just to stay in the 
world. They had created an almost 
fully realised environment. It was 
truly impressive; and it felt 
necessary for me to spend as much 

Ryan Gosling 
straps in for a 
wild sci-fi ride... time there as possible so that I 

could normalise it in some way. 

what sort of conversations did 
you have with denis Villeneuve?

 The first conversation I had  
with Denis about the film, I felt 
immediately confident that he had 
this covered. All of his instincts 
were about grounding the film, 
making it possible, making it feel 
truthful and honouring the original. 
Taking the themes and questions 
that the first film presented and 
trying to follow them through to 
their next logical step... He had  
a great reverence, and respect for 
the original. But he never seemed 
to allow it to intimidate him. He 
used his admiration and turned it 
into inspiration. 

what was the biggest challenge 
with this film?

 The most challenging thing for 
me has been to help find a way to 
create an identity for this film that 
is both separate from the original 
but at the same time a natural 
extension of it.

PlayinG witH
a full decKaRd
Harrison ford talks 
heading back to 
the future...

sPecial K
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blade runner by numbers

The year in which the 
first film is set. Philip K 
Dick’s original story 
was set in 1992

2019
Number of lights used to illuminate 
the 13x18ft Hades landscape model

2000
1951 20 108

35
Number
of hours 
Ridley Scott’s 
first cut of 
Blade Runner 
ran to

Number of places Daryl 
Hannah chipped her 
elbow when smashing 
through a window

The year Alan 
Turing wrote 
his paper on 
the Imitation 
Game, which 
inspired Blade 
Runner’s 
Voight-
Kampff Test

Number of years between 
the release of Blade Runner 
and Blade Runner 2049

Number of minutes of Blade 
Runner footage Philip K 
Dick was able to watch 
before his death in 1982

Age Denis 
Villeneuve was 
when he first 
dreamed of 

making a 
sci-fi film

 k uncovers a mystery 

that makes the audience 

question everything  

blade runner by numbersblade runner by numbers

Ryan really had 
no idea where 
Chewie was.

Trying to find 
parking spaces 
for your flying 
car blows.

4

everything i had grown up watching and 
listening to,” he says, adding: “i’d admired 
denis for a long time. And when i sat with  
him, he just had my complete trust. i just felt 
dedicated to his vision of the film because he 
had such admiration for the original. And he’s 
such a humble and respectful person. But at the 
same time, he’s just fearless.”

Perhaps an even grander sign that Gosling 
was perfect for the sequel – he was hand-
picked for the role by harrison ford, whose 
deckard returns in Blade Runner 2049.  
older, more grizzled, yet unmistakably the 
Blade runner we all know and love, he’s been 
hiding out for years in the middle of nowhere 
when K tracks him down.

ford, it turns out, was attached with scott 
from the start, long before Villeneuve came in, 
and thought of Gosling the moment he’d read 
the Blade Runner 2049 script. Meanwhile, 
Villeneuve has promised to “protect” the 
question of whether or not deckard is a 
replicant. it remains unclear if the sequel will 
solve that golden goose of a sci-fi conundrum, 
even though scott himself has stated numerous 
times that deckard is definitely a replicant.

while Villeneuve has sci-fi form, he is also 
the man behind gritty thrillers Sicario and 
Prisoners, and early word is that his film won’t 
pull any punches when it comes to the good 
stuff. in the Us, his Blade Runner is rated r for 
“violence, sexuality, nudity, and language”, and 
early promo shots of Gosling’s K show him 
blood-smeared and bruised. Meanwhile, Jared 
leto’s antagonist, niander wallace, a replicant 
manufacturer with an impressive beard, looks 
set to cause serious problems for our hero.

“i needed a rock star to portray that 
character,” reveals Villeneuve. “At the 

beginning, our first thought was to go to david 
Bowie.” when Bowie sadly passed away in 
January 2016, Villeneuve was introduced to 
Jared leto by their mutual friend, director 
Jean-Marc Vallée. “Jared is someone who has a 
level of dedication... it was quite a journey to 
work with him,” Villeneuve chuckles.

Also seemingly on niander wallace’s team  
is luv, played by dutch actress sylvia hoeks. 
seen antagonising characters in the trailer, 
there’s no doubt that hoeks is playing the kind 
of badass character who would have imperator 
furiosa cheering. “i started three months prior 
to my first scene, working out six days a week 
for six hours a day,” hoeks says of her gruelling 
prep work. “And being not a very athletic 

person, it was a big thing.” this was after her 
audition, in which she admits: “i scared the 
hell out of a lot of people.”

so, yes, things have moved on a bit, but some 
things have stayed just the way we like them. 
“it’s still a detective story, a film noir, following 
the investigation with a police officer in this 
dystopian landscape of los Angeles in 2049,” 
promises Villeneuve. “this movie was an act of 
love towards the original movie. it’s really a 
landmark in film history. for us, it’s a big task 
to try to do a follow-up to this... to do a sequel 
of Blade Runner is like the biggest artistic 
challenge of my life.” 

Blade Runner 2049 is out on 6 October.
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TAXI CAB
 I was thinking the taxis were 

sort of a fetishistic way to carry 
people around, like cargo. 
Essentially, it was a four-wheel 
frame and you can install the 
passenger compartment as part of 
the package, or store that off-site 
and put in a cargo module, so the 
taxi part was sort of arbitrary.  
It was made to look like it was 
treating people as cargo.

ZHORA! ZHORA! ZHORA!
 The original idea for the club, they 

were trying to get the use of the Wiltern 
Theatre on Wilshire Boulevard, which 
wasn’t nouveau or baroque; there was  
a theme of ornamentation and the 
mezzanine is an oval around the ground 
floor. The idea was to use the stairs 
coming down to the main floor, put in a 
plastic ramp to the stage where Zhora 
would dance. But that never worked out, 
so the club scene was much reduced in 
terms of scale and camera angles.
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DESIGNING 
THE FUTURE

 I was the first hired member of 
staff on Blade Runner. Ridley Scott 
and I had a great relationship. I was 
hired to design the vehicles and, 
because I’m an artist, I started 
painting my designs in situ. I read 
the script, and during that first 
reading, Ridley said, “This is not 
going to be Logan’s Run,” that sort 
of refrigerator white [look]. I knew 
the story and the dystopian nature 
of the city setting, so I painted the 
scenery behind the vehicles and 
put them in place. He appreciated 
that and, essentially, I painted  
my way into the rest of the  
picture: props, interior views  
and exterior views.

COP CAR
 In the Philip K Dick story, they were called “spinners” and 

it was a flying car. I didn’t want it to change shape whether  
it was flying or it was on the street. So the spinner was a 
vertical take-off and landing, forward-motion vehicle. Like 
with a helicopter, you have to see down to where you’re 
going to land, so we put the front wheels on these stubby 
stalks so the driver can look down between the front wheels. 
That’s where that design came from.

Legendary artist 
Syd Mead 
talks Josh 
Winning 
through his 
designs for  
the original 
Blade Runner

STREET SMARTS
 In the story, a major part  

of the Earth-based technology  
was supporting this space 
programme off-planet, so the 
high end of the technology 
wasn’t being used on Earth. 
Everything’s left to go into 
decay. The big buildings were 
new, but they were built over 
the existing street sets; the 
street became the basement  
of the city, which is an 
accumulation of generators and 
transformers and cables going 
up to serve the buildings up 
above. It was a contrast of 
luxury, technological expertise 
and neglect, which was an 
interesting combination.

The Movie Art Of Syd 
Mead: Visual Futurist 

is out 19 September 
from Titan Books



Caitriona Balfe
the Outlander star talks loss and longing in season three

face to face with the 
biggest stars
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f Outlander’s proved anything to the masses, it’s 
that time-travel stories don’t just have to be about 
paradoxical dilemmas. In fact they can be sexy as 
hell. Based on the bestselling novel series by Diana 
Gabaldon, Ronald D Moore’s adaptation of the 
books has faithfully brought to life the time-
crossed love story of 20th century nurse Claire 

Randall – played by Caitriona Balfe – and 18th 
century Highlander Jamie Fraser (Sam Heughan). 
With the third season debuting globally in 
September, the always chic Balfe is in Los Angeles 
making the press rounds, teasing the time-hopping to 
come that’ll eventually reunite the Frasers, who have 
been separated across time for two decades. The new 
season begins by filling in audiences on what both of 
their lives have looked like apart and, Balfe tells SFX, 
that angst has translated into a thrilling deep dive 
into the complex emotional life of her character...

When we last saw Claire, it was in the ’60s and she had 
just discovered that Jamie didn’t die in the Battle of 
Culloden. A big twist for book readers and viewers of 
the TV adaptation!

 I think that’s the great thing about this series of books, 
and the great thing about our show is that you’re constantly 
being kept on your toes. You never know what to expect. 
And the great thing about it being a time-travelling fantasy  
is really the story can go anywhere, and very frequently 
does. It just keeps it really interesting for all of us.
At the end of season two, and in season three, you play 
Claire 20 years older. How did you get into the skin of a 
more mature version of your character?

 At the end of season two, I had to start doing a lot of that 
work. Some of it was that I watched certain actresses.  
I would watch an early film and then watch a later film [of 
theirs] and see how people don’t change that much. Just 
certain things change about them, or how they carry 
themselves. And a lot of it is that people, the older they get, 
there’s just a certain gravitas, or a certain authority that they 
gain through the fact that they’re more comfortable with 
themselves or they know themselves better.
Claire also agreed to embrace a life where she left Jamie 
in the past and exists in a marriage with Frank (Tobias 

Menzies) that never really heals. How did that impact 
your performance emotionally?

 For Claire, especially when you shut off a side of yourself, 
how does that change how you carry yourself and how you 
interact with other people? When you see Claire at first, 
she’s more repressed and a little more brittle than we’ve 
seen her before. The costumes added to that and the very 
coiffed hair. There’s a maturity to her because of her 
position and career. But I always think Claire’s true nature 
is when her hair’s blowing and she’s on a horse galloping 
across a field with Jamie by her side. This is a very different 
woman that we see in the beginning.
The first episodes of season three reveal what Claire’s 
been up to for those two decades. Did her choices seem 
in keeping with her character?

 Well, the audience knows that Jamie didn’t die but Claire 
doesn’t. So if you have her never trying to move forward in 
her life, that’s a very tragic character. I think part of Claire’s 
DNA is that she’s a survivor and she gets on with it. She may 
have put a part of herself to one side, but she does create a 
positive and productive life for herself. She’s a doctor and I 
loved those scenes, especially the operation scene. We had 
real OR nurses as our extras and we had a surgeon 
consulting. We had this great Irish nurse who said, “Nope! 
That’s not how this would be. Your scalpels are here.”  
She was adamant that I had to receive it in a certain way. 
And we had this prosthetic with fake blood so it was  
really interesting.
What does Jamie coming back into her life open up in 
Claire?

 When she gets reunited with her love, it’s how you 
unravel all of that, and how do you break down the walls 
that somebody’s built around their heart. That was a pretty 
unique thing to be able to play.
Have you kept up reading Diana Gabaldon’s novels since 
being in the show?

 Yes, I’ve read every book that we’ve filmed. I read 
Outlander before we filmed season one. The same with 
season two and the same with season three. I’m halfway 
through book four [Drums Of Autumn] because we are 
about to start shooting season four. It gives you an overview 
of where your character is going, but then, obviously, once 
we get into production, the scripts are your guidance.  

Outlander season three is available to watch now on 
Amazon Prime Video.

Occupation
 Actor

Born
 4 october 1979

From
 Dublin, Ireland

Greatest hits
 Super 8, Now 

You See Me, 
Escape Plan, 
Money Monster
Random fact

 In 2006, when 
balfe was primarily 
modelling, she 
played a small part 
as a Runway 
Magazine 
employee in  
The Devil Wears 
Prada. See if you 
can spot her...



“part of 
Claire’s dna 
is that she’s 
a survivor”
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Justice is served. 
Nick setchfield
is oN set as the 
PuNisher comes to 
Netflix. ruN while 
you caN, crime...
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Taking a break 
from snapping 
necks to take 
in the skyline.

Jon Bernthal’s fist fills the    
monitor screen, the camera tight on his sharp 
white knuckles and furious veins. the fingers 
clutch and unclench, shuddering with barely 
repressed rage. as faintly terrifying hand acting 
goes, SFX is witnessing a masterclass.

“nothing in this world i hate more than a 
bomb,” Bernthal declares, in a voice that 
sounds like Dirty harry gargling shrapnel with 
a cement chaser. “Goddamn cowards.”

You have, you imagine, approximately five 
seconds to reconsider your life choices.

“those maggots, they think they’re going to 
scare people. Whoever did this, they’re in for a 
world of shit.”

Cut. that’s a take.
“is that the kind of shake 

you want?” Bernthal asks, 

possibly concerned he hasn’t delivered quite 
the right degree of borderline psychosis. 
“Maybe a little bit more?”

Welcome to frank Castle’s world. if that’s 
too unsettling a prospect for you – and if it is, 
what exactly are you hiding? – let’s simply call 
it the new York studio set of The Punisher, the 
latest collaboration between Marvel’s tV 
division and streaming giant netflix. 

We’re in the nerve centre of the gun-toting 
avenger’s war on crime, a dank basement in  
an abandoned industrial building where 
tech-head sidekick Micro commands a dusty 
arsenal of computers so ancient they may still 
be dial-up. there’s a makeshift kitchen, a 
toxic-looking mattress, a brutal lack of daylight 
and a general vibe of long hours spent 
pondering the existential realities of violence. 
a sign warns DanGer hiGh VoltaGe, 
though whether that’s referring to electricity 
or frank’s general disposition is anyone’s guess.

“i think anti-heroes with dark pasts, that are 
morally grey, are always very interesting to 
write,” says showrunner steve lightfoot, no 
stranger to ethically complex protagonists 
given his previous work on Hannibal. “it gives 
you a lot more to play with than something 
where it’s just white hats and black hats.

“i was drawn to a guy who is dealing with 
grief – how does he do that? in many ways  
he uses rage, because as long as he’s angry he 
doesn’t have to admit to himself that he’s hurt. 
i was fascinated by what happens when that 
guy has to admit he’s hurt. We talked a lot as 
we developed the show that once you take hold 
of the hand of violence it’s impossible to let  
it go. that relationship to violence really 
interested me, not just the fact he has the 
ability to use it but also the cost of that.”

Marvel’s bullet-spritzing vigilante has been 
brought to the screen before. Dolph lundgren, 
thomas Jane and ray stevenson wore the skull 
symbol in three movies released between 1989 

“Neck 
deeP iN 
Blood 
aNd 
Guts…”
Jon Bernthal 
is Frank Castle

how does this show build on 
Daredevil season two?

 I’m enormously grateful to 
Charlie [Cox] and the creative 
team at Marvel and Netflix for the 
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launching pad that they gave the 
character. They really concentrated 
on the character right, in his 
emotional reeling from the 
unbelievably traumatic event  
that comes to define him going 
forward. The character that was 
portrayed on Daredevil season two 
was sort of the origin tale of how 
this guy became the Punisher, why 
he put on the vest. With this show 
they’re going back before any  
of that and after that, so it’ll be 
somewhat loose with chronology. 
Steve [Lightfoot] is really trying to 

dig in a little bit deeper about who 
and why.

what attracted you to this 
character?

 It’s something that comes right 
out of the comic books where he’s 
constantly examining himself.  
His self-loathing just grows deeper 
and deeper. There’s always this 
question of “Why am I behaving 
the way that I am? Who am I?”  
It’s the central question to this 
character. “Is this traumatic event 
making me who I am or was I 

always this person? Is Frank Castle 
that father from the suburbs who 
was happy raising his kids and 
coaching his son and playing guitar 
with his daughter? Is that the 
happy Frank Castle or is the happy 
Frank Castle the man who gets to 
be neck-deep in blood and guts?” 
Those are the kind of questions 
that I hope that we’re digging into 
this season.

what physical preparation does it 
take to play the Punisher?

 Doughnuts and pizza.

GuN 
lore
The Punisher’s 
creator recalls his 
comic book origins

making his debut in 1974’s 
Amazing Spider-Man #129,  
the Punisher was initially 

introduced by Gerry Conway and 
John Romita as part of the supporting 
cast of the first Clone Saga. “I had this 
villain called the Jackal, who was 
operating behind the scenes,” recalls 
Conway. “In order to make it clear 
that he was this master manipulator,  
I brought in a subordinate character, 
who was just going to be a one-off 
character as he would just be our way 
of meeting the Jackal.”

A former Vietnam sniper who 
takes the law into their own hands, 
the Punisher is often compared to 
Don Pendleton’s the Executioner. 
However, the Brooklyn-born Conway 
also drew on real events to create the 
troubled character of Frank Castle.

“New York in the early 1970s was a 
very fearful place, as was America,” he 
tells SFX. “We had this sense of crime 
being out of control, and there was a 
move towards vigilantism in certain 
ways. You had movies like Dirty Harry 
in which regular police work was seen 
as not being good enough, and we 
had returning Vietnam vets who were 
unfairly perceived as being potentially 
dangerous. I thought it would be 
interesting to have a guy who was like 
a deranged Batman. Somebody who 
saw crime and criminals in black-  
and-white terms as opposed to 
Spider-Man, who had a sense of 
nuance and wouldn’t deliberately kill 
someone. This was a guy whose 
answer was to just take them out.”

Conway soon realised that Castle 
would be worth reprising for future 
storylines. “I did a rough sketch that 
John Romita enhanced into the cool 
costume that you see today, and  
Stan Lee suggested the name ‘the 
Punisher’,” he says. “As I was writing 
it, I felt like he had more potential 
than just one issue. In the end, he was 
enormously popular so we brought 
him back as often we could. I then left 
and he started appearing in his own 
titles. The rest as they say is history.”
Stephen Jewell
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pretty violent stuff on Daredevil! It 
wouldn’t be the Punisher without 
some horrible mutilating of terrible, 
bad people. But I also think that we 
have a whole season this time to 
really focus just on his journey.  
Last year we were sharing it with 
the Elektra plot and he was in 
prison half of the time. 

do you get stopped and 
recognised more for True Blood  
or Daredevil?

 More for True Blood but that’s 
probably because I was a redhead, 
and I think that stood out a little 
more. I barely ever get stopped for 
Karen. I remember I went to 
Comic-Con years ago, and I was 
dressed as Hit-Girl, so all you could 
see was my chin, and I got stopped 
within the first five minutes.  
I couldn’t believe it! I sort  
of have a distinctive mole,   
maybe that was it…

so you’ve got a different leading 
man. what aspects of karen 

does frank bring out that matt 
didn’t?

 Well, you know, Matt has 
this really stingy thing about 
not killing people, which 
Karen has already made a 
mess of in her life! I think 
there’s something about 
Frank where she doesn’t 
have to be ashamed of her 
darkest, deepest side of 
herself. She gets to be 
more honest with him, 
more open. One of my 
favourite things about the 
relationship with Karen and 
Frank is that she challenges 

him. She’s not scared of him, 
the way everyone else is. 

is this show more violent than 
Daredevil?
 I don’t know. We did some 

“she’s Not 
scared of him”

“we tolerate 
each other…”

deborah ann woll is Karen Page

ebon moss-Bachrach is Micro

So if you’re kinda smart 
you can do a Google 
search or two. So I 
figured out what part 
it was. I liked comic 
books as a kid but 
right now I’m not  
much of a comic  
book person. 

what did you make of 
the comic book version?

 I think he’s interesting 
but we wanted to do more. 
He’s a one-trick pony in the 
comics that I’ve found. He 
equips him with stuff. It starts 
to get interesting when their 
relationship gets bad. That’s when 
Micro gets more interesting to me. 
And we haven’t explored that area 
as of yet… And he’s dead [in the 
comics]. No, this is a three-
dimensional portrait. I hope!

what’s micro’s relationship with 
frank?

 We have found ourselves with 
common enemies and it’s a 
marriage of convenience. We 
tolerate each other. Our mutual 
desire to kill some people is the 
foundation of our relationship!  
It’s a partnership that sometimes 
flirts with being friendship. Mostly 
our relationship exists in the  
prison cellmate variety.

did you know the character?
 When I was talking about doing 

the show they wouldn’t directly tell 
me who I was playing. I had to be 
kind of a detective from the little 
bit of material they had sent me. 
They changed the name. They’d 
white out one name in the script 
and write another fake name, but  
I think they went from David to 
Donald – they don’t work so hard. 
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Karen returns 
to tell Frank 
she prefers his 
leather jacket.

Raiding Argos’s 
warehouse 
for a cheap 
smartphone.
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and 2008. Jon Bernthal debuted as the netflix 
incarnation of the Punisher in season two of 
Daredevil, bringing his unique brand of urban 
renewal to hell’s Kitchen. these 13 episodes 
promise to explore the bloodied comic book 
icon in greater depth than ever before.

“You saw him in Daredevil, where he is 
pretty brutal and pretty dark,” says lightfoot. 
“But on that show he was always on a mission. 
You only got to see 25 per cent of who he was, 
and it was the guy who was always killing.  
he was an antagonist, not the protagonist.  
We carry on in a way that fans of the character 
will be satisfied by, but we’re also showing the 
other 75% of the character, enriching him and 
making the human side more present.

“in Daredevil he was a guy with a very 
simple agenda, which was revenge. and that 
was used to highlight Matt Murdock’s 
dilemmas. in this show we’ve had to give him 
dilemmas of his own. With any show, even if 
it’s about superheroes or whatever, you have to 
find things that normal people will identify 
with, that are everyman qualities. i’ve never 
been a special forces guy who kills 50 people 
but i do know what it’s like to grieve. at heart 
you’ve got a very tough guy who isn’t 
necessarily great at showing his feelings, 
having at some point to deal with the loss of his 
family. and that’s something everyone can 
identify with. We can empathise with that, if 
not the actions it leads to.”

triGGer haPPy 
Given frank’s actions come locked-and-loaded, 
lightfoot knows the show walks the line 
between licencing him to pursue his methods 
and turning the bloodbath into entertainment. 
But for all its body count this isn’t Death 
Wish-style vigilante porn, he tells SFX.

“i think that’s the issue with every action 
movie or superhero movie ever, isn’t it? it’s the 

 at heart we 
have a tough 
guy having to 
deal with the 
loss of family 

whole thing of you rooting for the guys flying 
around but in the meantime they’re knocking 
over entire buildings, and you wonder if there’s 
anyone in them… there is always that 
responsibility and i think you have to root it in 
story and character. hopefully we’re the right 
side of that line. i don’t think we’re a gratuitous 
show. We’re showing the cost of the violence 
rather than being flippant about it.

“People have always been both repelled and 
entertained by violence,” the showrunner 
continues. “in Daredevil they didn’t shy away 
from it. they made it real. Personally my taste 
is if you’re going to do violence then it 
shouldn’t be flippant. if you’re going to see 
someone get hit in the face i’d rather you saw 
that it really hurt and play the repercussions of 
it as well as the entertainment. i think we pull 
that off in the show. the fights are exciting but 
they’re also somewhat sobering.”

frank Castle’s not quite the loner of legend, 
for all that you imagine he prefers a well-oiled 
gun stash to human company. the show 
imports Deborah ann Woll as Karen Page, 
building on the relationship established 
in Daredevil season two. While Karen 
is key to humanising frank, he’s also 
paired with ebon Moss-Bachrach 
as former nsa analyst Micro, a 
technological enabler introduced to 

the comics in the late ’80s.
“their skill-sets are very different,” says 

lightfoot. “in some ways one of them’s the 
missile and one of them’s the guidance system. 
When we started developing the show i was 
really keen to not have Micro just be a sidekick. 
he has a full story of his own. him and frank 
intersect but he’s not just someone serving 
frank’s story. for me he pulls frank from 
fighting for revenge to actually fighting for 
some kind of future. rather than it being about 
the past it’s about what’s next. he’s a pretty 
rich character in his own right.”

the dark heart of it all, of course, is Jon 
Bernthal, the man who has to show the 
brutalised soul beneath the Punisher’s scar 
tissue. lightfoot’s quick to praise his star.

“he’s just a fantastic actor,” he says. “What  
i love about Jon is that he’s incredibly physical 
and so you genuinely buy that guy can do that 
stuff. Jon has a physicality that makes you 
believe, ‘actually, that guy would probably  
win that fight…’

“But at the same time he’s an incredibly 
sensitive, emotive actor. the joy of it is you  
can give him the tough stuff to do and he’s 
unflinching. Jon’s not scared to lose the 
audience for a while by dark deeds, but he’s an 
actor who always has the ability to win them 
back. in the end he’s really sensitive and he lets 
the audience in. Without that it’d be hard to 
pull the show off.”

in the basement set the crew are going  
for another take, the camera still close on 
Bernthal’s hand, trembling as if eager to take 
crime itself by the throat.

“let’s do one more for continuity on that, 
Jon,” calls the director.

Bernthal gives a deeply frank Castle smile. 
“Continuity is for pussies.” 

The Punisher will be available on 
Netflix this autumn.
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Now Vaughn’s reactivating the dapper 
franchise with The Golden Circle. And, the 
helmer tells SFX, this one’s for the faithful.

“The one rule I had while making this sequel 
is that it’s for the fans of the first film. Despite 
everyone saying, ‘You need to expand the 
audience,’ I said, ‘The only thing I’m interested 
in is satisfying the people who liked the first 
one, and if more people come because of that, 
great.’ I’m not trying to get greedy about this.  
I want to reward the original fans of Kingsman, 
for them having faith in the movie and coming 
to see it and liking it.”

Not that Vaughn banked on a sequel while 
making The Secret Service. “I’m not even 
confident of a Kingsman 3!” he laughs. “I’ve 
been in situations where I’ve made films that  
I was really proud of that underperformed.  
I would have liked to have made more of them, 
but it didn’t happen. It was up to the public.”

As mission briefs go, following the hit 
original proved to be a daunting assignment. 
Turns out Vaughn’s bullishness isn’t quite as 
bulletproof as it appears.

“I was really nervous that I wouldn’t pull it 
off,” he confesses, “because there’s a lot more 
examples of bad sequels than good ones. I was 
just very apprehensive. When I wrote the 
screenplay with Jane [Goldman] we said, 
‘Listen, we’ll write it as its own movie,’ not 
making the mistakes of sequels where everyone 
thinks, ‘Let’s make it bigger!’ People love these 
characters, so if you see the characters going on 

ATTheW VAuGhN hAs The 
perfect tagline for his new 
movie. It’s one you won’t be 
seeing on a billboard.

“No one will let me use it,” he 
tells SFX. “I want to scream out, ‘If you didn’t 
like the first Kingsman you’re going to fucking 
hate this one!’ And that’s the attitude I’ve made 
the film with.”

It’s a line that’s pure essence of Vaughn, so in 
your face you fear for your teeth. This is, after 
all, the provocateur who mixed fine tailoring, 
tar-black satire and delirious ultra-violence in 
2014’s Kingsman: The Secret Service. Adapting 
the comic book by Mark Millar and Dave 
Gibbons, it was a propulsive love letter to the 
spy-fi genre, charting London street kid eggsy’s 
metamorphosis from Burberry-clad no-hoper 
to immaculate gentleman agent. My Fair Lady 
with a higher body count.

Charm. Manners. GBH. 
The best-dressed spy 
franchise is back with 
Kingsman: The 
golden CirCle. 
Matthew Vaughn 
recruits Nick Setchfield 
for active duty
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Young Gun
Taron Egerton on sequels, 

muscles and Bond

Just three lads 
going on a 
skiing holiday.

Julianne Moore 
makes cannibal 
burgers. Can 
we just have  
a milkshake?r
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a new journey and then you learn more about 
them on that journey, it doesn’t feel like a 
sequel, it’s a continuation of a story. We didn’t 
want to just cash in and make the same movie 
again for more money and less integrity.”

Does a sequel give you a licence to go 
wilder? SFX has seen the first 30 minutes of 
The Golden Circle and it feels like Kingsman 
cranked up to 11. The agreeably preposterous 
opening scene – a taxi-racing thrill-ride, with 
added robotic body parts – is soundtracked, 
fittingly, by Prince’s “Let’s Go Crazy”.

“I wasn’t trying to be wilder,” the helmer 
insists. “What I learned on the first film is that 
some scenes that people think are crazy and 
wild other people don’t, and vice versa.  
I learned very quickly that some people 
will say to me, ‘That church sequence is 
amazing! 80 people slaughtered! But 
God, a shot of that woman’s arse? 
That’s not acceptable!’ And someone 
else will say, ‘Oh, that bum joke’s very 
funny at the end. Do you really need 
to have the scene in the church?’ 

“I was writing scenes and 
sequences and moments that 
were right for the movie and 
right for the characters.  
I didn’t sit there thinking, ‘Oh, 
I’ve got to be wilder, I’ve got 
to be bigger.’ Let’s just do the 
next chapter. A lot of people 
ask me, ‘how are you going to 

top the church sequence?’ We’re not trying to 
top anything.”

Vaughn knew that he wanted to explore his 
upwardly mobile hero, played by Taron 
egerton. Originally established as an inner city 
tearaway with a chip on his shoulder, eggsy’s 
now adjusting to service in Kingsman, the 

independent international intelligence 
agency that’s been entrusted with 

safeguarding the nation – and keeping 
Blighty’s sartorial standards high.

“I wanted to get deeper into eggsy, 
and eggsy’s journey,” Vaughn tells 
SFX. “The sequels that work are the 

ones where you get to know the 
characters better. This one was 
about getting to know eggsy, 
seeing him solve dilemmas, 
growing up with him.”

At the same time The 
Golden Circle expands the 
franchise’s mythology. As 
eggsy discovers America 
has its own counterpart to 

 I’m not taking 
the piss. This film 
is my love letter  
to spy movies 

Were you always confident you were going 
to get a sequel?

I have unwavering faith in Mr Vaughn. I think 
he’s a freak of nature in the nicest possible 
way. He knows exactly what he’s trying to 

create, and he’s uncompromising and 
tenacious in his pursuit of it. He wanted a 
sequel. Kingsman was an origin story and 
there was a justified question about what 
happens next. That, and the prospect of 

making hundreds of millions of dollars, is a 
good reason to make a sequel. It doesn’t 

work when it’s just about the making 
hundreds of millions of dollars…

You had to hit the gym again. Could you 
ever be one of those action stars that has to 

be permanently match-fit?
That wouldn’t be a life well led. The more 

traditional actor in me doesn’t want to play 
people who look like they’ve spent lots of 
time in the gym. It’s a great joy to play the 

hero but I want to straddle that with playing 
as much of the everyman as I’m able to.

Every actor in Britain seems to be in 
contention for James Bond. Fancy it?

I genuinely really haven’t thought about it.  
It would be a very odd thing for me to do, 

having been something like a parody to him. 
I don’t know that they’re ever going to call 

me up for that. But that is the gig, and I don’t 
think any actor would bat it away lightly.  
I’m enjoying the spy I’m playing at the 

moment, though!
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You get some 
sweet threads 
working in 
espionage. 

Channing 
Tatum and 
Halle Berry 
team up.

Kingsman – statesman, an equally clandestine 
agency that counts such hollywood A-listers as 
Channing Tatum, halle Berry and Jeff Bridges 
among its personnel.

“There’s a bigger web out there,” says Vaughn, 
“but the fun thing is that it’s through eggsy’s 
eyes. eggsy doesn’t know about statesman, just 
like he didn’t know about Kingsman.”

When we last saw eggsy he was in suited-
and-booted, super-suave mode, inheriting the 
style of late mentor harry hart [Colin Firth]. 
But he’s not forgetting his roots.

“he’s harry Palmer [Michael Caine’s chippy, 
working class spy from The Ipcress File] and 
James Bond mixed together. I think that it’s 
really important to see that he’s our modern 
day spy, that he’s his own thing. he’s a 
gentleman spy when he needs to be but he’s 
also a kid on the street when he needs to be. 
The mistake would be if he was just the suave 
gentleman spy. Then the conflict’s gone and the 
interest’s gone. he’s just become like every 
other wannabe James Bond movie, which 
we’re not trying to be.”

Golden boy
Wait, did we say the late harry hart? Not so 
fast. The Golden Circle resurrects Colin Firth’s 
impeccably mannered killing machine, despite 
a pretty definitive death scene in The Secret 
Service. Did Vaughn always know he wanted to 
bring him back?

“It was a quandary. I was like, ‘Am I really 
going to get away with it?’, because you are 
pushing boundaries. But I thought well, 
Kingsman’s all about pushing boundaries. 
secondly, people loved him, and I loved 
working with Colin, so on a selfish level I 
wanted Colin back on set. But on a Kingsman 
level there was such a big opportunity for how 
to bring him back, and the conflict that being 
back gave to the character. I needed Colin and 
harry hart, so we just wrote the script and I 
thought, ‘You know what, it works.’”

Any good spy caper lives or dies by its villain, 
Vaughn insists. The Golden Circle sees Julianne 

Moore on evil mastermind duty as Poppy, an 
entrepreneur with an unsettling line in 
cannibalistic burgers.

“I felt villains have got quite dull in movies,” 
he tells SFX. “They’re normally an Islamic 
terrorist or a rich megalomaniac. Well, you tell 
me, who was the last memorable villain you 
can remember in the spy world?”

erm… Javier Bardem in Skyfall? “his 
performance was great,” Vaughn agrees. “But 
what was he actually doing? It’s a little bit odd. 
You watch Skyfall and you go, ‘Well, hold on a 
minute, they’re all taunting each other and 
blowing each other up, but what does he 
actually want?’ It’s not like a villain plot where 
you’re like, ‘hoo! That’s going to affect us!’ so I 
try to make the villain have a point of view that 
you think is interesting, that you listen to. The 
problem that they identify in the world you 
sort of agree with – but their solution to the 
problem you definitely do not agree with.”

From globe-threatening villains to blade-
tipped shoes and submersible cars, this is a 
franchise that wears its influences on its 
impressively tailored sleeve.

“When I did Kingsman I was really aware 
that it was a love letter to spy movies,” says 
Vaughn. “When I did Kick-Ass that was a love 
letter to all the superhero films. I remember 
thinking, ‘As a filmmaker, what am I doing?  
Am I making a movie or am I making a long 
sketch?’ I’m not trying to be Austin Powers and 
I’m not taking the piss. It really is a love letter. 
You can’t help but be influenced by the movies 
you love. They stay in your head. But then you 
ask, ‘What’s my version of those films?’” 

Kingsman: The Golden Circle is out on  
20 September.
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A SENSE OF HISTORY
The Marvel Universe reTUrns To iTs rooTs in 

Marvel legacy, as sTephen Jewell discovers
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G
iven it’s built on the 
foundations that seminal creators like 
stan lee, Jack Kirby and steve Ditko 
established more than half a century 
ago, there must be a feeling of 
standing on the shoulders of giants 
at Marvel Comics. After emphasising 

the contemporary with recent initiatives like 
Marvel Now! and All New All Different Marvel, 
the house of ideas’ latest relaunch this autumn 
will acknowledge its rich and plentiful 
heritage. With stalwarts like spider-Man and 
Captain America returning to their most 
popular iterations and their titles reverting to 
their original numbering, Marvel Legacy will 

tap into over five decades of continuity. 
however, according to Marvel executive editor 
tom brevoort, it’s not just a nostalgia fest 
designed to appeal to long time fans.

“As the name implies, Marvel Legacy is us 
reaching back into our past for inspiration in 
creating new stories that will propel our heroes 
into the future,” he tells SFX. “so there’s 
definitely a feeling of history there throughout 
the various books. it’s mostly about identifying 
those aspects of the Marvel universe that have 
wandered out of the spotlight a bit in recent 
years and shining a light upon them. Marvel 
Legacy and the stories that will unfold 
underneath its banner will reinforce that for all 

that it has continued to grow, change and evolve 
as it has for over 50 years, the Marvel universe is 
still the same place that you recognise and love.”

but while we’ve recently seen the advent of 
more diverse characters like Jane Foster’s 
female thor and Kamala Khan’s Muslim-
American Ms Marvel, brevoort insists that 
Marvel Legacy isn’t intended to alienate newer 
readers. “it’s designed to harken back to the 
essence of classic Marvel and to remind 
readers of any age or duration why they fell in 
love with those characters and this world in the 
first place,” he explains. “so there are a bunch 
of callbacks, some of which are cosmetic, such 
as the issue numbers, the trade dress and 
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Meet the 
Avengers of 
1,000,000 BC!
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things like [’70s fan club] FooM 
and [cut-out and collect] Marvel 
value stamps, while others are 
more narrative in nature.”

For brian Michael bendis, who 
will continue to chronicle the 
adventures of Riri Williams in 
Invincible Iron Man and Miles 
Morales in Spider-Man, Marvel 
Legacy represents the best of both 
worlds. “All these characters are 
loved and have been around for 
decades and now they’re gigantic 
movie stars on levels none of us 
thought was even possible ten 
years ago,” he says. “but what’s 
important is that as phenomenal 
as those characters are, the newer 
characters like Riri, Miles and 
Kamala Khan also speak to a very 
prominent audience, who are only 
coming in to see those characters. 
but there’s no reason why they 
can’t all co-exist, intermingle and 
prop each other up.”

Claiming that, “i’m so down with it, you have 
no idea,” bendis can’t wait for the arrival of 
Marvel Legacy, which follows directly on from 
this summer’s controversial Secret Empire 
crossover and the Generations mini-series, which 
teams up original versions of characters like 
hawkeye and Phoenix with their more recent 
incarnations. “Legacy is like a list of things i’ve 
been really excited about Marvel doing for a few 
years,” he says. “i’m excited about the numbering, 
and i’m excited about some surprises people 
don’t know about. it was also a great opportunity 
to focus our stories on what the books are 
about. When Marvel or DC do something like 
this, it really does bring some outstanding 
books out of that thinking. You can really focus 
on ‘what is the point of an iron Man book or a 
thor book? Are we doing that and what’s the 
most surprising thing we can do with that book 
right now?’ And then doing them all at once.”

making history
but while Marvel Legacy arrives 16 months 
after DC successfully restored their own 
universe to its full glory in 2016 reboot DC 
Rebirth, brevoort believes that the two 
programmes have little in common. “We’re just 
concentrating on what we think will work best 
for us, and what the Marvel universe might be 
in need of at any given minute,” he says. 
“Legacy is similar to Rebirth in that they’re 
both promotions and it also begins with a 
one-shot, but that’s where the similarity ends.”

Written by Jason Aaron and mostly illustrated 
by esad Ribic, the Marvel Legacy one-shot will 
span the entire history of the Marvel universe 
as it introduces a prehistoric chapter of the 
earth’s Mightiest heroes whose line-up 

includes Ghost Rider, black Panther, star brand, 
Phoenix, iron Fist, odin and Doctor strange 
predecessor Agamotto the All-seeing. “the idea 
for the Avengers of 1,000,000 bC came entirely 
from Jason, as did its membership, so it’s all 
prime Jason,” says brevoort. “And while esad is 
producing the bulk of the art for the special, 
there are also contributions from a wide variety 
of other artists from across the Marvel 
spectrum, so it’s turned into a real showpiece 
for some beautiful artwork.”

infamously aligning himself with hYDRA 
during Secret Empire, steve Rogers will once 
again be his true self when former Daredevil and 
Black Widow collaborators Mark Waid and Chris 
samnee take over the reins of Captain America 
with november’s #695. “We’ve just had a great 
conference call about the overall direction of 
the storyline, and something happens at the 
end of Mark and Chris’s third issue, #697, 
which ought to get people talking and will 
catapult events into an unexpected direction,” 
says brevoort. “it’s definitely the sort of Cap 
series that all of those people who are now up 
in arms about Secret Empire have been saying 
they want, so hopefully it will appeal to them.”

With Peter Parker having recently lost his 
multi-million dollar tech empire, Amazing 
Spider-Man #789 will see him going back to 

basics as he once again becomes the Friendly 
neighborhood spider-Man. “Legacy worked 
out well with what we’ve got planned on 
Amazing because we’d got to the point where 
we were breaking down Peter’s corporation 
and bringing him back full time to the streets of 
new York,” says Amazing Spider-Man scribe 
Dan slott. “it’s going to be a Peter Parker who 
is in the way you think of spider-Man when 
you say to someone, ‘tell me about spider-
Man.’ We were already heading that way before 
Legacy, so i was like, ‘it’s business as usual.’ 
Legacy is everything you know and love about 
the Marvel universe, only more so.”

one-shot wonders
From Dazzler to Darkhawk, Not Brand Echh 
and Master Of Kung Fu, a series of self-
contained specials will be released in november 
showcasing some cult characters, who perhaps 
don’t warrant their own monthly title at present. 
“the point of the one-shots was to have some 
fun,” says brevoort. “We know that the odds of a 
Darkhawk or a Power Pack supporting a full-on 
ongoing series right now is pretty slim, but at 
the same time, there are people who love those 
characters. Marvel Legacy gives us an umbrella 
under which we can take a few fliers on some 
old characters and different creative teams, to 
give a little gift back to the fans of those 
different series, and see if we can get something 
more to spark. if people react well enough to 
the silver sable one-shot or the Master of 
Kung-Fu story gets some good notices, then 
we’ll certainly be ready to do more.” 

The Marvel Legacy one-shot is published by 
Marvel Comics on 27 September. The Marvel 
Legacy range begins in October.

 there’s a 
feeling of 
history 
throughout  
the books 
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T
here are times when writing careers don’t quite 
go as planned. Between 2010 and 2014, Tricia 
Sullivan, despite having won the 1999 Arthur C 
Clarke Award for Dreaming In Smoke, was out of 
contract. It would be 2016 before Gollancz would 
publish her book, Occupy Me. So what happened?  

“Most of this delay is down to the fact that I was 
spending most of my time studying for a physics degree,” 
Sullivan says, “but I’d started the physics degree in part 
because after 10 novels I still had no commercial traction.” 
Just in case there’s any room for misinterpretation here, 
Sullivan adds: “This failure to move units made me a risky 
prospect for any publisher.”

This seems to be changing. One of the things about a 
writer spending time away from the publishing fray is that, 
with luck, everyone remembers just how good you are. That 
certainly seemed to happen with Sullivan’s Occupy Me, an 
eerie high-concept future thriller that garnered her a third 
appearance on the Clarke shortlist.

study break
A little over 18 months later and, after novelistic famine, 
feast as Sullivan’s new novel Sweet Dreams hits stores. As 
Sullivan tells it, it was a book that began life as a distraction 
when studying for her degree was especially tough.

“I would do two-three hours of problems in the morning 
and another couple of hours every afternoon, and then 
some more reading in the evening,” she says. “It was really 
hard and there were long stretches where I couldn’t work 
on Occupy Me because I didn’t have the brainpower. But 
every day I’d go to pick up my eldest at high school. I’d get 
there early, sometimes to fit in a run, but sometimes I’d be 
sitting waiting for him. I got in the habit of messing around 
in longhand just to amuse myself. It was an escape.”

The result is Sweet Dreams, which tells the story of 
Charlie, a “young, down-at-heel psychology graduate who 
contracts an experimental nanotech infection for cash” and 
finds she can “enter others’ dreams” because of a side effect. 
Charlie tries to use her gift to help people, but not everyone 
is so scrupulous, which, deadpans Sullivan, “is why we can’t 
have nice things”.

While writing, Sullivan was trying to channel the spirit of 
Elizabeth Peters’s Vicky Bliss detective series, but things 
didn’t quite go to plan. “They are light mystery novels about 
an art historian, her on-again, off-again con artist boyfriend, 
and her ridiculous German professor boss who challenges 
strangers to duels when drunk,” she says. “Pure escapism. 
Writing Sweet Dreams was for me a way of scratching that 

same itch, only I can’t help being a sci-fi writer. I look at 
everything from a funny angle. So as a ‘science fiction 
mystery’ Sweet Dreams isn’t simply a crime novel set in the 
future. I hope it is genuinely twisted, on a conceptual level.”

seize the day
All of this sounds positive, which is great considering that, 
to come back to that hiatus, Sullivan posted on her blog 
about how she had “already been written off in some 
circles”. Ask her about this and she says, “It was really just a 
feeling, not something I can pin down causally. You know, 
like a fart in a room.” 

Ask her whether this happens more often to women 
writers and the reply is pointed. “I can’t see how this is a 
real question,” she says. “It’s like saying, ‘Is the gender pay 
gap real?’ when the gender pay gap is established fact.  
To keep asking these fake questions as if they are real makes 
it impossible to move on to actually shifting the deeply 
seated sexism in our culture.”

Admonishment noted. Nevertheless, during this time, 
was it difficult to keep the faith? “I don’t actually have any 
faith,” Sullivan replies. “I just keep working. It’s what I do. 
And, you know, here’s some free advice for anybody who 
may be skimming over this piece looking for crumbs of 
wisdom or whatever regarding the writing life: guys, the 
only thing you can control is the work. And most of the time 
you can’t even control that. 

“When you start publishing it’s easy to get addicted to the 
response and praise and bank balances that go with. That’s 
all fine as long as you’re on an upward trajectory in your 
career. But when things go wrong, you risk a creative death 
spiral if you allow your mind to be held hostage to the 
demands of the marketplace. This is mostly because the 
marketplace is deranged.”

Because of this, she says, trying to appease the market 
only results in writers losing their own voice and vision. 
Better to learn resilience. “If your career crashes, then after 
you’ve mourned you have to reclaim ownership of your 
work, even if no one but you gives a fig about what you are 
doing,” she says. “That’s how you recover.”

So we can expect loads more books, right? Maybe not 
right away. Sullivan still has studying up ahead. “In October 
I’m starting a four-year PhD in data science working at the 
Astrophysics Research Institute in Liverpool,” she says. 
“This means little fiction for a while.” Let’s not forget how 
good a writer she is if it’s a while before the next book. 

Sweet Dreams will be published on 21 September.

Tricia Sullivan
SF’s comeback kid tells us how she revived her career

Occupation
 Novelist

Born
 7 July 1968,  

New Jersey
From

 Shropshire
Greatest Hits

 Dreaming In 
Smoke won the 
Clarke, while Maul 
and Occupy Me 
were also both 
shortlisted for the 
award.
Random Fact

 Sullivan’s 
fascination with 
ASMR (autonomic 
sensory meridian 
response), “a  
YouTube subculture 
connected to 
calming people 
through sensory 
triggers, especially 
sound, that 
produce unique, 
characteristic 
physical sensations 
(usually things  
like scalp tingles)” 
influenced  
Sweet Dreams.
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Meet the new 
power generation 
as Marvel’s X-Men 
mutate on to TV. 

Bryan Cairns goes 
on the run…

   
on’t believe the hype.      
Slapping the words “comic-book 
adaptation” on a project doesn’t 
automatically guarantee its 
development – or success. Case in point: 

in 2016, Fox plotted to bring the hellfire Club 
to the small screen. based on characters 
established in Marvel’s X-Men line of comic 
books, the show would have focused on a 
power-hungry, clandestine organisation  
of mutants bent on ruling the world.  
the network never moved forward with  
the hellfire Club – but a new show called  
The Gifted has risen from those ashes instead. 
What’s truly mind-boggling, of course, is how 
that it’s taken until 2017 to realise the potential 
of a live-action X-Men tv series.

“A big part of it is the people associated with 
the franchise – certainly the Donner company 
– and everyone associated with the movie 
universe takes it really seriously,” showrunner 
Matt nix tells SFX. “they want it done right. 
there are a lot of things to be worked out. how 
is this going to work? is it going to be a lesser 
version of the movie? We don’t want that. is it 
going to step on the movies? We don’t want 
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Let’s all run from the 
legacy of X-Men:  
The Last Stand.

that either. So, it’s something they’ve thought 
about for a long time and sort of finessed. they 
wanted to find an angle that felt appropriate 
for television, that felt fresh and wasn’t being 
done elsewhere.

“on the Marvel side, they are always looking 
at how to treat these things so they are 
durable,” he adds. “they are not interested in 
quickly and badly exploiting something. they 
are looking at things for the long haul.”

Sweet Suburbia
The Gifted bears all the signatures of an epic 
X-Men saga. Mutant oppression. heroes. 
villains. human conflict. Family. it’s all 
jammed in there. the pilot finds suburban 
couple Reed (Stephen Moyer) and Caitlin 
Strucker’s (Amy Acker) ordinary lives turned 
upside down when they discover their children 
are mutants. on the run from the government, 
the Struckers seek refuge with the Mutant 
Underground, a community struggling to fit in, 
flee or just survive. that group’s roster  
includes polaris (emma Dumont), 
thunderbird (blair Redford), blink (Jamie 
Chung) and eclipse (Sean teale). Further 
complicating matters is the fact that Reed, a 
lawyer, used to prosecute mutants.     

“in general, Reed is not a bad guy,” nix says. 
“As far as he’s concerned, he was enforcing the 
law. in the pilot, he’s concerned about polaris 
having a lawyer. he’s not trying to railroad her. 
he’s trying to do his job well. 

“the Struckers have been living their lives 
oblivious to the reality of what life is like for 
this segment of the population,” he adds. “Reed 
has been on the other side of that equation. 
he’s been part of the system that is really doing 
some damage to people.”

Another crucial order of business? Choosing 
a worthy adversary. the usual suspects – such 

as Magneto, Apocalypse and Mr Sinister – 
belong to the cinematic universe.  

enter Jace turner (Coby bell), a 
human with a personal axe to grind 
with Reed and the mutants. 

“Jace turner is a character who 
works with the Sentinel Services,” 
nix explains. “he’s the guy who 

shows up in the pilot to take Andy 

(percy hynes White) and lauren Strucker 
(natalie Alyn lind) away. While other 
antagonists will emerge over the course of the 
season, the main one at the beginning is Jace 
turner. he’s a guy doing his job and has his 
reasons, but is willing to push the boundaries 
further than Reed. he’s the one conducting this 
hunt for the Struckers, and ultimately, going 
after the Mutant Underground.

“there’s also the Sentinel Services, which 
would be part of the government associated 
with homeland Security,” nix continues. “they 
are authorised under the amended patriot Act. 
the show exists where there are other kinds of 
terrorism. there are things that the Fbi and 
homeland Security are dealing with, but we 
are focusing on the mutant side of it.”

Smallville’s producers famously adopted a 
“no tights, no flights” policy when chronicling 
the adventures of a teen Clark Kent. nix 
similarly established his own set of ground 
rules for the new Marvel mutant drama.  

“the biggest thing for me was making sure 
we always balanced the use of the powers – the 
superhero-ness of it, if you will – with 
something that brings the characters down to 
earth,” he tells SFX. “essentially, everything 
needs to be tied to the real world. in the trailer, 
when Andy rips apart a vending machine, that 
was something i talked about in the pitch. 
that’s something you think about a lot when 
you’re a kid. ‘i want that thing in the vending 
machine and i can’t afford it.’ We all 
experienced that, so placing an emphasis on 
stuff in the real world was a big thing.

“Also, in this show, whether it’s about the 
Struckers or the Mutant Underground, it’s 
always about family. the action is always 
filtered through people caring about each 

S e a n  T e a l e  
iS MARCUS DiAz, AKA 

eClipSe

  

Introduce us to your character 
on the shoW…

 Marcus is a mid-twenties man, who 
has been on the run for quite some 
time now. He was born on another 
continent and had to escape after his 
13th birthday when he lit up and gave 
away the fact that he was a mutant.  
He was ostracised and kicked out of his 
home. He can manipulate photons with 
his hands. Inherently, he wants to be as 
good a person as possible. Sadly, in 
this world, when you are on the run, 
you have to do things that are 
questionable. When you meet him in 
the pilot, he’s found the family he 
didn’t have before with this Mutant 
Underground. He’s found his calling. 
What the Underground are going to do 
is help other mutants escape or join 
them in their fight.

What makes Jace turner and
those sentInels so scary?

 The fact that they look like spiders 
and I have arachnophobia! What  
makes Jace so scary is the fact he  
believes he is doing the right thing. 
What you’ll see in the show is so many 
scenarios that will divide the 
characters in their belief of  
what’s right or wrong. Jace has 
gone through his own hardships. 
There’s a reason he works for the 
Sentinel Services.
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Nobody puts 
mutants in the 
corner.

“noBody fighTs on The show 
wiThouT feeling fear. iT’s 
goT To feel desperaTe”
other, and trying to take care of each other. it’s 
never about the fighting. it’s always about the 
family. that’s no less true on the side of the 
mutants as it is on the Struckers’ side.

“As for ‘don’ts’, i wouldn’t rule it out entirely 
forever – and people may catch me on this – 
but, basically no superhero poses,” nix 
continues. “you see this a lot in the comic 
books – and certainly a lot in the comic-book 
movies – the super-powered squaring off. no 
one is afraid. ‘i will dominate you.’ ‘no, I will 
dominate you.’ the big thing for me was that 
nobody fights without fear in an emotional 
reality to what they are doing. it’s got to feel 
desperate. it has to feel real.

“one of the other rules is none of those hard 
fist-fights, where people get smashed into walls 
and nobody gets hurt,” he adds. “So, no faking 
physics or making people indestructible, who 
aren’t indestructible. if it’s a character like 
thunderbird, who is sort of indestructible, we 
can throw him into a wall. but, if thunderbird 
hit someone hard enough to go into a wall with 
his fist, in the real world, his fist would go 
through that person.”

Power Struggle 
nix calls The Gifted “frighteningly ambitious.” 
on a weekly basis, viewers can expect to see 
the Struckers and Mutant Underground strive 
to survive and get along. Mutant powers will 
manifest. brawls take place. X-Men movie 
veteran bryan Singer, who helms the pilot, 
establishes a feature-film scope and scale.

“episode two is being directed by len 
Wiseman, who directed the Underworld 
movies,” nix says. “len is a huge pilot director. 

he’s doing our second episode. it’s crazy.  
this isn’t a show where we’re looking to settle 
down, where it’s like, ‘okay, this is episode five. 
there’s going to be a fist fight in act four.’

“Going forward, we’re looking to keep the 
action fresh and really get deep into the 
characters. it’s no secret that in the comics, 
polaris has a history of mental issues. Well, 
we’re getting into that. At the same time, she’s  
a cool character with a dangerous side.”

As an uber-X-Men fan, nix admits he feels an 
enormous pressure to deliver the goods. 
however, Singer also imparted some words  
of wisdom: “there is no way to make everyone 
happy. it’s not going to happen.” that’s 
something nix has taken to heart.

“Certain comic-book fans want you to film 
the comics exactly the way they are,” nix notes. 
“that is not something you can do. there are 
certain things you just have to do for the sake 
of the story that you are telling. the pressure 
that i feel is this: i come to this knowing that 
there will ultimately be differences in opinion 
on how to approach the material. Should 
polaris have a giant head of bright green hair? 
or, is it okay if she has some green in her hair? 

“in a nutshell, my attitude is i love the 
X-Men,” the showrunner concludes. “i’m a 
huge fan. no matter what, i can always look a 
fan of the comics in the eye – whether they like 
the show or didn’t – and say i didn’t do 
anything casually. i didn’t treat anything 
disrespectfully. i did my research. i did my 
homework. i did my best.” 

 
The Gifted begins on Fox in the US on 2 October 
and Fox in the UK on 8 October.

a m y  ac k e r  
iS CAitlin StRUCKeR

  

caItlIn Is the all-amerIcan 
mother. hoW does havIng mutant 
chIldren change her?

 She’s always thought she was 
fighting the good fight. Now everything 
comes to a head when she discovers 
not only is her son a mutant, but their 
daughter has been hiding a secret for 
years as well. There’s a lot of guilt 
about why they haven’t been able to 
communicate with each other –  
and have they been protecting the 
wrong people all this time?

In a socIety full of mutants and 
sentInels, hoW does somebody as 
ordInary as caItlIn fare?

 There’s a potential to have a real 
journey. She is not accepting this to be 
part of her life. In the pilot, when they 
start hiding from the Sentinel Services, 
she doesn’t have any tools to fight 
these people, except for the love of her 
children. Even then, you start to see her 
gain strength and realise she’s capable 
of more than she ever dreamed of. 

What Was unIquely challengIng 
about fIlmIng thIs pIlot?

  It was pretty physical. I’ve worked 
with CGI, which I think some people 
were struggling with. But, doing a show 
where the family is on the run a lot…we 
were actually running a lot. I was like, 
“Wow. I’m out of shape.”
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As Star trek 
warps back to the 
small screen, Ian 
Berriman visits the 
set of DiScovery 
and talks to the 
showrunners
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Mary Wiseman 
plays cadet 
Sylvia Tilly.

The Star Trek: 
Discovery cast 
say a big hello.

As mission stAtements go, 
you’d be hard-pressed to beat the 
one declaimed by William shatner over the 
stirring strains of Alexander Courage’s Star 
Trek theme: “to explore strange new worlds;  
to seek out new life and new civilisations…”  
But what’s the mission statement of the makers 
of Star Trek: Discovery, the new tV series set 
10 years before Kirk’s time?

Asked what legend he might hang above the 
door to the writers’ room, Aaron Harberts 
(who stepped up to co-showrunner level after 
producer Bryan Fuller – who laid the 
groundwork for the series – moved onto 
American Gods full time) barely pauses before 
declaring: “the journey can be external and 
internal.” sounds like something from a 
motivational poster or a fortune cookie, but the 
phrase makes sense when Harberts’s co-
showrunner gretchen Berg unpacks it. 

“the show is so perfectly titled,” Berg 
explains. “While it’s about travelling across the 
universe, you don’t have to travel far to learn 
more about other people, or yourself. We can 
tell as much story about a relationship between 
two people who happen to share quarters as 
we can about going to new planets.”

Like Enterprise, Voyager and DS9 before it, 
Discovery takes its name from its main location. 
But this time the title has a deeper resonance.  

“one thing that sets it apart from a lot of 
other iterations is that often when you meet 
the characters they come to you quite fully 
formed,” Harberts reflects. “With many of our 
characters, we’re catching them not quite 
knowing where they belong and how they feel 

about certain things. Discovery is apt because 
we have people discovering who they are.”  

Captained by Jason isaacs’s gabriel Lorca, 
the Uss Discovery is just one of two Federation 
vessels that are the focus of the show – the 
other being the Uss shenzhou, commanded by 
michelle Yeoh’s Philippa georgiou. the precise 
nature of the relationship between the ships is 
a fiercely guarded secret (“i could tell you, but 
then i’d be fired – or possibly killed,” says a 
stubbornly stonewalling isaacs). What is clear 
is that our point-of-view character, michael 
Burnham (sonequa martin-green), begins as 
first officer on the shenzhou, then moves to the 
Discovery. it also seems reasonable not to 
assume that every crew member will make it to 

the end of this 15-episode first run, since the 
show centres on a Federation at war.

“Discovery is the latest and greatest ship to 
roll off the assembly line,” 
Harberts explains. “it’s a 
repurposed science vessel, whose 
crew’s been turned towards using 
their abilities to turn the tide of 
the war with the Klingons, which 
is reaching fever pitch. But it also 
serves as a metaphor for michael 
Burnham and her journey, with 
the shenzhou being an older ship 
and the Discovery representing 
starfleet’s future.”

Just as the two ships belong to 
different classes, the two captains 
have different command styles.  

“A large theme is duality,” 
Harberts says, “and these  
captains represent two ends of  
the spectrum. georgiou is an 
optimistic, hopeful captain who 
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Why Michael? Is this an “A 
Boy Named Sue” thing?!

 It’s not! Bryan Fuller typically has 
his female leads have male names.  
I was so happy they decided to go 
with it, because I think so many things 
are being touched on. It’s the power 
of androgyny that we find in the 
future – a lot of aspects of society 
have been ameliorated by embracing 
androgyny. What I created was that 
Michael was named after her father, 
which is something you don’t see very 
often. that’s also an interesting 
dynamic that we’re exploring.

Burnham was brought up on 
Vulcan. How has that informed 
her personality?

 I’m the only human to have not  
just attended the Vulcan Science 
Academy, but excelled. I think that 
speaks to Burnham’s level of 
intelligence. Burnham is highly 
disciplined, highly principled, and the 
Vulcan/human dichotomy that lives 
within me is so emblematic of my 
personality. But there are also the 
principles of the Federation that I 
dearly hold on to, and have used to 
define myself by. So this is a woman 
who is by the book… and who’s not 
only by the book, but makes sure to 
press forward the ideas of the book.

What big themes does 
Discovery address?

 every iteration of Star trek has been 
about cross-culturalism, essentially. 
But in this one, it’s being explored  
in a new way. We’re seeing the macro 
within the micro. We see how we’re 
interacting with the alien species and 
cultures that we come across, and ask 
what are the basic fundamentals we 
need to be living by when we come 
across these beings every bit as 
valuable as we are. But we deal  
with it internally as well. you see us 
embracing – and not embracing 
– ourselves and each other, within 
Starfleet. It’s like: understanding those 
outside of you can only happen  
once you understand yourself.  
that’s something I think speaks to  
us today – especially with our 
socio-political climate right now.
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Captain Georgiou 
becomes a mentor 
and mother figure to 
Michael Burnham.
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Michelle Yeoh 
is the captain 
of the USS 
Shenzhou.

embraces starfleet’s ideals. Lorca represents a 
captain in a starfleet that’s at war, and has to 
make certain decisions based on situational 
ethics. He’s darker, more pragmatic. so they’re 
playing tug of war with michael Burnham in 
terms of which captain is going to shape her.”

Hailing from a place which, 400 years ago, 
was in the southern UsA, Lorca has a flavour  
of the south, as star Jason isaacs explains.

“Having spent a lot of time with soldiers, it 
made sense to me. When i trained for Black 
Hawk Down i spent time with marine guys, and 

the south provides a lot of America’s 
military. Lorca’s an interesting 

and complicated man with all 
kinds of… not exactly hidden 
agendas, but nuanced 
relationships with people that 
aren’t apparent from the 
beginning. And he’s not without 

his sharp edges. He’s a great 
military leader, but not 

necessarily the 
greatest manager...”

And the way he 
tells it, Lorca’s 

relationship with Burnham is an intriguingly 
enigmatic one. 

“i hope the audience will be thinking, 
‘What’s going on there?’” the actor says, 
“Because not everything is on the surface – 
there’s more going on than it seems…”

StARS IN OUR EYES
on a July day in toronto, SFX sees the sites of 
that “tug of war” over Burnham’s identity when 
we visit Pinewood studios and tour the sets. 
our first reaction to the shenzhou is open-
mouthed awe. Because its bridge is on the 
underside of the saucer section, it’s raised up 
high to allow camera angles looking up into it 
from space. gazing down, it’s quite a drop. 

What’s your character like?
 She’s a veteran. She’s seen the 

horrors of war, but she has great 
hope for humanity. I think that was 
one of the reasons why Sarek put 
Burnham in her charge – because 
Michael’s human, she’s trying 
harder to be a Vulcan than any 
Vulcan. And there’s this amazing 
captain who anybody would follow 
the path of, who believes that at 
the end of the day, it’s humanity 
and compassion that will win. that 
it is okay to feel – and in fact, it’s 
very important to feel.

What’s her relationship with 
Burnham like?

 She is her mentor. It’s really been 
a seven-year journey between 
those two, how they’ve learned to 
respect and love one another. It’s 
like best friends, or mother/
daughter – a really, really solid 
relationship. So much so that she 
believes that her first officer is 
ready to have her own ship.  
I adore Sonequa. you know  
how sometimes when you meet 
someone you can feel that 
chemistry right away? Straight off 
the block, we were just spinning 
around each other. It’s a love-fest! 
People are going to love Sonequa. 
She is truly not just amazing as an 
actress, but as a human being.

You have lots of experience with 
action – do you get much here?

 Oh yes! I thought I’d just sit in my 
chair and go, “evasive manoeuvre!” 
But no, we had to battle it out  
with the Klingons. that’s not fun 
because they are really huge. you 
have to devise ways of taking them 
down. Now, it’s okay fighting a 
human being, but you can’t do 
that with a Klingon – I think one 
chop and your arm would go 
rolling away! So it was more of  
a dodgy kind of fight – getting the 
kicks in and beating him up in 
very crafty ways. It was fun!
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The House of 
T’Kuvma’s warriors 
are laid to rest in 
coffins like these.

The exterior of the 
sarcophagus ship.

Concept art for 
the bridge of the 
sarcophagus ship.

he highlight of our tour of 
the set of Discovery is  
the interior of a Klingon 
“sarcophagus ship” – an 
enormous vessel (three 

times the size of its Federation 
counterparts) belonging to a  
25th Klingon house that we  
hadn’t previously heard of. 

Stunningly intricate, from the 
sculptural walls, which resemble 
something designed by Spanish 
architect Antoni gaudí, to the 
Klingon script written into the 
copper and bronze floors, it may 
be the most beautiful set ever to 
grace a Trek production. As we 
stroll round its stepped control 
deck – devoid of the usual 
consoles, because these Klingons 

interface with their computers 
directly, via ornate silver masks – 
and step into a circular 
antechamber in which torch-
bearers carry out religious 
ceremonies, the reverent silence 
you adopt while visiting a 
cathedral seems appropriate. 

“It’s a 200-year-old ship,” 
explains our guide, co-executive 
producer ted Sullivan. “this is a 
group of Klingons who’ve gone 
back to a puritan way of life. they 
look very different: they wear 
armour that’s 200 years old and 
they don’t have any hair. their 
commander runs his Klingon house 
– the house of t’Kuvma – by the 
rules of Kahless, the Klingon 
messiah. And he calls himself  

the second coming of the Klingon 
messiah.”

As you can see from the concept 
art below, the exterior is every bit 
as distinctive as the interior, 
because the term “sarcophagus 
ship” is creepily literal. 

“In the past, Klingons have not 
really cared about their dead – 
they’re not like marines,” Sullivan 
explains. “But these Klingons are. 
the outside of the ship is covered 
in thousands of coffins. Some are 
300 years old, some are just two 
days old. Downstairs is the death 
room, where they prepare their 
dead; then the coffins get raised 
up and put on the outside.”

Quite unlike the U-boat-style 
Klingon craft we’re familiar with, 
the sarcophagus ship is 
emblematic of how the writers are 
trying to correct something that 
was seen as a failing of Trek’s 
previous depictions of alien races.

“If I have a complaint about how 
the Klingons have been presented 
before, it’s that they were so 
monochromatic,” Sullivan says. 
“Now when you see the different 
Klingon houses you see different 
political ideologies, religious 
ideologies, and that there’s internal 
conflict within the houses. each 
house has a different clothing style: 
some wear robes made of animals, 
some leather, others metal armour. 
And they all believe and feel 
different things – because they’re 
not a monochromatic species, 
they’re a fully developed culture.”
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on the bridge of the Discovery – whose 
crew, we’re told, shorten it to “the Disco”, as 
military personnel are wont to do – SFX grabs 
the opportunity to try out the Captain’s chair, 
half expecting a red alert siren to start 
screeching. though distinct in design, both 
bridges feel of a piece with what’s gone before 
– there’s a familiar curve to Discovery’s bridge 
stations that screams “enterprise-D”.  

Wandering the corridors of the Discovery, 
you feel you could easily get lost in them. in the 
vast transporter room, we twist dials and flick 
satisfyingly low-fi switches on a control panel, 
and peek into chambers on either side lined 
with spacesuits. We check out Lorca’s 
weaponry collection – guns, samurai swords, 
and a Klingon bat’leth (presumably a memento 
of battle) – and squint at georgiou’s framed 
certificate from the Raal institute For 
interspecies studies. A mess area nods to the 
past with a print of the Uss t’Plana-Hath –  
a namesake of the Vulcan craft that made first 
contact with humanity. And in a corner of the 
engine room, we discover a display of weird, 
colourful fungi belonging to Anthony Rapp’s 
science officer, Lieutenant stamets (Trek’s first 

character specifically devised as gay – a 
long-overdue milestone.)    

there are further mysteries here beyond  
the basic relationship of the two ships. on the 
shenzhou’s bridge, we find the captain’s chair 
encircled by a curtain of plastic sheeting, the 
dais it stands on covered with brown paper and 
tape. And in georgiou’s quarters, the shelves 
have been emptied of props in advance of 
episode 10 (helmed by Next Gen’s Will Riker, 
Jonathan Frakes). Why remove personal 
effects, and why paper over that dais? Four 
days later, isaacs tweets about filming some 
“particularly weird, fabulous shit”… 

Perhaps it’ll be another fan-pleasing touch to 
set alongside the inclusion of characters from 
The Original Series: intergalactic conman Harry 

Does Saru’s race have any
special abilities?

 If you saw the trailer, there’s one 
quote everyone’s been hanging on: 
“My people have been biologically 
engineered for one purpose and 
one purpose alone: to sense the 
coming of death!” So the guesses 
are out there. Is he clairvoyant? 
Can he predict the future? I think 
of it like the family dog. Dogs start 
howling at things that you don’t 
hear. that’s me! And there’s a 
physical trait that pops out every 
so often – it’s like, “Oh jeez, it’s 
embarrassing,” because I’m the 
only one of my kind in Starfleet. 
But it’s indicative that I can sense 
things, like an animal can, before 
the humans can.

So you’re the canary in the mine?
 yeah, exactly. My people come 

from a planet where it’s a predator 
and prey situation: you’re either 
one or the other. My people were 
the prey, so we’re always on the 
run, always protecting ourselves. 
Which sounds like a victim, but 
when you’re born into that you 
have to develop defence skills.  
So we’re badass fighters when  
put into a corner.

How did you approach
creating this new race? 

 So much informs a performance 
like this. Wearing transformational 
make-up informs it. then there’s 
your costuming… I have hoof feet. 
In the shoes I’m 6’ 8”. I’ve been 
equated with gazelles. A gazelle is 
a prey animal, but it’s beautiful, 
graceful and can kick your ass if 
you get behind it. So I feel very 
gazelle-like. the shoes put me up, 
so to keep my balance I have to 
put my hips a little bit forward, 
which puts me into a supermodel 
position. I developed this walk 
where his arms are gliding behind 
him when he walks. they kind of 
have a flow to them, much like a 
fish fin. I love any chance I get to 
walk down a hallway. It’s like, “I’m 
on the catwalk! I’m a supermodel!”

Doug Jones is 
the Discovery’s 
Kelpien science 
officer Saru.

/ Follow SFX on Twitter – twitter.com/SFXmagazine
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Does the Discovery’s 
captain have an 
agenda of his own?

mudd (Rainn Wilson), and spock’s 
dad, sarek (James Frain) – who, it’s 
been revealed, is Burnham’s adoptive 
father. this revelation prompted 
howls of disapproval from some, who 
questioned how we’d never heard of 
spock’s sibling before. it’s a reaction 
that raises a question. After 51 years, 
Trek’s continuity is vast. How do you 
navigate a path through its dense 
thickets without limiting creativity? 
Where do you draw the line?

“there are definite boundaries in 
terms of where our show is set,” 
Harberts says, “it has required all  

our writers to make sure we’re not undoing 
anything that’s going to come after. We find the 
spaces in-between, the grey areas where we 
can play and have fun.”

“We take it very seriously,” Berg continues. 
“our writing staff are hardcore fans, who’ve 

been going to conventions since the ’70s and 
’80s. often we’ll come up with stuff and 
decide it’s something we don’t wanna touch 
because it’s too important in canon –  
we don’t wanna be controversial for 
controversy’s sake. But there are certain 

things you can examine a little closer and 
maybe kick the tyres of…”

one set of tyres being the knobbly-browed 
fellas on the other side of this war.

“With the Klingons,” Harberts says, “Bryan 
Fuller’s vision was that they not just be the 
thugs of the universe. the approach was to 
dimensionalise them: to examine what’s 
motivating, and make sure their stories felt as 
emotionally resonant as starfleet stories.”

MAkINg fRIENDS
that drive to make the Klingons more than a 
one-dimensional “other” is very much in tune 
with some of the themes which, in time-
honoured Trek tradition, the show addresses. 

“Do you abuse a creature if it can help you 
win a battle?” says Harberts, reeling off some of 
the issues tackled. “How strong is nature vs 
nurture? How not tending to natural resources 
can end in everyone’e demise. Debates between 
isolationism and multiculturalism. things we 
grapple with today are being explored.”

With Discovery combining Trek’s classic 
blend of action and philosophy with the 
serialised storytelling we’ve grown used to 
from the likes of Game Of Thrones, along with a 
greater emphasis on evolving characterisation, 
it certainly sounds like the journey – both 
internal and external – is going to take us 
where no fan has gone before. 

Star Trek: Discovery launches on Netflix on  
25 September in the UK.

We know that 
stern gaze... 
Spock’s father 
Sarek returns.

Klingons will be 
more layered 
this time round.

The exterior 
of the USS 
Discovery.
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homas Nigel KNeale’s three 
1950s BBC tV serials about rocket 
scientist Professor Bernard 
Quatermass were among the first 
examples of televised science fiction 

in Britain. over 60 years later, they remain 
some of the finest. 

Between 1953 and 1958, audiences in the 
United Kingdom tuned in in their millions.  
in atmospheric black and white, viewers 
witnessed the dogged scientist confront  
a mutant parasite, alien infiltrators of the 
British establishment and, the trilogy’s finest 
moment, the paranormal legacy of martian 
experiments on humanity’s ancestors. 
testifying to the impact of Kneale’s professor, 
all three serials were made into successful 
movies by hammer Films.

Five years after the professor’s sole outing in 
colour in hammer’s Quatermass And The Pit 
and on the eve of the 15th anniversary of the 
first series, The Quatermass Experiment, in 
November 1972 there was an unexpected but 
welcome announcement in the Daily Mirror: 
“With the anniversary feeling around,  
i thought the BBC might be interested [in a 
new script],” Kneale was quoted as saying. 
“Quatermass will be a retired gentleman now, 
in his seventies. But not a dodderer. he’ll come 
back on a tV panel commenting on the first 
russian-american space spectacular. then 
things will start to happen…” 

Despite this encouraging news, by summer 
1973 the BBC had decided to drop Quatermass 
IV due to the prohibitive production costs 
involved in filming at stonehenge. Kneale also 
wryly observed that the story, featuring a world 
in the grip of social and political crisis, together 
with a wild youth cult called the Planet People, 
was “too gloomy” for the BBC.

the BBC retained the rights to Kneale’s 
scripts until 1975. By this time, a new style of 
television had emerged on the BBC’s rival 
channel, itV. euston Films, a subsidiary of 
thames television, had made it possible to 
make drama entirely on 16mm film – the 

cheaper cousin of 35mm, used mainly in the 
cinema – and the potential for filming entirely 
on location increased accordingly. itV’s big hit 
of 1975 was The Sweeney, which saw the 
london-based Flying squad pursuing criminals 
across real locations in Britain’s capital city.  
By 1978, euston’s ambitions and resources had 
expanded to the point where they were able to 
support a feature film-style production that 
would do justice to Kneale’s Quatermass IV 
scripts, an option they eagerly picked up after 
the writer’s BBC contract expired. 

simply titled Quatermass, the itV series was 
made into four hour-long instalments and  
shot on 35mm so it could also be released as  
a cut-down feature film version – The 
Quatermass Conclusion. reflecting the global 
market, international names of the time such as 
John mills – as Quatermass – simon 
macCorkindale (astronomer Joe Kapp) and 
Barbara Kellerman (his archaeologist wife) 
headed up the cast.

“i didn’t have much of a track record with 
movies,” director Piers haggard tells SFX.  
“at that point, i’d only done Wedding Night and 
The Blood On Satan’s Claw; now people really 
love that, but at that point it hadn’t attracted  
a lot of attention. i was really asked to do 
Quatermass because of my work on Dennis 
Potter’s Pennies From Heaven [BBC, 1978].  
i wasn’t one of the euston Films school of 
directors, and Pennies From Heaven was a  
big epic with a lot of different resonances  
and layers. maybe euston thought an approach  
like that was appropriate for a big project  
like Quatermass.

“the script had been around for quite a 
while: by the time we did it, the wandering 
hippy thing was getting a little bit dated. 
looking at it now, you could see the Planet 
People as punk rockers, but that’s because we 
now have some hindsight.”

Quatermass was one of the first programmes 
to be transmitted after a strike by technicians 
suspended itV transmissions between august 
and october 1979. the industrial unrest of the 
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Did John 
Mills steal 
the director’s 
megaphone?

“Why are we 
suddenly in 
black-and- 
white?”

A British mind 
meld is a very 
genteel affair.

late 1970s, which culminated in the infamous 
Winter of Discontent of 1978-79 with 
widespread strikes by public sector unions,  
was eerily mirrored in Quatermass’s story of a 
world in almost total collapse. “it had been a 
chaotic time, so one had the sense that society 
was in turmoil,” haggard suggests. “What the 
series does is find a sci-fi explanation for the 
confusion and rootlessness. tom – as we called 
him – was good at putting his finger on what 
was going on in the zeitgeist.” 

neale himself was definite about how 
Quatermass exaggerated the economic 
and social unrest throughout the 1970s, 

telling Primetime magazine, “all the social 
services are gone... everything has stopped.” 
always critical of his own work, Kneale was 
happier with this aspect of the story than the 
sci-fi element: “the force from outer space was 
a bit ordinary, and once it was revealed what it 
was [an alien probe absorbing concentrated 
masses of young people] it could not carry any 
further suspense or interest. all you had left 
then was how they’d try to deal with it. 

“the theme i was trying to express was a 
last-ditch use of logic and dwindling 

technological resources against suicidal 
mysticism, and the idea of the old trying to 
redress the balance of the young – to save the 
young, a nice paradoxical, ironic idea, a sort of 
inversion of the 1960s.”

Filming took place between august and 
December 1978. “the bigger budget made all 
that location filming possible,” haggard 
observes. “Kapp’s observatory, including the 
satellite dishes, was all built in the park at 
harwood house, on the a40. the art director, 
my old friend arnold Chapkis, had 
worked with me on The Blood On 
Satan’s Claw. he was a very good art 
director – always out of left field, 
original and ambitious. i really 
liked, too, the patched up, make-do 
feel of the observatory.

“i was extremely happy with 
the blend of the drama and the 
visuals, but the effects were 
very, very minimal – we had no 
budget for them. looking at 
Quatermass now, i think it 
suffers because of that; there are 
some places where we slightly 
missed a trick, or you can tell 

we’re cutting down the camera angles. When 
we were doing it, we were aware there was a 
lot of really expensive and really good visual 
effects stuff like Star Wars being done, and we 
were working on a shoestring.”

listened to now, Quatermass’s haunting, 
stark electronic music is suggestive of the 
contemporary music being developed at the 
time by David Bowie and Brian eno. the 
reasoning behind such a minimal score is far 
more straightforward, however. “We had a very 

tight budget for the music on Quatermass,” 
haggard says, honestly. “We couldn’t afford 

an orchestra, so we had to go electronic. 
the composer marc Wilkinson got the 

effects through a couple of 
synthesizers. there’s 
more of that kind of 

atmospheric 
minimalism in tV and 
movies now.” 

“i was a classical 
composer,” says Wilkinson, 

who had also worked with 
haggard on Blood On Satan’s 

Claw. “i wasn’t influenced by 
pop at all! What did influence 

 
 

Quatermass hits the big 
screen one last time

The Quatermass Conclusion was screened  
at the Trieste International Science Fiction  
Film Festival in August 1980. It reached 
America in February, where Variety noted 
the “narrative style may be inconsistent, but 
the pic is genuinely macabre,” helpfully 
adding, “theatrical potential may exist in 
some markets with a preference for the 
offbeat, and drive-ins.” Despite its limited 
release, the film was a shrewd economic 
move by Euston Films, as Piers Haggard 
remembers: “The chairman of Euston told 
me that because Quatermass had two 
markets, they made their money back.”
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Quatermass 
was feeling 
woozy after all 
that vodka.

/ Follow SFX on Twitter – twitter.com/SFXmagazine

me was working with the milan electronic 
music studio, the italian equivalent of the BBC 
radiophonic Workshop. i felt electronic music 
was right for science fiction.”

s Quatermass attempts to save the 
earth’s young (and not so young) being 
destroyed by alien light beams 

targeted at ancient sites like stonehenge, he 
also searches for his missing granddaughter 
hettie Carlson, played by rebecca saire. Now a 
well-known theatre actress, hettie was one of 
saire’s earliest television roles. “i was only 
about 15 when i played hettie,” she remembers. 
“John mills carries her photograph so the 
audience recognise her immediately.” 
significantly, the character has no dialogue.  
“i think silent characters like this can be very 
powerful,” saire reasons. “it helps to maintain 
the idea that hettie is lost, overtaken by strange 
forces. she is almost a character from a dream. 
i was quite happy with that.” 

Critical reaction to Quatermass was 
generally positive, with most critics praising 
the element that Kneale himself was most 
happy with. The Daily Telegraph perceptively 
noted, “the direction of Piers haggard is 
proving very resourceful and chilling in its 
view of the disintegrating British way of life... 
the vicious street gangs and the pathetic 
Planet People, implacably hostile in their 
different ways to thought, compassion and 

knowledge, were a chilling extension of scenes 
familiar from news bulletins.” elsewhere, the 
Daily Mail complimented “John mills’s 
performance as the ageing, flawed scientist. 
Very much a hero of our time.”

over the years, euston’s conclusion to the 
Quatermass saga has retained a devoted 
following, the continued interest seeing an 
impressive Blu-ray release in 2015. the series 
may also have been an influence on russell t 
Davies’s Torchwood: Children Of Earth (2009), 
in which a (mostly) unseen alien race called the 
456 targets earth’s young for a similar reason 
to that of the alien probe in Quatermass – its 
creators like the taste of them.

“i’m mostly very happy with the human and 
emotional story,” haggard concludes. “there’s 
been a lot of really good dystopian drama since 
Quatermass – The Road, The Hunger Games, all 
that – but we were very early on in the genre.  
i think we led the way. the mercenary cops we 
had in Quatermass, for instance: everything’s 
outsourced now.” 

reflecting on her pivotal final scene, in 
which hettie and Quatermass – symbolically, 
the old and the young working together – 
detonate a nuclear device to deter the alien 
incursion, saire says, “Because John mills and  
i had no dialogue, i think the mood of the shoot 
was quite focused and subdued. i am still 
thrilled that i saved the world, in slow motion, 
to music. Not many actors get to do that.” 

 
 

In 1996, Quatermass 
returned on audio

Twenty years 
after the 
Professor’s 
demise in 
1979, Nigel 
Kneale 
resurrected 
him for a BBC 
radio 
production 
which 
combined 
documentary

and drama. Quatermass (Andrew Keir, the 
lead in the film version of Quatermass And 
The Pit) is in seclusion in the Scottish 
Highlands, prefiguring the events of the last 
TV series; in the novel of the final story, it’s 
explicitly stated that the Professor was 
working on his memoirs. Perhaps fittingly, 
the character returned to television for a 
final time in 2005 in a remake of the first 
series The Quatermass Experiment, 
transmitted live just like the original.
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 The Gunslinger begins with 
Stephen King’s most evocative 
line: “The man in black fled across 
the desert, and the gunslinger 
followed.” One line that splits into 
two tantalising questions – who is 
the man in black, and why is this 
gunslinger following him?

In contrast, there is nothing 
tantalising about this adaptation. 
To call it a mess would be 
underselling its catastrophe. 
Taking its gun-toting antihero to 
heart, The Dark Tower shoots its 
source material to pulp, leaving 
behind a limp adaptation that 
quickly bleeds out. Part of the 
problem is shifting the genre from 
a slow supernatural Western to a 
bullet-spewing action film, and 
part of it is misunderstanding the 
power of King’s original text.  

Idris Elba stars as Roland 
Deschain, a cowboy in a parallel 
universe who is haunted by the 
death of his family. Elba has built a 

career on the foundations of the 
gunslinger: he is often gruff and 
takes no shit. His Deschain is little 
more than these attributes, 
however. A silhouette of a 
character, he grunts and delivers 
jaded one-liners, but there is no 
chill to his performance, and the 
madness that tinges his book 
counterpart is left on the page.

Matthew McConaughey is 
better suited to the role of 
Deschain’s adversary, and he  
has some slinky, serpentine fun as 
evil sorcerer the Man in Black.  
But even McConaughey struggles 
with the script, stuck with bland 
dialogue and one-dimensional 
motivations. The only truly 
impressive thing about this 
character is his cheekbones.

The film also suffers from the 
kind of leaden storytelling that 
undermines any nuance. The heart 
of the novel is the relationship 
between Roland and Jake, a boy 
from our world who joins Roland 
on his quest. In the movie, the 
chemistry between the two 
amounts to zero; there is no 
budding bond, no prickly 
affection. And while there are 
some genuinely funny moments 
where Jake shows Roland around New York City (“I haven’t felt this 

good in years,” Roland deadpans 
after downing a handful of 
painkillers), there is no pathos  
for them to ping against.

Neither is there anything 
interesting to say, as if the word 
subtext had never been invented. 
Children with psychic abilities 
called the Shine (a nice little tie-in 
with The Shining) are being taken 
by the Man in Black to destroy the 
Dark Tower. Does this explore the 
exploitation and fetishisation of 
innocence? No. The Man in Black’s 
rat-faced lackeys also steal people’s 
skin to look human. Does this 

challenge the notion that only 
beautiful people are valued? Nope.

Plus, by making the film a 12A, 
all of the book’s dark and demented 
imagery has been stripped. The 
creatures, for example, are a horde 

 This had 
the potential 
to be a ghostly 
and haunting 
Western 

One season of 
True Detective 
and you think 
you’re the shit.

The Macarena 
had become a 
popular post-
shootout ritual. 

Shooting blanks

 released OUT NOW!
12a | 95 minutes
 Director Nikolaj arcel
 Cast Idris elba, Matthew 

McConaughey, Tom Taylor, Claudia 
Kim, abbey lee, Jackie earle Haley

THe DarK 
ToWer
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of indistinguishable mush. There 
are no Slow Mutants and no 
encounter with a succubus in the 
woods. The book’s most striking 
section, where Roland is forced to 
kill an entire village after they turn 
on him, has also been omitted. 
Even the landscape inspires a 
yawn. In the book Roland chases 
the Man in Black through a 
scarred vision of the Old West, 
punctuated with mountains and 
pockets of civilisation. Here it 
looks like a Star Trek backlot; an 
endless vista of sand and dust.

Many of these infuriating 
missteps are down to the script’s 

approach. Rather than directly 
adapting The Gunslinger – the first 
instalment of The Dark Tower –  
director Nikolaj Arcel has plucked 
elements from all seven books, 
calling it a remix and a canonical 
sequel. What this does is zap all  
of the mystery from the story. 
Instead of discovering what the 
Dark Tower is across multiple 
films, we have scenes that 
effectively become seminars, 
telling us what the Dark Tower is 
and why the Man in Black is trying 
to destroy it. The beauty of the 
novel is that we knew hardly 
anything about Roland’s quest and 

were hooked into reading more. 
We weren’t served it all on a plate.

So here we are, drenched in 
disappointment. This could have 
been a ghostly, haunting Western 
and the first stage of a deathly  
dark Lord Of The Rings. Instead,  
the filmmakers have softened 
everything. There is no bite. No 
bravery or vision. And while the 
film will be disheartening for fans 
of the books, the real tragedy is 
that it may have killed off any 
future adaptations. Kimberley Ballard

The Dark Tower has a complicated 
production history. From 2007 to 2013,  
it was almost adapted three times!

N I K O L A J 
A R C E L
Director of  
The Dark Tower

Was this a particularly 
intense shoot?

 “Gruelling and intense” 
are pretty much the right 
words, especially on a film 
that doesn’t have a $150 
million budget. And you 
don’t have that many 
days, so there were a lot 
of times we worked 20 
hours and then went to 
sleep. And at the same 
time Idris was doing this 
film, he was training for a 
kickboxing fight show!

Did you want to 
emphasise in-camera 
effects rather than CGI?

 My thing is always  
trying to keep it real, so I 
assembled a team who 
were all into that. We 
didn’t want a big, fantasy, 
scrolling colours, kids’ film, 
and it’s not like a Warcraft-
type fantasy film. We 
wanted both New York 
and Mid-World to feel 
extremely real; extremely 
grounded in reality.

Was it difficult juggling 
all the different elements?

 It’s not easy. I was at  
a dinner recently with 
[writer] Jane Goldman, 
and she said, “Oh my God, 
if I ever have to deal with 
dimensions or magic or 
superheroes, I’m going to 
kill myself. It’s so hard with 
all the logic stuff.” And I 
said, “Oh, you know what? 
My film has all three!'” She 
gasped and went, “Oh my 
god, I’m so sorry!”
Josh Winning

m i n d
p r o b e
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15 SEPTEMBER 
MOTHER!
Darren Aronofsky’s latest 
follows “a couple whose 
relationship is tested  
when uninvited guests 
arrive at their home”. 
Judging by the freakiness 
of the trailer we’re 
expecting Rosemary’s 
Baby-style Satanists. 

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND
This 40th anniversary 
reissue is a 4K restoration 
of the third cut of Steven 
Spielberg’s film; the 1998 
Collector’s Edition, made 
for home video. Not 
screening near you?  
Don’t fret: a Blu-ray’s out 
on 18 September.  

20 SEPTEMBER  
KINGSMAN: THE
GOLDEN CIRCLE
Eggsy and a miraculously 
still-alive Harry Hart team 
up with their American 
counterparts, Statesman, 
in this second outing  
for the Mark Millar  
comics franchise. 

27 SEPTEMBER 
YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN 
Mel Brooks’s Universal 
horror parody is the 
second ’70s classic  
getting a revival this 
month. Worth the price of 
admission just to see the 
creature hoofing through 
“Puttin’ On The Ritz”! 

29 SEPTEMBER     
FLATLINERS
A bunch of medical 
students conduct 
experiments with 
near-death experiences in 
this sequel to the 1990 
movie of the same name. 

6 OCTOBER    
BLADE RUNNER 2049
Thirty years after he 
disappeared, Ryan 
Gosling’s LAPD officer 
goes in search of Deckard 
in Denis Villeneuve’s 
long-awaited sequel.

a l s o o u t

 Anime it may be, but this 
offbeat film feels remarkably 
close to one of the urbane 
comedy-fantasy books by Terry 
Pratchett or Tom Holt. It’s a 
series of beguilingly weird and 
madcap adventures set in the 
venerable Japanese city of 
Kyoto, drawn in an artfully 
loose, whimsical style.

Over a very long night, a 
hapless young man encounters 
divinities, magic books, fairytale 
feasts and rogue theatre 
companies. All the while he’s 
chasing a heroically unflappable 
girl who’d impress Pratchett’s 
Granny Weatherwax. This is a 
Japanese A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream, with some of the 
libidinally-frustrated farce of 
Scorsese’s After Hours. Bits of 
the comedy feel Python-esque 
(there’s even a silly walk), but 
it’s still nearer Pratchett than 
Terry Gilliam.

The film is linked to an 
earlier anime serial, The Tatami 
Galaxy. It’s not a sequel, and the 
main characters are new, but 
there are enough crossover 
jokes and walk-ons to make it 
like one of the later Discworld 
novels. It’s accessible to 
newcomers, but they won’t get 
all the gags, even if they can 
keep up with the subtitles. 
There are other issues, like a 
saggy ending that’s more of an 
overlong coda, but this remains 
highly enjoyable, if very 
unusual. Andrew Osmond

The NighT is 
shorT, Walk  
oN girl
 released 4 OctOber

15 | 93 minutes
 Director Masaaki Yuasa
 Cast Gen Hoshino, Kana Hanazawa,

Hiroyuki Yoshino, Keiji Fujiwara

 Natasha (Natalya 
Pavlenkova) is lonely. Her 
colleagues bully her, she has 
nothing resembling either a 
romantic or a social life and, in 
her fifties, she still lives with 
her mother. Then, one day, she 
grows a tail.

The first time you see her 
new appendage, it’s repugnant 
– a fleshy, twitching thing the 
length of an arm. And yet, 
rather than bring her pain, it 
seems to awaken something in 
her. When people in her 
religiously conservative seaside 
town gossip about a bestial 
woman among them, she finds 
it amusing rather than 
upsetting. Implied to be a 
virgin, her sexuality awakens 
and she embarks on a sort-of-
fling with a young doctor.

Ivan Tverdovskiy’s film is low 
on plot, high on gloomy 
atmosphere and utterly 
engrossing. It’s both a portrait 
of an ageing woman in a society 
that had shunned her even 
before she grew a tail, and a 
humane comedy about her 
blossoming self-confidence. 
Pavlenkova gives a tremendous 
and moving performance: 
initially sad and contained, later 
joyful, defiant and angry. 
Indeed, the whole – mostly 
female, mostly middle-aged – 
cast is excellent.

The ending, however, marks 
a depressing shift from 
empowering fable to slightly 
muddled political allegory. Very 
nearly a great film, Zoology 
ends up as merely a very good 
one instead. Will Salmon

ZoologY
 released 29 septeMber

15 | 91 minutes
 Director Ivan I tverdovskiy
 Cast Natalya pavlenkova, Masha

tokareva, aleksandr Gorchilin

 Ovid’s narrative poem 
Metamorphoses is 15 volumes 
long, and takes in more  
than 250 individual myths.  
It would be impossible for one 
film to dramatise the epic in  
its entirety. 

Instead, Christophe Honoré 
hones in on Europe (Amira 
Akili), a young woman who 
encounters a succession of 
deities, from libidinous Jupiter 
to the menacing Bacchus and 
finally Orphée. They proceed to 
regale her with tales of humans 
turned into animals; the 
dreadful story of the Minas 
sisters, kidnapped and 
tormented because they refused 
to believe in the gods; of the 
murder of 100-eyed Argus,  
and more.

Playing out in present-day 
France, with a cast made up  
of largely first-time actors, 
Honoré’s film is a bizarre and 
occasionally uncomfortable 
magic realist spectacle. The 
gods are capricious, cruel  
and frequently misogynistic.  
But while Métamorphoses 
provocatively pushes the limits 
of its 15 certificate (this is a film 
where a dying old couple are 
transformed into a pair of trees, 
which Europa promptly has  
sex on – and that’s one of the 
tender moments…), it never 
feels leery. 

Comparisons to the works of 
Pasolini are apt – there’s beauty 
as well as barbarity here, as the 
ancient world returns to life in 
the woods, scrublands, 
roadsides and lakes around 
Nîmes. Will Salmon

MéTaMorphoses
 released OUt NOW!

15 | 102 minutes
 Director christophe Honoré
 Cast amira akili, sébastien Hirel,

damien chapelle, Mélodie richard
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How dare you  
accuse the 
Xenomorph of 
being a drip.

Fantastic 
beasts and 
where to 
shoot them.

 Say what you like about Ridley 
Scott’s prequel Prometheus, but it 
did at least make a sincere attempt 
to broaden out the Alien universe, 
introducing mysterious giants the 
Engineers and the Xenomorph 
precursors created by their 
bioweapons. Many fans of the 
series were unhappy that the 
results didn’t feel sufficiently 
Alien-y, though. 

With Alien: Covenant – whether 
course-correcting in response or 
in accordance with his long-term 
plan – Ridley Scott delivers 
something that assuredly does.  
We have a vessel drawn to a planet 
by a mysterious signal. We have a 
wrecked spaceship to be explored. 
There are alien eggs, and 
Facehuggers, and a heroine 
spitting lines like “I got you, you 
son of a bitch!” Every fan-pleasing 
button is pressed. So why does it 
feel a little underwhelming?

Perhaps because the mystery  
of the Engineers turns out to be a 
dead end, with Scott taking their 
pieces off the board as he unveils 
the truth behind the Xenomorphs 
– one you may struggle to swallow 
if your view on “Chicken or egg?” 
is “chicken”. Still, Covenant’s 
revelations retroactively improve 
Prometheus, making sense of the 
fact that its “Neomorphs” seemed 
too random in nature to develop 
into the Aliens we know. 

Perhaps it’s because of the 
human characters. Only Katherine 
Waterston’s grieving Daniels, Billy 
Crudup’s man of faith Oram and 
Danny McBride’s Tennessee linger 
in the memory – and the latter 
mostly because he wears a hat.  
By making the crew composed of 
couples, Scott attempts to give 
their deaths more impact, but it 
doesn’t really pay off. It would 
help if the film made a better fist 
of establishing their relationships, 
but frustratingly that was left to 
viral short “The Last Supper”.

On the plus side, the non-human 
characters are superb. Michael 
Fassbender’s android was the best 
thing about Prometheus, and here, 
as both the sinisterly autonomous 
David and new model Walter,  

we get double helpings of his 
genius. In scenes like the tautly 
homo-erotic sequence where 
David teaches Walter to play a 
flute, virtuoso performances 
combine with cutting-edge effects 
in almost magical synergy. 

And those human characters are 
more memorable in death than 
they were in life... With creatures 
erupting from backs and mouths 
in great gouts of blood, Covenant 
often resembles a ghastly jet-black 
farce, as characters slip about  
in great pools of plasma, or 
accidentally blow themselves to 
bits. The Xenomorph attacks  
are fast, furious and thrilling.  

And anyone with the faintest 
goth leanings will respond to the 
baroque darkness of this world, 
with its vistas of charred corpses, 
grotesque anatomical drawings 
and mash-ups of mad scientist’s 
lab and serial killer’s den. 

Despite all Covenant’s visual 
splendour, however, it’s hard to 

 released 18 sePTeMBer
(out now on download)
2017 | 15 | Blu-ray (4K/standard)/
dVd/download
 Director ridley scott
 Cast Michael Fassbender, Billy Crudup, 

Katherine Waterston, danny McBride

The Creation Story

aLien: 
Covenant

 Creatures 
erupt in  
great gouts  
of blood 
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escape the nagging feeling that  
its give-’em-what-they-want 
approach represents a partial 
retreat from a more original vision.

 Extras Ever heard Arnold 
Schwarzenegger’s staggeringly 
literal commentary for Total 
Recall? Ridley Scott’s not as bad, 
but still… in-between occasional 
insights, he spends a lot of his yak 
track saying things like, “Now 
they’re walking around the interior 
of the old craft.” You’ll learn much 
more from Making Of “Master 
Class: Ridley Scott” (56 minutes), 
which includes some neat glimpses 
behind the scenes. Our favourite: 
the test firing of an Alien Egg that 

results in a crewmember getting  
a Facehugger full in the face!  
None of the dozen alternate/
deleted scenes are that remarkable. 
Highlights: glimpses of James 
Franco in a domestic flashback, 
and Walter displaying concern for 
the grieving Daniels by bringing 
her some grass! How thoughtful.
Chances are you’ve seen the viral 
videos. “The Last Supper” sees the 
crew bonding before cryosleep; 
“Meet Walter” is a Weyland-Yutani 
commercial; “Phobos” provides 
nine tiresome minutes of crew 
“fear assessment” tests. Prologue 
“The Crossing” shows Prometheus 
survivor Elizabeth Shaw 

reassembling David, while new 
epilogue “Advent” consists of 
transmissions to Weyland-Yutani. 
These hint that we might see an 
Alien Queen in the next film… 
“David’s Illustrations” provide 
Giger-esque designs with titles like 
“skeleton jellyfish”. They’re a 
sinister delight, but a pain to 
navigate. A production gallery 
features concept art and Scott’s 
storyboards. Trailers complete the 
package. The DVD has the 
commentary, deleted scenes and 
“Phobos” viral.  Ian Berriman

The look of David’s outfit was inspired by 
Wilson the Wonder Athlete, a character in 
’50s boys’ paper The Hotspur.

AMBER ALERT
	 	After the shock wave 

hits the Covenant, 
familiar shapes flash  
on monitors as Walter 
extinguishes flaming 
controls. Orange crosses 
like this also featured in 
Alien, Blade Runner  
and Prometheus.

NAILING IT
	 	In Blade Runner, Roy 

Batty sticks a nail 
through his hand, and 
says, “That’s the spirit!” 
when Deckard wallops 
him with a pipe. David 
says the same thing 
after Daniels sticks  
a nail in his throat.

A CREEPY TAIL
	 	This shot of a Xeno 

tail rising up between 
the legs of Upworth and 
Ricks recalls a similar 
image just before the 
death of Lambert  
in Alien.

FLIPPING
THE BIRD

	 	Most obvious: there is a 
pair of “drinking bird” 
toys on the dining table 
in the Nostromo. One 
turns up again on the 
Covenant. Did Weyland-
Yutani buy a job lot  
or something?

A L I E N  E G G S
Four of our 
favourite callbacks



NETFLIX The Defenders have 
assembled. Phase one of Netflix’s 
street-level Marvel series climaxes 
with an eight-part miniseries that 
brings together not just Daredevil, 
Jessica Jones, Luke Cage and Iron 
Fist, but various supporting 
characters and ongoing plots from 
all five previous series. 

It’s a lot to juggle. There are a 
few wobbles and a tentative start, 
with two worryingly slow opening 
episodes that spend far too much 
time with Iron Fist in eminently 
cuttable scenes of self-reproach. 

Thankfully, by episode four the 
series isn’t just keeping all the 
balls in the air, but has leapt on a 
unicycle and is balancing on a 
tightrope while doing so.

Once the show brings all the 
main characters together for the 
brilliant big fight scene in episode 
three, it really takes off. It follows 
that up with a bold, episode-long 
lunch-and-siege in a Chinese 
takeaway, which allows the 
characters the chance to bounce 
off each other in all sorts of fun 
ways. In time-honoured tradition 
for superhero team-ups, they 
bicker loads and even fight among 
themselves, but the Netflix series’ 
more grungey, gnarly tone gives 
these tropes a fresh twist. It’s also 
fun seeing Luke Cage reflecting 
online criticism, calling out Danny 

Rand for being a tunnel-visioned, 
entitled rich kid.

The series does an amazing job 
of servicing its four leads, not just 
giving them roughly equal screen 
time, but also their own mini-arc. 
It would have been so easy to 
simply make The Defenders a fun 
romp, but instead it acts as an 
important stepping stone for each 
individual series. Jessica gets most 
of the best lines, though Luke 
continues to be effortlessly cool, 
and Daredevil does angst like no 
other superhero. It even starts to 
make Danny likeable.

There are problems however. 
While it’s great to see the plethora 
of support characters interacting, 
few of them actually do much 
other than act as soundboards or 
Jiminy Crickets. The main plot is 

serviceable enough, but despite  
a compelling performance from 
Sigourney Weaver as Alexandra, 
the members of the Hand are 
disappointingly bland and 
ineffectual. Madam Gau has 
basically become a cartoon 
character. They need Elektra to 
kick them into shape – which  
she does, in style.

The action improves as the 
series goes along, too. The fights in 
episode one are confusingly shot 
and generic. By the climax, we’re 
being treated to a symphony of 
fisticuffs, the inventive fight 
choreography captured in 
breathtaking sweeping shots. 

The Defenders isn’t as good as 
the best of the Netflix Marvel 
series, but it’s not far off, and it’s  
a great return to form after the 
disappointing Iron Fist. Plus, it 
leaves you desperate to see the 
team in action again… if only so 
Luke can piss off Danny some
more. Dave Golder

The DefenDers Season One
Earth’s angstiest heroes
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Danny’s game of 
charades wasn’t 
going down too well.

h o m e  e n T e r Ta i n m e n T

Someone drinks or 
mentions coffee.
Alexandra 
provides a  

history lesson.
Somebody says 
“Who are you?”  

or “Who the hell  
are you?”

One or more 
Defender has a 

fight against one or 
more other 
Defenders.

Someone pulls up/
pulls down the 

hood on their hoodie.
There’s a shot of 
someone looking 

in a mirror. 
Someone runs up 
or along a wall 

during a fight. 

D r i n k i n g
g a m e
Knock back a 
beverage of your 
choice every time…

 released OUT NOW!
2017 | 15 | sVOd
 Showrunner Marco ramirez
 Cast Charlie Cox, Krysten ritter,

Mike Colter, Finn Jones

Stan Lee once again appears as Captain 
Irving Forbush – keep your eye out for 
street posters in episode three.
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Anne was haunted 
by the memory of 
singing in Les Mis…

“Mum? Dad? 
Oh God, my 
eyes!”

blu-ray debut Many of the most 
effective examples of cinematic 
surrealism can be found in the 
horror genre, and this film 
includes a real doozy. The hero 
runs out of a room… into an 
identical room. He tries again, 
with the same result. Chasing  
after someone exiting through the 
door opposite, the pattern 
repeats… and repeats. Gradually 
gaining on the mystery man, on 
the sixth and final loop he grabs 
hold of them, turning the figure to 
reveal: himself!

This gobsmacking WTF 
moment is just one highlight of 
Italian horror maestro Mario 

Bava’s sublime exercise in style. 
Set in 1907, it follows a doctor sent 
to a remote mountain village to 
conduct an autopsy, who 
eventually learns from the 
superstitious locals that a ghostly 
girl is compelling people to  
kill themselves.

The mystery of the curse isn’t 
that involving, but the white-clad, 
wide-eyed, sinisterly-staring spirit 
(actually played by a boy wearing a 
long blonde wig) – whose advent 
is often heralded by a ball 
bouncing into shot – is seriously 

spooky, and the atmosphere Bava 
conjures is spellbinding. With its 
spiral staircases, cobwebbed 
crypts and mist-shrouded, 
candle-lined cobbled streets, all 
drenched in green, blue and amber 
light, this is a ravishingly beautiful 
example of gothic poetics.

 Extras Commentary by Tim 
Lucas, author of a book on Bava; 
interviews with assistant director 

Lamberto Bava (Mario’s son) and 
star Erika Blanc; an introduction 
by Blanc; a new “video essay” by 
horror critic Kat Ellinger; 
Bava-homaging 2006 short 
“Yellow”; a vintage photo-comic; 
German opening titles; a gallery;  
a booklet. Ian Berriman

KiLL, babY…. KiLL!
Bravura Bava

 If you thought it would be 
impossible to make a kaiju movie 
odder than Godzilla’s various 
rumbles with giant moths, turtles 
and lobsters, think again.

Jessica Jones fans may find 
themselves crushing on Gloria 
(Anne Hathaway), a boozing 
out-of-work writer who after 
being kicked out by her boyfriend, 
heads back to her parents’ empty 
house, snagging a job in 
schoolmate Oscar’s bar. When  
a giant monster starts stomping 
through Seoul, Gloria is staggered 
to realise it’s replicating some  
of her movements. Then  
Oscar (Jason Sudeikis) realises 

that he can get a piece of the 
action too…

Making metaphorical use of 
kaiju for an indie romcom that 
gradually warps into a portrait of 
toxic masculinity, this Charlie 
Kaufman-esque film certainly 
can’t be charged with 
predictability, but does leave many 
nagging questions. The 
explanation – when it finally 
arrives – is unsatisfyingly vague. 
And the deaths of Korean civilians 
come with surprisingly little 
emotional weight attached. 

Still, Gloria is a hugely likeable 
hot mess, and her eventual 
triumph over controlling “nice 
guy” bullshit may leave you itching 
to do Godzilla’s victory dance.

 Extras Just the one deleted 
scene. Ian Berriman

CoLossaL
Monstrous machismo

 released OUT NOW!
2017 | 15 | Blu-ray/dVd/download
 Director Nacho Vigalondo
 Cast anne Hathaway, Jason sudeikis, 

austin stowell, Tim Blake Nelson

 released OUT NOW!
1966 | 15 | Blu-ray & dVd (dual format)
 Director Mario Bava
 Cast Giacomo rossi-stuart, 

erika Blanc, Fabienne dali, Piero lulli

Shooting one scene, Nacho Vigalondo was 
dressed in a skin-tight catsuit, complete 
with ears. (It was Halloween)

Exteriors were shot in the village of Calcata. 
It used to be a site for pilgrimage, as home 
to the Holy Prepuce (Jesus’s foreskin).

 A beautiful 
example  
of gothic 
poetics 



No one knew 
what to make of 
Barbossa’s attempt 
to do “the worm”.
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Paul McCartney became the latest music 
legend to join Sparrow’s family. He has one 
scene as the imprisoned Uncle Jack.

 We’re now five films into a 
series that started well, got a little 
swamped in the middle, and then 
faltered badly last time. It’s quite 
the achievement for a franchise 
based on a theme park ride. So 
does Salazar’s Revenge match the 
high watermarks of the Pirates 
saga? Only occasionally.

At this point, you know what to 
expect. Johnny Depp will dig out 
his drunk schtick as Jack Sparrow. 

He’ll be aided by a couple of 
camera-ready youthful types 
(here, Brenton Thwaites’s driven 
Henry Turner and Kaya 
Scodelario’s smart, resourceful 
Carina Smyth). He’ll face a serious 
supernatural threat, needing to 
sail off on a mission to retrieve 
some mystical object that can help 
solve the problem. 

The villain this time is at least 
entertaining, with Javier Bardem 
throwing himself into the role of 
Salazar, a ghostly captain with a 
grudge against Sparrow. He’s 
clearly having a blast playing a 
character who is only partly there, 
rotting and swirling as though 
lashed by some invisible tide. But 
even he can only do so much with 
someone who doesn’t seem to 

have been there at the script stage 
either. Sure, he’s out for revenge, 
but who doesn’t have a bone to 
pick with Sparrow? 

Another issue is the constant 
need to outdo previous movies.  
So the spectacle is once more 
heightened, with giant chasms of 
water and hordes of skeletal 
sailors running across the waves, 
while the narrative approach is to 

throw in everyone who’s ever 
popped up before. To their credit, 
co-directors Joachim Rønning and 
Espen Sandberg maintain a light 
touch, squeezing some fun out of 
Sparrow’s antics – especially a 
Buster Keaton-esque stunt 
featuring an unusual method  
of execution. 

Salazar’s Revenge finds its sea 
legs occasionally, but is a little too 
crammed, and more than once the 
weight of déjà vu threatens to sink 
it. Yet it’s certainly less of a slog 
than last time.

 Extras A decent haul, including 
a seven-part Making Of, which 
covers topics such as designing  
the ghost sharks and Sir Paul 
McCartney’s role. Plus bloopers 
and a photo diary from producer 
Jerry Bruckheimer. Buy the DVD 
and you just get one of the Making  
Of segments. James White

Pirates of  
the Caribbean: 
saLazar’s revenge
Yo hokum and a bottle of rum

 There’s a 
need to outdo 
the previous 
movies 

 released 2 OCTOBer
(out 19 september on download)
2017 | 12 | Blu-ray/dVd/VOd/download
 Directors Joachim rønning,

espen sandberg
 Cast Johnny depp, Javier Bardem,

Brenton Thwaites, Kaya scodelario

 American Horror Story is as 
unkillable as the slasher 
monsters it references. Every 
year it resurrects in a different 
form, with new tricks to 
delight/annoy its audience. But 
season six is more transformed 
than usual, with showrunner 
Ryan Murphy taking big risks 
– with mixed results.

AHS is divisive at the best of 
times, but Roanoke’s extra-meta 
four-act structure about a 
haunted-house reality show, 
delivered through a found-
footage format, split fans faster 
than Kathy Bates’s meat cleaver. 

There are still plenty of 
familiar elements to keep things 
grounded (well, as grounded as 
a show that references Blair 
Witch, The Shining and its own 
mythology in the same scene 
can be), with characters and 
locations from previous seasons 
randomly showing up. 

Despite the unusual format, 
this is probably the most 
focused AHS has been since 
season two, with a clear 
narrative leading a straight path 
through the usual madness. As 
such, we can’t help but wonder 
if this release will change 
haters’ minds: separated into 
weekly instalments, Roanoke 
frustrated, but as a complete, 
bingeable experience, it’s as 
unified as the best of the series.

 Extras A cast and crew Q&A 
from PaleyFest 2017, and three 
minutes of promos. Sam Ashurst

AmericAn 
Horror Story: 
roAnoke
 released OUT NOW!

2016 | 18 | Blu-ray/dVd/download
 Showrunner ryan Murphy
 Cast evan Peters, Kathy Bates,

angela Bassett, sarah Paulson
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It’s all very 
romantic until 
a turtle poos.

 Stop us if you’ve heard this 
one before. Three filmmakers 
head into the wilderness and 
don’t come back. Years later 
their tapes are found. But it’s 
UFOs, not witchcraft, in this 
found-footage flick inspired by 
the Phoenix Lights case. 

The leads are good, and the 
film has an authentically retro 
look, but boy is it dull, with an 
unsurprising ending. And the 
framing device – a grieving 
relative investigates – is 
shoddily abandoned.

 Extras None. Will Salmon

 If this dodgy Americans-
abroad horror makes you 
scream, it won’t be because 
you’re scared, but because 
you’re so frustrated with its 
characters’ stupid decisions.

After being warned not to  
go looking for an abandoned 
Japanese temple in the woods, 
the group set off with only a 
creepy child to guide their way, 
and (inevitably) get attacked  
by evil spirits. 

The film’s mythology’s a 
mess, the creature effects are 
slapdash, and the final twist is 
forehead-smackingly obvious.

 Extras Trailer. Sarah Dobbs

 Thirteen years in the 
making, Andrew Getty’s The 
Evil Within is finally released 
two years after the director’s 
death. Getty spent millions 
fastidiously polishing every 
frame of this shocker about 
Dennis, a young man with 
learning difficulties sent on an 
evil mirror-inspired killing 
spree. There are some arresting 
visuals (an animatronic band 
with an octopus drummer!), but 
the plot is a mess, the dialogue’s 
awful and Fred Koehler’s 
Dennis is an astonishingly 
ill-advised, offensive caricature.

 Extras None. Will Salmon

blu-ray debut Though it dials 
up the gore, this goofy ’80s 
horror feels like a throwback to 
an earlier age. A bunch of teens 
are drawn into a waxworks’ 
vignettes – portals to 
encounters with classic 
menaces like a mummy, aristo 
vampires and de Sade.  

The format is pure Amicus 
anthology; Hammer horror is 
homaged; the sight of familiar 
thesps like Avengers star Patrick 
Macnee delights. But it doesn’t 
have much to offer beyond 
fanboy shivers of recognition.

 Extras Commentary; Making 
Ofs; gallery; trailer. Ian Berriman

 released OUT NOW!
2017 | 15 | dVd

 released OUT NOW!
2017 | 15 | Blu-ray/dVd

 released OUT NOW!
1988 | 18 | Blu-ray

PHOENIX 
FORGOTTEN

TEMPLE THE EVIL WITHIN WAXWORK

 released 18 sepTemBer
2017 | 12 | dVd/download

 It’s easy to see why so many 
people rushed to watch The Red 
Turtle when it was released in 
cinemas this spring. Touted as  
a Studio Ghibli co-production,  
it was catnip for audiences raised 
on the charms and fantasy worlds 
of Japanese cartoons. 

But The Red Turtle is something 
else entirely, starker than the usual 
Ghibli film and more harrowing. 
There are moments of joviality, 
from a group of inquisitive crabs to 
a lush, leafy forest, but this hushed 
fable will leave you reeling.

The premise is simple. After  
a seafarer’s boat is destroyed in a 
storm, he wakes up on a deserted 

island and discovers a giant turtle 
guarding its waters. Unable to 
escape, the man soon forms a 
companionship with the creature.

This is a fairly short film, and 
one devoid of speech, but that 
doesn’t make it any less moving. 
Though it’s aimed at children,  
the emotions are achingly adult, 
exploring love, loss, loneliness and 
a yearning to belong. Absolutely 
ravishing, the film’s last moments 
may be the most powerful of 2017.

 Extras Featurette “Secrets Of 
The Red Turtle” (17 minutes), in 
which director Michaël Dudok de 
Wit demonstrates how he began 
animating the film’s backgrounds 
and characters, starting with faint 
charcoal lines on white paper. It’s a 
fascinating peek behind the scenes, 
but feels too brief.  Kimberley Ballard

THe reD TUrTLe
Swept away

 released 25 sepTemBer 
(out 18 september on download)
2017 | pG | Blu-ray & dVd  (double-
play)/dVd/download
 Director michaël dudok de Wit

Hayao Miyazaki asked to see Michaël 
Dudok de Wit personally after watching 
his short film “Father And Daughter”.
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blu-ray debut As Dawn Of The 
Dead rip-offs go, it doesn’t get 
more shameless then this. Not 
only does Zombie Creeping 
Flesh recycle parts of the score, 
it cribs Tom Savini’s blue-tinged 
makeups and places a 
commando squad at the fore. To 
rub it in, director Bruno Mattei 
is credited as “Vincent Dawn”!

In fairness, the bookending 
sections, featuring a zombie 
outbreak at a mysterious 
nuclear facility, aren’t too bad. 
There are tantalising hints of a 
political subtext here – sadly, 
miserably under-developed.

The central stretch is the 
problem. Painfully slow, it sees 
the commandos, a female 
journalist and her cameraman 
trekking through the jungles  
of Papua New Guinea (the 
woods of Barcelona). The 
reliance on recycled 
documentary footage is tedious, 
with countless cuts to monkeys, 
birds and (oddly) elephants.  

Still, there’s fun to be had 
hooting at the dreadful 
dialogue, the literally eye-
popping gore effects, and the 
Klaus Kinski-esque Franco 
Garofalo’s over-acting.

 Extras Interviews with star 
Margit Evelyn Newton and 
writer Claudio Fragrasso; the 
latter is engaging, discussing the 
original script, and revealing 
that Garofalo was just as OTT in 
real life. Plus: choice of English 
or Italian soundtrack; trailer; 
booklet. Ian Berriman

ZOMBIE CREEPING 
FLESH

Harryhausen fans 
expecting his usual monster-
packed fantasies may feel 
shortchanged by this trio of early 
films. 20 Million Miles To Earth is 
prime Harryhausen, but the other 
two are notable for their lack of 
stop-motion set-pieces. It Came 
From Beneath The Sea’s beastie is 
camera-shy until the finale, while 
The 3 Worlds Of Gulliver offers only 
a wheezy squirrel and a crocodile.

This is a mopping-up exercise, 
collecting the remaining Columbia-
released Harryhausen films for 
their UK Blu-ray premieres. As a 
bonus, It Comes and 20 Million 
Miles are presented in both their 

original black and white and 
colourised versions. And it is a 
bonus. While colourisation is often 
a dirty word, the results genuinely 
give the films new life.

20 Million Miles is the best by 
far, with a fast-growing Venusian 
lizard trashing Rome. The stodgy 
It Came has lots of military types 
looking more wary of a liberated 
female scientist than a giant 
“sixtopus”. Gulliver, meanwhile, 
is a gaudy take on the Lilliput and 
Brobdingnag sections of Jonathan 
Swift’s novel. It’s quaint and 
cheesy, but it ain’t no Sinbad.

 Extras Oodles – mostly from 
previous releases, but with new 
interviews where filmmakers  
wax lyrical about Ray. There are 
commentaries for It Came... and 20 
Million..., plus archival material 
and an 80-page booklet. Dave Golder

Stop-motion guru’s early hits

 released OUT NOW!
1980 | 18 | Blu-ray
 Director Bruno Mattei
 Cast Margit evelyn Newton, 

Franco Garofalo, selan Karay, 
Vincent José Gras

 released 18 sepTeMBer
1955/1957/1960 | pG | Blu-ray
 Directors robert Gordon, Jack sher, 

Nathan H Juran
 Cast Kerwin Mathews, Kenneth Tobey, 

Faith domergue, William Hopper

blu-ray debut Years before 
Edward ran his icy fingers 
across Bella’s cheek, numerous 
films explored the forbidden 
attraction between humans and 
monsters. La Belle Et La Bête, 
The Company Of Wolves... 
Return Of The Living Dead III? 

Make no mistake: this is pure 
’90s VHS sleaze, but its coy 
exploration of kink and 
sexuality elevates it above the 
usual low-budget sequel.

After being revived by  
her boyfriend following a 
motorcycle accident, teen 
zombie Julie (Melinda Clarke) 
discovers that hurting herself is 
the only thing that keeps her 
cravings for flesh at bay. 

Equating insatiable hunger 
with sexual desire begs to be 
deconstructed – one striking 
scene sees Julie stab herself in 
the hand, her face showing 
orgasmic bliss – but it doesn’t 
go far enough, and may just  
be remembered for being the 
movie with the hot zombie lady.

 Extras There are two audio 
commentaries: the first with 
director Brian Yuzna; the 
second with actress Melinda 
Clarke and effects supervisor 
Tom Rainone. There are also 
five 2016 interviews with cast 
and crew: Yuzna and writer 
John Penney; actor J Trevor 
Edmond; production executive 
David Trippet and editor Chris 
Roth; and make-up artists Chris 
Nelson and Steve Johnson. Plus: 
storyboards, stills and trailers. 
Kimberley Ballard

RETURN OF THE 
LIVING DEAD III
 released OUT NOW!

1993 | 18 | Blu-ray
 Director Brian Yuzna
 Cast Melinda Clarke, Kent McCord, 

J Trevor edmond, sarah douglas

Gulliver’s Kerwin Mathews spent eight 
hours tied down for the scene where  
he wakes on a Liliputian beach.

the Wonderful 
Worlds of ray 
harryhausen Vol 1

Our money’s 
on Nelly.

blu-ray debut

blu-ray debut
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amazon Unlike cockroaches, 
ticks (though they’re not actually 
insects, they’re arachnids – don’t 
write letters) traditionally don’t 
survive all that well. And like the 
creature from which this show 
takes its name, The Tick has also 
had some issues staying around. 

First created by Ben Edlund in 
1986 as the mascot for a comic 
store newsletter, the clueless 
character has since spawned a 
comic book run, an animated 
series and, in 2001, the first 
live-action attempt. Now it’s back 
with a new man in the suit (Peter 

Serafinowicz) and a slightly 
different attitude. Part of that can 
be attributed to the new series’ 
home at Amazon, where the 
writers can push the boundaries in 
terms of language and, in rarer 
cases, violence. Partly, it’s Edlund 
and his creative team trying some 
new ideas. It doesn’t all work.

This incarnation shakes up the 
concept by having Serafinowicz’s 
Tick suffering from memory loss 
– he doesn’t quite know why he 
does the heroic stuff, he just does. 
Griffin Newman’s Arthur, 
meanwhile, is convinced that an 
old villain known as The Terror 
(Jackie Earle Haley) has returned, 
while everyone around him thinks 
he’s crazy – and he’s not so sure 
himself. There are family 
backstories, weird characters and 
banter aplenty, while the look of 
the Tick remains enjoyably quirky. 

Serafinowicz has big feelers to 
fill, with Patrick Warburton from 
the previous show providing many 
people’s iconic version of the hero. 
He finds some solid mannerisms 
and gives his take an enjoyably 
earnest mien, though he’s still 
performing in the shadow of what 
has gone before, and at certain 
moments he’s more like someone 
cosplaying the character than 
embodying it. Newman is 
appealingly gawky as Arthur, and 
the world is populated by 
entertaining villains such as Yara 
Martinez’s Ms Lint (she has 
electricity powers that come with 
a dust-attracting side-effect). 

The problem lies in the tone. 
Aiming for a more “grounded” 

world, the kind of wackiness that 
you expect from the characters is  
often set aside, and doesn’t quite 
seem to fit when it does crop up. 
Sure, it’s good that there are 
consequences here, and the series 
does find the slightly surreal 
winning formula from time to 
time, but there’s less of a sense of 
joy this time around, and a need  
to serialise the episodes means  
it’s all linked together, so it’s 
harder to just enjoy a single story. 
Plus, with the first season split  
into two halves, there is the 
creeping notion that this initial 
run of six is just the introduction 
to the main plot, which makes it 
less satisfying. 

This new version of the 
capering crusader is certainly 
entertaining, but it never quite 
ticks all the right boxes. James White

the tiCK Season One, Part One
New arachnid on the block

 The kind 
of wackiness 
you’d expect 
is set aside 

 released OUT NOW!
2017 |  sVOd
 Showrunners Ben edlund, david Fury
 Cast Peter serafinowicz, 

Griffin Newman, Valorie Curry, 
Jackie earle Haley

Serafinowicz says that when he got the 
part and started working on it, he based 
the voice partly on Roger Ramjet cartoons.

 “You are tampering with 
powers reserved for God!” 
someone tells the titular bad 
egg of this pulpy romp – words 
to give a sense of career 
satisfaction to any self-
respecting mad scientist.

Albert Dekker is the myopic 
Cyclops, all bottle-top specs, 
shaved dome and perfect 
manners. Experimenting with 
radium deposits in the Amazon 
jungle, he discovers a way to 
reduce human beings to doll 
size. Honey, he shrunk the 
heroes… then dressed them in 
handkerchiefs, the fiend.

Based on a Henry Kuttner 
tale in Thrilling Wonder Stories, 
it’s helmed by Ernest B 
Schoedsack, one of the team 
who brought King Kong to the 
screen. While Kong was a fever 
dream in black and white, this 
slice of science-horror is more 
lurid, the use of three-strip 
Technicolor lending radioactive 
ambience to the scenes of 
Cyclops in his lab, walls glowing 
sub-aquatic green.

It all becomes a bit of a 
runaround, the protagonists 
dodging everything from cats to 
alligators, and the movie’s 
light-hearted tone conspires 
with Dekker’s oddly genial 
performance to defuse the 
thrills. But the inventive trick 
photography effects – 
nominated for an Oscar – still 
impress, a reminder of a world 
where cinematic magic 
required “a slide rule and 
blueprints”, as Schoedsack  
later recalled.

 Extras Trailer. Nick Setchfield

DR CYCLOPS
 released OUT NOW!

1940 | PG | dVd
 Director ernest B schoedsack
 Cast albert dekker, Thomas Coley, 

Janice logan, Charles Halton
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Never tell an 
American that 
baseball is basically 
just rounders. 

r o u n d  u p

 The hollow Earth is one of 
the more enduring itches in the 
human imagination, powering 
everything from Edgar Rice 
Burroughs’s Pellucidar novels to 
Nazi occultism. 

This Cinemascope 
blockbuster adapts Jules 
Verne’s 1864 novel, mining the 
same strain of Victorian high 
adventure that made 20,000 
Leagues Under The Sea a hit. It 
even steals that film’s star, 
James Mason, cast here as Sir 
Oliver Lindenbrook, a geology 
professor determined to locate 
the secret entrance to the 
planet’s interior.

It’s a robust, good-hearted 
exploration yarn, squarely 
aimed at the family audience 
(though the bloody demise of a 
comedy duck sidekick strikes a 
weirdly dark note). Maybe 
there’s more incident than 
drama, but ultimately it’s all 
about the spectacle, the film’s 
succession of luminous 
soundstage fantasies – crystal 
caves, towering toadstools – 
more remarkable than ever in 
this new 4K restoration.

 Extras Commentary with 
Diane Baker (Jenny) and film 
historians Steven C Smith and 
Nick Redman; an interview with 
Kim Newman; a featurette on 
the film’s restoration; original 
trailer; isolated music and 
effects track; a booklet.  
Nick Setchfield

JOURNEY TO
THE CENTER
OF THE EARTH

 There has been much 
discussion on the net about why 
viewing figures for The Walking 
Dead season seven took a nose 
dive. Too grim? Too much 
fat-shaming? (About the only gag 
they don’t use is “they’re a larger 
target”). Too much spot-the-
zombie? (One episode has no 
zombie kills at all.) Is the 
resolution to season six’s 
cliffhanger cruelly manipulative? 
(Phew, Glenn didn’t cop it – oh, 
hang on…)

Maybe the real reason is more 
mundane. Season seven is a  
bit boring.

Not the most incisive criticism, 
but sadly true. Granted, The 
Walking Dead shouldn’t be 
wall-to-wall zombie carnage; it’s a 
show that has always succeeded 
through its gripping character 
drama. And with new bad guy 

Negan in the mix swinging his 
barbed-wire-wrapped baseball bat 
at anyone who takes his fancy, 
season seven should have been 
edgy, exciting stuff. 

Instead, despite the usual 
brilliant acting and direction, some 
really meaty themes and a few 
great set-pieces, too much of the 
season is over-indulgent navel 
gazing that keeps making the same 
points over again in a plot that 
doesn’t arc so much as sag. And 
let’s not get into so many blue 
collar characters spouting dialogue 
like wannabe romantic poets. 

The Walking Dead seriously 
needs some life injected back  
into it.

 Extras Commentaries on six key 
episodes from an impressive range 
of cast and crew, deleted/alternate 
scenes, and seven featurettes 
(totalling about 46 minutes). Plus: 
all the season seven instalments of 
webisode series Inside The Walking 
Dead and The Making Of The 
Walking Dead. Dave Golder

The Walking DeaD
Season Seven
Bat’s Entertainment?

 released 25 september
2016-2017 | 18 | blu-ray/dVd
 Showrunner scott m Gimple
 Cast andrew lincoln, lauren Cohan, 

danai Gurira, melissa mcbride

In “Hostiles And Calamities”, Eugene says 
that he’s neither lawful, neutral or chaotic – 
all terms used in Dungeons & Dragons.

First, let’s detail the latest 
avalanche of TV box sets. 
Available to buy now are 
Dark Matter season three, 
The Flash season three, 
Person Of Interest season 
five and Supernatural 
season 12, with Arrow 
season five arriving on 18 
September. Also out: a 
new 15th Anniversary box 
set of Joss Whedon’s 
unjustly short-lived “space 
western” Firefly – no new 
extras, but you do get 10 
art cards, five stickers and 
a fold-out poster. A 20th 
anniversary DVD box set 
of Buffy follows hot on its 
heels on 18 September.
Making its HD debut: 
Gerry Anderson’s 
neW CAPTAIn sCArLeT 
(out now, Blu-ray). In 2005 
we were blown away by 
this CGI update of the 
classic puppet show. We 
said: “The CGI is uncanny, 
the scripts are intelligently 
written, and there are 
sequences that feel pretty 
strong for kids’ TV.” Are 
the Leatherface movies 
SFX fare? We um and aah 
over this, so will mention 

THe TeXAs CHAInsAW 
MAssACre 2 (out now, 
Blu-ray). Tobe Hooper’s 
1986 sequel sees a 
vengeful Dennis Hopper 
going after the Sawyer 
clan – now living under an 
abandoned carnival. With 
its pitch-black comedy, 
sledgehammer-subtle 
satire and lashings of gore, 
it’s totally batshit. Finally, 
THe doCTors: THe ToM 
BAKer yeArs (out now, 
DVD) is the latest 
collection of vintage 
interviews with Doctor 
Who stars taken from 
Reeltime Pictures’ Myth 
Makers range. This 
two-disc collection brings 
together chinwags with 
Baker, Elisabeth Sladen 
(Sarah Jane), Ian Marter 
(Harry), Louise Jameson 
(Leela), Mary Tamm 
(Romana) and John 
Leeson (K9), recorded 
between 1984 and 2000.

 released 18 september
1959 | U | blu-ray & dVd
(dual format)
 Director Henry levin
 Cast James mason, pat boone, 

arlene dahl, Gertrude the duck
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 Man’s best friend is a dog, 
right? For Reginald Hardy, 
surviving in the smoking 
remains of London, that 
definitely seems to be true.  
He’s got his telescope, a decent 
supply of canned food, and his 
canine bestie, and that’s all he 
needs. Or so he thinks, until a 
desperate child arrives on his 
doorstep and forces him out of 
his comfort zone. 

Half of The Last Dog On 
Earth is narrated by Lineker, an 
ever-hungry and foul-mouthed 
mongrel. It’s an idea that 
sounds great, allowing for 
parallels to be drawn between 
man and beast, but in practice it 
doesn’t quite work. Sometimes 
it’s because the allegory is too 
on-the-nose (both people and 
dogs can be “trained” using 
either treats or kicks) but 
mostly it’s because it’s difficult 
to take existential musing 
seriously when it’s coming from 
a ball-sniffing squirrel chaser.

But the post-apocalyptic  
stuff hits hard. The deranged 
politician whose televised 
rantings led to the destruction 
of London is never named, but 
it’s not hard to connect the dots 
(purple ties and paranoid 
xenophobia, anyone?) and 
imagine how close we might 
really be to catastrophe. In his 
previous novel, Adrian J Walker 
suggested that running’s going 
to be an essential skill come the 
end of the world; in this one, 
the message is that stocking up 
on dog treats wouldn’t be a bad 
idea either. Sarah Dobbs

THE LAST DOG
ON EARTH

 It’s sometimes suggested that 
Ann Leckie is a kind of heir to Iain 
M Banks, which is a description 
that doesn’t conjure up images of 
fun. That’s not to say that the 
much-missed Big Beard’s fiction 
was somehow tough-going, but 
the comparison suggests space 
opera that’s being written to 
exacting standards. 

Indeed, one reason the Imperial 
Radch trilogy garnered so many 
gongs (with Ancillary Justice 
sweeping the Hugo, Nebula, 
Arthur C Clarke and BSFA 
awards) was that Leckie’s work 
seemed equal to meeting such 
benchmarks. And yet Banks was 
also an author who seemingly 
loved popular fiction as something 
both to subvert and to celebrate. 
Most especially, his books were 
notable for being so driven by a 
love of plot; story for its own sake.
In contrast, Leckie’s writerly 
image is, as yet, of a rather serious 
soul, someone reinventing space 
opera for the 21st century. There’s 
more than a grain of truth to that, 

but it arguably misses a lightness 
of touch that runs through 
Leckie’s fiction – a reflection in 
part of not being published until 
she was in her late forties and thus 
arriving in the public eye as close 
to the finished article. 

That perhaps explains the 
surface confidence of Provenance, 
which is a very different kind of 
book to her previous fiction. This 
is Ann Leckie having fun, with a 
standalone story (albeit one set in 
her Imperial universe) about a 
young woman, Ingray Aughskold, 
trying to impress her powerful 
foster mother, Netano. To do this, 
Ingray pays to have a notorious 
criminal, Pahlad Budrakim, 
smuggled out of jail. Her hope is 
that e (gender is complicated in 
Leckie’s fiction) will reveal the 
whereabouts of stolen “vestiges”, 
which will help the political 
situation of Ingray’s family in a 
society where antiques associated 

with key moments in history have 
a quasi-religious significance.

Though she’s been raised amid 
money and influence, there’s a 
naïve quality to Ingray. Her 
scheme does not go to plan. Pretty 
soon she’s confronted  
with financial problems, a freed 
prisoner who denies his identity  
as Pahlad, a thieving ship captain,  
an alien (and rather cross) 
ambassador whose motives are  
at the best times unclear, and  
a murder. Her mother, Ingray  
fears, will not be too impressed  
by the plan of Baldrick-like 
cunning she’s enacted…

Running through the novel, as 
well as ideas around why we value 
certain objects and symbols, 
there’s a secondary theme of 
sibling rivalry. One reason Ingray 
is so set on impressing her mother 
is that she wants to best her foster 
brother, Danach. He’s introduced 
to us as a brilliant operator, 
although in truth he comes across 
as brattish, someone who urgently 
needs to check his privilege. 

But maybe that’s the point, in 
that we’re seeing Ingray’s take  
on her brother. Indeed, in key 
respects, Provenance is a coming-
of-age novel, a book told from the 
perspective of a young woman 
growing in confidence, and 
towards being able to make 
choices for herself rather than 
because certain things are 
expected of her. And here is a 
potential problem with the novel. 

At moments, the scattergun 
perceptions of early adulthood – 
oh, look, pretty thing; that’s not 
right; oh, that’s why that works 
like that – seem so to the fore that 
you’re not confident Leckie is fully 
in control of her narrative. Or 
perhaps she is and she’s just  
in character.

Whatever your take on this, it 
really doesn’t spoil the enjoyment 
too often. Mostly what you come 
away with is the sense that if you 
take the Imperial Radch books  
as a single (albeit very long) work, 
Leckie has negotiated that difficult 
sophomore novel with confidence, 
humour and even a little bravado. 
The Big Beard would surely be 
impressed. Jonathan Wright

 This is 
Ann Leckie 
having fun 
with a story 

 released 28 september
448 pages | Hardback/ebook
 Author ann leckie
 Publisher Orbit

b o o k s

Ann Leckie’s next book is a fantasy novel. 
She says writing it involved “a fair amount 
of zoological research”.

 released OUt NOW!
432 pages | paperback/ebook
 Author adrian J Walker
 Publisher del rey

Provenance
Antiques Space Show
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 Just because you’re paranoid, 
it doesn’t mean your dreams aren’t 
out to get you.

It takes dreamhacker Charlie 
Aaron a while to realise this, 
because she’s not by nature a 
paranoid person. Indeed, she’s so 
trusting that she gets nicknamed 
Pollyanna, and by her own 
admission she’s not very 
observant. The latter she can’t 
help; after taking part in a 
mysterious (in other words,  
clearly dodgy) clinical trial, she’s 
developed narcolepsy and now 
falls asleep when stressed. 

Unfortunately, given that 
Charlie’s job sees her tangling 
with a shady corporation, running 
from a creepy dream invader, and 
getting interrogated in a kebab 
shop by the dream police after one 
of her clients sleepwalks to death, 
stress comes with the territory.

There’s always been a touch of 
dream logic to Sullivan’s work, 
even if Maul – with its hilariously, 
horrifically violent girl-gang 
shoot-out at a cosmetics counter 
– was the kind of dream you have 
after eating too much cheese.  
Her plots don’t so much twist  
as coil like capricious and  
possibly malevolent springs that 
periodically snap back in your 
face. Sweet Dreams is less 
off-the-wall, but its narcoleptic 
heroine is a great device for 
moving the action forward in 
disorientating jumps, and the city 
she visits in dreams is gleefully 
odd, if in a lower-key way than 
Sullivan readers might expect. 

Instead, the book has a quieter 
strength: Charlie’s journey from 
pawn (of plots she can’t see, and 
clients she can’t afford to turn 
down) to player. Caught up in a 
murder mystery conspiracy 
thriller, she has to face down her 
fears, and take control of both 
dreams and real life. Ends are left 
dangling, but Charlie’s tale 
– which makes excellent use of its 
near-future London setting to 
ramp up her social and financial 
vulnerabilities – is always a 
satisfying one. Nic Clarke

 One day there will  
doubtless be a book hailed as 
“Nineteen Eighty-Four for the 
drone generation”. In the 
meantime we have We See 
Everything, a kind of Young 
Adult beginner’s guide to 
dystopia. It’s a decent enough 
stopgap – exciting, pacy, with 
some clever ideas – but it’s 
hardly the most incisive 
critique of surveillance culture.

The book features parallel 
plots, focusing on two teenage 
boys – Lex and Alan – who 
never meet but whose lives 
impact fatefully on each other. 
They both live in a ravaged, 
post-war, fenced-off London, 
where the all-seeing eyes of  
a swarm of drones enable the 
victors to keep the masses 
under the thumb. Lex is part of 
the resistance while Alan is a 
remote drone pilot.

Some of the parallels 
between them are a little 
laboured – they’re both called 
Al (kinda); they both find love 
at some point; they’re both 
gamers – but that highlights the 
differences: one’s a git (guess 
who) and one isn’t. Both 
characters are vividly drawn, 
with Alan being a painfully 
truthful portrait of how teenage 
male paranoia can breed 
dangerous self-delusion. 

The book leaves the best till 
last, though – if you can forgive 
a rather cheap literary trick. 
The final couple of chapters  
go off in a surprising and 
thought-provoking direction, 
with an ending that’s tidy and 
messy at the same time.
Dave Golder

 Plots coil 
and snap back 
like springs 

We See everything

In her acknowledgments, Sullivan thanks 
Eurythmics’s Annie Lennox “for the songs 
that inspired this story”.

 released 21 september
272 pages | Hardback/ebook
 Author William sutcliffe
 Publisher bloomsbury

 released 21 september
320 pages | paperback/ebook
 Author tricia sullivan
 Publisher Gollancz

 In this standalone by the 
author of the ’Mancer trilogy, 
the dead rule the living. 
Generations of digitally 
uploaded deceased enjoy 
paradise while keeping the 
living in a miserable state.  
For the mortal masses, life is 
worthless; they dream of 
suicide and cyber-immortality.

Our living hero is Amichai,  
a prankster rebel in a New York 
orphanage, who’ll move 
(digital) heaven for his 
hospitalised sister. A social 
pariah, Amichai finds himself 
on an undercover mission to a 
hidden computer tower. What 
he finds will shake civilisation, 
living and dead...

The book marries a bold 
premise to a highly entertaining 
adventure, though the two sides 
don’t always mesh. It depicts a 
vivid alternate world where 
fleshy life is seen as a burden 
before true existence. As you 
might expect, religion figures 
heavily in the story, with 
Christians as terrorists (or 
perhaps freedom fighters). 
There are shades of The Hunger 
Games; a Max Headroom-style 
stuttering virtual character; a 
juicy, well-plotted love triangle; 
and loads of action that takes 
place in between. 

The downsides are the book’s 
slow start; its action scenes, 
which can read like a pile-up  
of successive climaxes; and a 
few clunky developments.  
The world is so fresh that it’s 
disappointing when the book 
goes for some very familiar 
action-movie beats, but it’s still 
a bracing read. Andrew Osmond

the UPLOADeD
 released OUt NOW!

400 pages | paperback/ebook
 Author Ferrett steinmetz
 Publisher angry robot

sweet dreams
...are made of weird
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 Nazi S&M leprechauns; 
flesh-eating moths that fly up your 
bum; a 30-foot tall hermaphroditic 
corpse which eats people with its 
vagina… these are just some 
of the delights of the 
’70s and ’80s boom in 
horror fiction, whose 
“twisted history” 
Paperbacks From Hell 
recounts. Our guide 
through this gag 
reflex-inducing 
landscape: Grady 
Hendrix, author of 
Horrorstör and My Best 
Friend’s Exorcism.

Although there are 
elements of a chronological 
survey, with Hendrix 
charting the industry’s rise 
and fall, for the most part 
it’s arranged thematically, 
moving from Satanists and 
creepy kids to killer animals 

PaPerbaCks from HeLL
Covering all the baseness

and gothic romance. Snark is the 
chief weapon in Hendrix’s 
armoury, and he deploys it to 
cutting effect on the clichés of the 
various subgenres – like the way 
women’s nipples are “practically 
prehensile”. But there’s palpable 
affection for the authors and cover 
artists featured too – even the 

The boom began with Rosemary’s Baby, 
the first horror book to make Publishers 
Weekly’s annual bestseller list since 1934.

 released 19 september
254 pages | paperback
 Author Grady Hendrix
 Publisher Quirk books

shameless hacks – and praise 
heaped upon those who deserve it, 
like Ramsey Campbell. 

But the main draw here isn’t the 
prose, rather the bad taste buffet of 
cover imagery. Featuring over 200 
in all, in gag-inducing full colour,  
it may save you from many an 
impulse buy of musty trash you 
know perfectly well you’ll never 
actually read. Ian Berriman

 “What would the world  
look like if dinosaurs never died 
out?” is the premise of the first 
in this new series aimed at 
9-12-year-olds. The answer is 
“Exactly the same, but with 
dinosaurs”. It’s set in a 1930s 
where World War One has 
happened and people sing 
“Knees Up Mother Brown”  
in the music halls of London, 
but you can now ride an 
allosaur through the fields  
of Oxfordshire.

Firstly, this feels like a failure 
of imagination. If humankind 
had existed alongside dinosaurs, 
the world would be 
unimaginably different from the 
one we know. Secondly, if you’re 
going to set it in an unchanged 
1930s, it would be more fun to 
see dinosaurs within that 
modern world, whereas this 
book all takes place in their 
natural environment.

But this is the book Jay Jay 
Burridge has chosen to write, so 
let’s take it on its own merits. 
Sadly, these are not great. It 
throws a lot of characters at 
you, but doesn’t develop any of 
them that well, and it sets up a 
mystery around the central 
character’s missing parents, but 
then sidelines it for most of the 
book in favour of a trek into the 
jungle with raptors that goes 
awry. It’s crying out for a clearer 
and more compelling story.  
Eddie Robson

The World of 
SuperSaurS: 
rapTorS of 
paradiSe
 released 21 september

349 pages | Hardback/ebook
 Author Jay Jay burridge
 Publisher supersaurs
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b u l l e t  t i m e
a book in  

bullet points

Tolkin was inspired by Burning Man, the 
annual festival in the Nevada desert – he 
has attended five of the last seven.
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DOCTOR WHO: 
NOW WE ARE  
SIX HUNDRED

 los angeles can be a brutal 
place at the best of times; a city 
where the gap between the rich 
and poor continues to grow ever 
wider, and where dreams of fame 
are more often crushed than 
fulfilled. Now, imagine it after  
the apocalypse... 

North Korea releases a new 
chemical agent, NK3, targeted at 
their Southern neighbours, where 
it proves far more effective than 
anticipated. Soon, much of 
humanity is afflicted with amnesia 
– and not just of the “I don’t 
remember my name” variety.  
Even basic survival skills like 
remembering to eat are wiped 
clean. Millions die worldwide. 

Four years later, American 
society has changed radically. Los 
Angeles is run by those few who 
have regained some of their ability 
to function. Skilled survivors have 

nk3
Hollywood Babylon

congregated behind the Fence – a 
wall that encircles the wealthiest 
parts of the city. Outside the Fence, 
the remaining “drifters” wander 
aimlessly, sporadically incinerated 
by the ruling class.

Michael Tolkin’s novel is both a 
harrowing future dystopia and an 
extreme satire on our present, 
where history and facts can easily 
be forgotten or erased, and where 
a small “elite” have the power of 
life and death over the masses 
(though there’s a neat flip in the 
social hierarchy here, with the 
likes of plumbers and surgeons 
now in positions of power over the 
wealthy and useless). It’s 
frequently absurdist (in one 
memorable scene Seth, a recent 
new recruit, is told that he will 
learn how to become a doctor – by 
sleeping in an operating theatre), 
but it’s never far away from 
nightmare territory, with morality 
long having been erased too, and 
violence a routine occurrence. 

As with Tolkin’s best known 
work, the excoriating Hollywood 
satire The Player (both the novel 
and the film adaptation, for which 
he penned the screenplay), NK3 
looks at a specific corner of 
modern America, and finds 
something very rotten indeed.  
Will Salmon

 The novel 
is an extreme 
satire on our 
present 

 released OUT NOW!
300 pages | Paperback/ebook
 Author Michael Tolkin
 Publisher Grove Press

 sarat Chestnut is just a 
child when the Second 
American Civil War breaks out 
after four Southern States 
refuse to quell their reliance on 
fossil fuels. Displaced by the 
fighting to a refugee camp, Sarat 
attracts the attention of a 
recruiter for the rebel cause,  
in the process setting in  
motion a chain of events that 
will bring ruin upon what’s left 
of her country. 

Set in the near future, 
American War is a study of 
radicalisation that tips our 
world upside down. The Free 
Southern States that Sarat calls 
home rely on aid shipments 
from China and the Middle 
East, while a US president is 
killed by a domestic-born 
“homicide bomber”. 

Omar El Akkad’s topically 
minded tale deals with climate 
change, drone warfare, a 
refugee crisis and the use of 
torture. There’s satire in his 
premise of the US going to war 
with itself over oil, but no room 
for humour or levity. It’s a dark 
and often brutal experience, as 
Sarat becomes scarred, first 
psychologically and then 
physically, by the violence that 
engulfs her life. The torture 
sequence is particularly 
unsettling, and the novel is 
almost unrelentingly grim, a 
catalogue of the horrors 
inflicted by war. 

El Akkad’s portrait of the 
future proves to be compelling, 
but Sarat’s journey towards 
annihilation is ultimately an 
emotionally draining one.  
David West

AmERICAN WAR
 released OUT NOW!

333 pages | Hardback/ebook
 Author Omar el akkad
 Publisher Picador

 released 
14 sePTeMber
118 pages | Hardback/ebook
 Author James Goss
 Publisher bbC books

 This “collection of Time 
Lord verse” bears a 
remarkable resemblance 
to AA Milne’s Winnie-The-
Pooh collection Now We 
Are Six.

 Cue a collection of 
poems in a similar style, 
but centred on a certain 
Time Lord, his companions 
and adventures.

 Some are modelled after 
specific poems, such as 
“The Flower Sour”, which 
plays on Milne’s 
“Daffowdowndilly”, but 
describes the Nestene’s 
deadly plastic daffodils.

 Others are original, 
including the Adric-
referencing “The Boy 
Wonder”: “I’m very  
good at maths/So why 
does no-one like me?” 
(We snickered.)

 The poems are fairly 
charming, but the conceit 
gets tired pretty quickly.

 The illustrations – by 
former showrunner Russell 
T Davies – are magical; 
sweet and whimsical, and 
guaranteed to bring a 
smile to the most cynical 
face. Could we buy some 
prints please?



 There’s something  
curiously old-fashioned about 
Wychwood. The female 
journalist moving home after 
a relationship breakup;  
her former friend, now a 
policeman; the rural village 
setting… it’s charming, in a 
Midsomer Murders sort of way.        

Cosy, even. But while straight 
crime can be cosy – Agatha 
Christie still sells – the 
ritualistic, flamboyant killings 
and an element of the 
supernatural don’t really go 
with the overall tone of the 
novel. Reading it, you keep 
expecting things to get nastier, 
to feel more sinister, but they 
never do. The killings are, when 
you think about them, horrific, 
but they don’t feel that way 
when you read about them. The 
only real tension comes from 
wondering when you’ll get to a 
really scary bit. (Spoiler: you 
don’t.) Everything is too soft, 
too smooth, too rounded, to the 
point of being unrealistic. 

Elspeth slides into a job with 
the local newspaper in a matter 
of days, somehow is able to 
accompany Peter in his 
investigations without either 
suspects or his bosses raising an 
eyebrow, and clues are dropped 
just where they’re most 
convenient – though you’ll put 
things together long before 
Elspeth and Peter do. 

All this cosiness could  
be forgiven if there were 
something sharper and edgier 
to counterpoint it, but in the 
end this is a horror novel that’s 
just too nice for its own good.  
Miriam McDonald

 Charlie Brooker has pretty 
much cornered the market in 
technofear Twilight Zone 
parables, so if you’re going to 
dabble in similar themes, you 
need to be sure you’ve got 
something new to say. Sadly, 
with his novel Broadcast,  
Liam Brown hasn’t. 

Brown is clearly an author 
with talent: his prose is 
compelling, his pacing is 
page-turning, and his 
characters are lively. But this 
tale of a vlogger who becomes 
the star of a new form of 
web-based reality TV feels like 
a lot of ideas we’ve seen or read 
before. Many times.

Broadcast’s protagonist, 
David Callow, has a chip 
inserted in his head which 
means that viewers of 
“MindCast” can see his 
thoughts. But the company  
that pioneers the project may 
be putting profits before 
pioneering, and so when Callow 
tries to back out, he finds that 
he may have inadvertently 
signed away his soul.

Aside from the overriding 
overfamiliarity, the book also 
suffers from the fact that 
MindCast sounds so dull to 
watch that you wonder why 
audiences would even flock to it 
in the first place. There’s also  
a sudden shift into another 
overused zeitgeisty genre in the 
final act that has a whiff of “this 
needs a twist ending!”

But, the book is exciting, as 
well as fun and readably short. 
Just think of it is as coffee-on-
the-go sci-fi and it’s decent 
enough. Dave Golder

WychWood Broadcast
 released OUT NOW!

352 pages | Paperback/ebook
 Author George Mann
 Publisher Titan Books

 released 15 sePTeMBer
208 pages | Paperback/ebook
 Author liam Brown
 Publisher legend Press
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 Having already created movie 
poster designs for all 79 episodes 
of the original Star Trek, artist 
Juan Ortiz signed up for an even 
more challenging mission by 
taking on the seven seasons of The 
Next Generation. As you’d expect 
given the volume of work, not 
every one of the resulting 178 
designs is a classic, but when the 

sTar Trek: THe nexT 
generaTion – THe 
arT of JUan orTiz
Jean-Luc Pic-art

book hits the target, it’s every bit 
as good as its 2013 predecessor. 

Ortiz explains in the book’s 
introductory Q&A – which, along 
with an episode index at the back, 
is the only significant text to be 
found here – that he wanted to go 
with more modern styles for 
Jean-Luc Picard and co, this time 
looking towards comic art and 
indie movie/punk band posters for 
inspiration. That means more 
experimental and photographic 
treatments. This is undeniably 
good for adding variety, but there’s 
no denying that the episode 
designs featuring simpler, more 
graphical Saul Bass-type art (like 
“The Neutral Zone”) work best. 

At an RRP of £39.99 it’s pricey, 
but it’s beautifully presented on 
quality paper big enough to do  
the pictures justice, giving you a 
chance to analyse the more 
abstract designs in all their glory.  

 Comic art 
and indie film 
posters were 
inspiration 

In one of the odder designs, “Qpid” is 
represented by a magazine cover. The 
number on the barcode? NCC-1701-D.

 released OUT NOW!
208 pages | Hardback
 Author Juan Ortiz
 Publisher Titan Books

With Halloween looming 
on the horizon, why not 
stock up with some tales 
of terror? The Woman In 
Black author Susan Hill’s 

slim collection 
THE 
TRAVELLING 
BAG  
( ,  28 
September, 
Profile Books) 
contains four 

old-fashioned ghost 
stories, including the 
titular, Victorian-era tale 
about a prank gone 
wrong. We said: “An 
unshowy collection that, 
though unlikely to leave 
you clammy with fear, has 
a nice line in quietly 

understated 
uncanny.” 
Michelle 
Paver’s 
similarly 
spooky  
THIN AIR  
( ,  

5 October, Orion) is set in 
1935, and follows a group 
of five climbers in the 
Himalayas following the 
route of an Edwardian 
expedition that ended in 
tragedy, one of whom 
starts perceiving 
something no one else can 
see… We said: “Paver’s 
clearly done her research; 
it all feels authentic. It’s a 
compelling read, building 
up slowly and effectively, 
with just one rather sad 
flaw: when the time comes 
to deliver a really good 

scare, it’s not 
nearly 
frightening 
enough.” 
Finally, 
Katherine 
Arden’s debut 
novel  

THE BEAR AND THE 
NIGHTINGALE 
( , 5 October, Del 
Rey) is a fairytale set in a 
wintry medieval Russia. It 
follows a spirited young 
woman who’s being 
stalked by Morozko – 
basicially a sort of 
homicidal Russian Jack 
Frost. We said: “We would 
advise reading this book 
wrapped in blankets, 
preferably while sitting in 
front of a roaring fire. 
Beautifully written and 
richly textured, it’s a 
beguiling read.”

r e i s s u e s

A wonderful coffee table (or 
should that be Earl Grey table?) 
book. Richard Edwards
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  In the world of movie 
concept art, two names stand 
head and shoulders above the 
rest: legendary Star Wars 
draughtsman Ralph McQuarrie, 
and Syd Mead, the man who 
helped Ridley Scott visualise 
the grimy future LA of Blade 
Runner. This comprehensive 
journey through Mead’s 
fi lmography celebrates his 
work in the best possible way: 
by showcasing lots of his art.

Whereas McQuarrie’s most 
famous work is unashamedly 
cinematic, Mead’s is more 
functional and grounded, 
stirring the cerebellum as much 
as the heart. While he’s capable 
of beautiful Chris Foss-like 
space scenes, more often his 
designs have a rigorous detail 
that makes you feel you’ve got 
the instructions you need to 
build the tech of Aliens’s Sulaco 
or Elysium’s space station.

Unsurprisingly, big hitters 
like Blade Runner get the most 
attention, but the designs for 
lesser-known fi lms are often 
just as impressive – particularly 
satisfying is the chance to see 
Mead’s designs for a never-
made movie reboot of The 
Jetsons. Sadly, the explanatory 
text from co-author Craig 
Hodgetts is too dry and 
academic to really grab you – 
this would have been a much 
better read with more insight 
from Mead himself about his 
extraordinary thought 
processes.   Richard Edwards 

Not enough books for ya? 
Here’s some more, you 
great word-gannets. In 
Paul Hoffman’s SCORN 
(out now, Red Opera) a 
scientist transformed by a 
Large Hadron Collider 
experiment eats the 
priests who brutalised him 
as a child – then sets his 
sights on the likes of Tony 
Blair and the Pope! Delilah 
S Dawson’s prequel STAR 
WARS: PHASMA (out now, 
Century) sees an 
adversary of the First 
Order officer bent on 
unearthing her mysterious 
origins, while short story 
collection INFINITY WARS 
(out now, Solaris) unites 
military SF tales by the 
likes of Elizabeth Bear and 
Garth Nix. Teenage 
assassin Mia returns in 
book two of Jay Kristoff’s 
Nevernight Chronicle saga, 
GODSGRAVE (out now, 
Harper Voyager). We 
rather enjoyed book one, 
calling it “entertaining and 
witty throughout”. 
Also continuing: Trudi 
Canavan’s Millennium’s 
Rule series – which 
concerns a world where 
an industrial revolution is 
powered by magic – 
with third instalment 
SUCCESSOR’S PROMISE 
(21 September, Orbit). 
And Ken MacLeod’s 
space opera trilogy The 
Corporation Wars – set 
in a future in which 
exploratory robots have 
become self-aware – 
concludes with 
EMERGENCE (28 
September, Orbit). 
Finally, two guides. 
SUPERNATURAL: THE 
MEN OF LETTERS 
BESTIARY (15 September, 
Titan) details monsters 
and ghosts battled by the 
Winchester brothers, with 
the aid of some gloriously 
creepy black and white 
illustrations. And hefty 
hardback ULTIMATE 
MARVEL (out now, DK) 

runs through every 
significant 

character, 
location and 
vehicle in the 
company’s 
history, with 
lashings of 
comic art and 

cut-away 
diagrams.
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an ex tract from  
a new book

First
Read

The Author

  James Bradley is  
a novelist and critic. 
His novels include 
Wrack, The Deep 
Field and The 
Resurrectionist, all of 
which won or were 
shortlisted for major 
Australian and 
international literary 
awards, a book of 
poetry, Paper 
Nautilus, The Penguin 
Book of the Ocean, 
and a YA science 
fiction novel, The 
Silent Invasion. As 
well as writing fiction, 
James writes and 
reviews for numerous 
newspapers and 
magazines, including 
The Times Literary 
Supplement, The 
Guardian and The 
Washington Post. In 
2012 he was awarded 
the Pascall Prize for 
Australia’s Critic of 
the Year. He blogs at 
cityoftongues.com.

A provocative, urgent and elegant novel about time, family, 
and how a changing planet might transform our lives.

ClAde by 
James 
Bradley

Adam is a scientist 
based in Antarctica, 
marking the passage 
of the solstice. Across 
the globe, his wife 
Ellie is waiting for the 
results of her IVF 
treatment…

a
s Adam steps outside the cold 
strikes him like a physical thing, the 
shock still startling after all these 
weeks. For a moment he pauses, 
looking out across the bay, the 
crowding floes of ice. Then, adjusting 
his goggles, he descends the short 

ramp to the scoured stone upon which the 
building stands and strikes out towards the 
headland.

It is quiet out here today, the only sounds 
that disturb the silence those of the wind, the 
occasional squalling cry of the birds. Down by 
the water an elephant seal lies on the rocks, its 
vast bulk mottled and sluglike; around it tracks 
of human activity scar the snow like rust, 
turning it grey and red and dirty.

In the building behind him the other 
personnel are celebrating the solstice, an 
occurrence those stationed here have long 
observed with an extended meal and drinking 
and dancing. The event is a way of marking not 
just the date but the peculiar rhythms of life at 
the base, the annual cycle which means that 
from here on the arrivals will slow and 
departures increase, until only the skeleton 
crew who maintain the facility through the 
months of cold and darkness remain.

Passing the Klein-blue boxes of 
the power distribution units he 
finds himself wondering again 
about this tradition. Humans 
have observed the solstice for 
tens of thousands of years, but 
are those festivities truly 
celebrations, or something more 
ambivalent? Symbols of loss, of 
the running down of things? 
After all, the solstice also marks 
the beginning of summer’s end, 
the first intimation of the year’s 
long retreat back into the dark.

Beyond the last building the 
land opens out, the dirty grey of 
rock and mud and melting snow 
giving way to the white glare of 
ice. The wind is stronger here, 
and even colder, but he does not 
slow or turn aside; instead, 
closing his hand around the 
phone in his pocket, he shrugs 
his neck deeper into his collar 
and quickens his step.

Back in Sydney it is just after 
one, and Ellie will be in the 
waiting room of the clinic. He 
can picture her seated in the 
corner, on the couch she always 
chooses, trying to concentrate on 
her tablet or flicking through a 
magazine. Normally she would 
not be there alone, but before he 
left they agreed she would 
continue the treatment while he 
was away, a decision he tried not 
to take as a sign his presence was no longer 
really needed. 

Today’s appointment is the last for this cycle 
and in many ways the only one that matters. 
For while over the past fortnight Ellie has been 
to the clinic almost daily, initially for hormone 
injections, then later for the extraction of the 
ova and the implantation of the fertilised 
embryos, it is today that they will take her 

blood one last time and tell her 
whether the process has 
succeeded. They have been here 
before, of course. Once a month 
for the best part of two years the 
two of them have sat in that 
office and watched the 
gynaecologist purse her lips and 
assume the mask of bland 
concern she uses to deliver the 
bad news; once a month for the 
best part of two years he has 
reached out to take Ellie’s hand 
as she nods and thanks the 
gynaecologist, the only sign of 
her distress the stiffness with 
which she holds herself, the care 
with which she finds her way to 
her feet and back to the waiting 
room.

It often seems strange to him 
that they have ended up here. Six 
years ago, when he and Ellie met, 
the idea of children seemed 
impossibly remote, the question 
of whether he might one day 
want them so removed from his 
life as to be irrelevant. 

Even after all that has 
happened, the fact of their 
meeting still seems miraculous to 
him, a gift. Ellie was at art school, 
preparing an installation about 
botanical biodiversity. Looking 
for images, she contacted the 
university and was referred to 
Adam’s supervisor, who in turn 

passed her request to Adam’s officemate. 
Finally, fortuitously, it was passed to Adam 
himself.

Deep in the final months of his doctorate, he 
really only scanned the request, then, after 
making a note about meeting her a few days 
later, forgot about it so completely that when 
he arrived at his office to find her seated on the 
chair under the window he didn’t realise she 
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 Her skin was 
battered, scattered 
here and there 
with freckles 

In the days that followed they began to 
correspond by email, her requests for further 
information and his ideas about other 
specimens and images that might interest her 
quickly taking on a playful intimacy, until late 
one evening, a fortnight after that first meeting, 
she suggested he meet her at an exhibition the 
next day. He was surprised when he first saw 
her walking towards him. After two weeks 

chatting online she seemed 
different: smaller, less perfectly 
composed. Although she moved 
with the same confidence, in the 
light outside the gallery her pale 
skin was more battered than he 
remembered, scattered here and 
there with freckles. Later he learned 
that she had the same reaction, that 
like him she had found speaking in 
person awkward at first, the 
immediacy of their online friendship 
replaced by an uneasy combination 
of familiarity and unfamiliarity.

The exhibition was by a Japanese 
artist – delicate forms carved from 
wood and shell and metal poised 
midway between the biological and 
the mechanical, that seemed 
simultaneously ancient and 
exquisitely modern. Some resembled 
the skeletons of mammals or birds or 
fish, others less easily categorised 
creatures with sleek carapaces of 
burnished timber, or shimmering 
skeins of mother-of-pearl, like refugees 
from the ancient oceans of the 
Cambrian, or perhaps some strange 
future in which matter itself had taken 
on life and inscrutable purpose. 
Astonished by their beauty, confused by 
their alienness, Adam wandered from 
one to the next, barely speaking. At one 
point he glanced at Ellie and, catching 
her watching him, smiled, the fact of her 
presence suddenly marvellous to him, his 
delight amplified when she smiled back.

To find out what happens next, pick up 
Clade, out now from Titan Books (RRP 
£7.99). E-book also available.
www.titanbooks.com

was there for him. 
She was dressed in a short skirt, leggings and 

boots, her dark hair pulled back in a loose 
ponytail, although it wasn’t her outfit that 
caught his attention at first, but the clarity and 
directness of her gaze, the ease with which she 
seemed to inhabit the space around her. Aware 
she seemed to be expecting him, he stopped 
and half turned towards her.

‘Adam?’ she said. ‘I’m Ellie.’ 
He smiled back, aware she could see he 

didn’t know who she was.
‘From the College of Fine Art? You told me 

to come by?’ 
‘Yes,’ he said as it came back to him in a rush. 

‘I’m sorry, I’d forgotten.’
‘If now’s not a good time . . .’ But he waved 

her down.
‘No, now is fine. Just 

let me get the door 
open.’

Inside, while he 
started up his 
computer, she leaned 
towards the card 
pinned to the wall 
above it, a nineteenth-
century drawing of a 
radiolarian. Rendered 
in careful pen and ink, 
its sea-urchin-like 
form had the delicate 
perfection of a jewel.

‘It’s Haeckel, isn’t it?’ 
she said, as much to 
herself as to him. 

He glanced up. ‘It is. 
How did you know?’

She smiled. ‘I’ve 
spent a lot of time 
looking at the period.’

Leaning over he 
reached for the card, 
traced the outline of the 
image with his finger. ‘Is 
this the sort of thing 
you’re after?’

‘Perhaps. I’m 
interested in the 
different ways we 
perceive and represent 
plants and animals, the 
way encountering those 
representations can 
sometimes be like 
glimpsing a lost world, 
all of its own.’ 

Intrigued, he studied 
her for a moment. Then 
he stood up. ‘Let me see 

what I can help you find.’
Over the next two hours he showed her 

through the various collections held by the 
department, increasingly delighted not just by 
her interest but by the quality of her attention, 
the care with which she considered each new 
document or specimen. And so it was 
unexpected when, as they neared the end of 
the tour, she turned to him and asked, ‘Doesn’t 
it frighten you?’

‘Doesn’t what frighten me?’
‘That these sorts of collections might be all 

we have left?’
The truth was it terrified him, but he knew 

no way of giving that fear expression without it 
overwhelming him. So he just nodded. ‘Better 
we have a record of what’s lost.’
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issues 1-4  The onscreen Marvel 
universe may not be quite as 
interconnected as it once was, but 
Marvel’s comics division is still 
happy to jump on the corporate 
synergy bandwagon by linking 
fresh titles with blockbuster 
movies and gritty TV projects. 

The latest example of this habit 
has been occurring across the last 
12 months, in the run-up to the 
release of Netflix’s Marvel 
superhero team-up The Defenders. 
Not only is there a new Defenders 
title, but we’ve also been given 
ongoing solo series for team 
members Jessica Jones, Iron Fist 
and – most recently – Luke Cage. 

Cage has been a mainstay of the 
Marvel Universe for decades, 
although he hasn’t had his own 
solo title since the mid-’90s.  

While this comic is clearly aiming 
to appeal to new fans from the 
character’s TV appearances, it’s 
also doing its best to act as a 
street-level tale of superhero 
action in the Marvel tradition. 

The story wastes no time in 
reintroducing us to the character, 
showcasing Luke’s bulletproof 
skin and his determination to do 
the right thing. It also shifts the 
action to New Orleans, as Luke 
attends the funeral of the scientist 
who originally gave him his 
powers. He then discovers that 
thanks to illegal experiments by 
his “creator”, he’s no longer quite 
so unique. A number of low-level 
New Orleans criminals have been 
granted similar indestructible 
skin, but the process is driving 
them insane, and Luke is soon 
dragged into serious trouble  
trying to keep the peace and 
protect his friends. 

As a jumping-on point, this new 
title does a respectable job of not 
overloading the story with 
continuity references, instead 
focusing on how Luke’s origins 
define him as a character. Tonally, 
it’s more action-based and less 
deliberately political than the 
Netflix series, and while the plot is 
a little predictable in places, writer 
David F Walker keeps the pace up 
while also providing some 
effective humour and 
characterisation. 

The storytelling style is that of  
a solid, pulpy action thriller, but  
the series runs into near-fatal 
problems thanks to its art. Nelson 
Black II’s visuals fail to capture 
any sense of energy or impact, 
resulting in page after page of 
unimaginative layouts and 
functional action sequences. It all 
adds up to a lifeless read, and it’s  
a pity to see a potentially fun 
superhero comic lagging behind 
the competition in such a 
frustrating way. Saxon Bullock

issues 1-3 This new anthology 
series is a vehicle for writer/
artist Dustin Weaver 
(previously best known for 
co-creating SHIELD: Architects 
Of Forever) to explore his own 
eccentric ideas. The first three 
issues fall somewhere between 
the experimental edge of 
Image’s Island and the sci-fi 
action of early 2000 AD.

The first two issues lead  
off with standalone stories, 
“Mushroom Bodies” and “An 
Empty Shell In The Ocean”.  
In the former, a man may or 
may not be turning into an 
insect; in the latter, a sword-
wielding agent becomes 
obsessed with a mysterious 
woman. There’s a certain mania 
to Weaver’s composition that’s 
a good fit for these one-offs, 
which fall somewhere between 
Kafka and Lynch. Angles lean 
disorientatingly and reality is 
only ever a panel away from 
taking a nightmarish twist. 

The rest of these issues (and 
all of issue three) are taken up 
with pulpy space-operatics. 
“Amnia Cycle” is a sprawling, 
semi-improvised saga about  
a space pilot, her ex-lover and  
a mysterious alien. It’s 
entertaining enough, with some 
memorable imagery, but doesn’t 
quite justify the length. The 
black-and-white instalments of 
“Sagittarius A*”, meanwhile, 
have the opposite problem: 
they’re beautifully detailed, but 
too brief! Weaver displays an 
admirable range in Paklis, but 
it’s in the stranger pieces that 
his work really shines. 
Will Salmon

PAKLIS

LUKe cage
Defending the streets

 released OUT NOW!
 Publisher Marvel
 Writer david F Walker
 Artist Nelson Black II  released OUT NOW!

 Publisher Image Comics
 Writers dustin Weaver, dJ Bryant
 Artist dustin Weaver

David F Walker previously wrote two 
comic miniseries and a prose novel 
featuring blaxploitation hero Shaft.

They soon 
wished they’d 
taken the lift.
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graphic novel The Dark Knight 
Returns is one of the most 
influential comics ever released;  
it forever shifted how we see 
Batman, transforming him from  
a serious detective into a violent 
thug – from someone who solves 
crimes to someone who punishes 
them. It also seeped into the 
industry, adding grit to previously 
optimistic books, creating a wave 
of new vigilantes. The Dark Knight 
Strikes Again had less impact – 
dismissed by fans and critics in 
equal measure, it felt like a 
throwaway critique of everything 
people liked about the original.  
So, how does this third instalment 
measure up? Very well. 

The story is deceptively simple. 
The Atom enlarges the miniature 
Kryptonians from Kandor; they 

decide to take over the Earth, 
insisting that the inhabitants 
worship them like gods; Batman 
and Superman have to come 
together to save the day. There’s 
more to it than that – including a 
subplot about Wonder Woman, 
and her daughter with Clark, Lara 
– but none of it adds significant 
complexity to the basic narrative. 
However, Frank Miller and Brian 
Azzarello work huge themes into 
the slight premise; the usual stuff 
about heroism, sacrifice and 
redemption, alongside some 
different (for Miller) explorations 
of optimism and hope. 

With a third act that’s basically 
one giant set-piece, Master Race is 
ridiculously entertaining, and with 
Andy Kubert on art duty, it looks 
incredible. It might not prove to be 
as influential as the original, but it 
does give this series the closer it 
deserves. Sam Ashurst

batman: 
the Dark knight – 
master race
Hatman Returns

issues 1-3  The Xenomorph 
scuttled back into cinemas  
this year, greeted by mostly 
underwhelmed audiences.  
For any Alien fans who sent out 
a distress beacon after seeing 
Covenant, the cry has been 
answered with this comic, the 
best franchise property since 
James Cameron’s first sequel.

The story’s simple: an 
astronaut attempts to survive 
an Alien, while remembering 
how he first encountered it.  
But if the plot’s basic, the art is 
anything but. French art geeks 
will be reminded of Jean 
Giraud (aka Moebius); a perfect 
fit considering how much 
influence Moebius has had  
on Ridley Scott’s career (he 
created concept art for Alien 
and was an inspiration for Blade 
Runner). But the art goes 
beyond homage. The intensely 
intricate images allow James 
Stokoe to use minimal dialogue 
(we’re six pages in before 
someone speaks), because  
the surroundings do the  
world-building. 

Stokoe, who writes, draws 
and colours, is in complete 
control of his environment, 
with every element increasing 
tension. This is a comic that 
uses sound effects as smartly  
as any Hollywood director, 
bringing you so deep into the 
book’s pages that you feel like 
sticking on a Jerry Goldsmith 
soundtrack as you explore it. 
Dead Orbit is the movie we 
were all craving, the only Alien 
experience you need in 2017. 
Sam Ashurst

collection Shaky Kane is one 
of the most distinctive – and 
undersung  –  comics talents of 
the last 40 years; a post-punk 
Jack Kirby whose A-Men and 
Space Boss strips were surreal 
highlights of late-’80s/
early-’90s magazine Deadline. 
This overdue volume collects 
all of his work for the title 
together for the first time.

Kane’s work frequently takes 
pop culture icons (Daleks and 
Elvis are just two that pop up 
here) and repurposes them in 
psychedelic new contexts. His 
lines are sharp and clean, his 
colours (when he employs them 
– much of this early work is 
monochrome) flat and pop art 
bold. The early A-Men strips (in 
which an ultra-religious police 
force roams Manchester offing 
unbelievers) owe a lot to his 
peers, particularly Deadline 
co-founder Brett Ewins, but  
it’s not long before you see a 
genuinely individual talent 
blossoming on the page: Jesus  
is discovered floating in space; 
the Atomic Eraser (a guy in a 
pinstripe suit with a pencil 
rubber for a head) smudges out 
the world around him. By the 
time of his later strips, “Bullet 
Train To Heck” or “Red and 
Black”, Kane’s work has 
become both more abstract,  
and more emotive.

The strips that appear in 
Good News Bible are very much 
products of their time. Some of 
the gags land, some don’t and 
some of them are frequently 
incomprehensible. But they’re 
also always fascinatingly, 
unmistakably Shaky.  
Will Salmon

Aliens: 
DeAD Orbit

GOOD news bible

 released OUT NOW!
 Publisher dark Horse Comics
 Writer/artist James stokoe

 released OUT NOW!
 Publisher Breakdown Press
 Writer/artist shaky Kane

 released 19 sePTemBer
 Publisher dC Comics
 Writers Frank miller, Brian azzarello
 Artists andy Kubert, Frank miller

A Donald Trump-inspired character 
features. Miller isn’t a fan, calling the 
current US President a “buffoon”.

He had no idea 
the Batmobile 
had a secret 
crotch-cam.



The Christmas 
decorations 
were a bit 
unorthodox.
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videogame Hellblade is like little 
we’ve seen before. There’s DNA of 
Ninja Theory’s earlier, action-
orientated works here, but also 
spatial puzzling, harrowing 
audiovisual storytelling and a 
blend of unusual new ideas. 

It charts Celtic warrior Senua’s 
quest to rescue a loved one’s soul 
from the Norse underworld, and 
her battle with trauma-induced 
psychosis. You experience the 
world as she processes it: distorted 
and twisted by her illness. Mental 
health has often been poorly 
portrayed within games, so it’s 
refreshing to see a sympathetic 
interpretation. But there’s no 
attempt to shy away from the 

uglier aspects of a psychotic 
illness, with horrific imagery 
throughout. It’s the audio work 
that really envelops you in Senua’s 
consciousness, though, with voices 
in your ears, questioning your 
every move, while offering advice. 

All this could make for a 
dispiriting experience, but 
catharsis comes from the combat. 
When Senua is most distressed, 
enemies appear: some taking the 
form of Viking warriors, others 
demonic shape. In general, these 
sections aren’t particularly 
challenging – a chance to blow off 
some steam. Boss fights are more 
gruelling, grand showpieces of 
terror that play with the simple 
rules of combat in clever ways. It 
might seem incongruous for a 
game about mental health to 
switch into action-RPG combat, 
but it creates the sense of Senua 
being more than just a victim.

The protagonist is beautifully 
acted and motion-captured, with a 
character arc that gives her depth. 
And the environments are 
positively awe-inducing. Verdant 
greenery gives way to arid, 
fire-scorched lands, then dank, 
rainy temples cast in dour blues. 

The puzzles follow the theme of 
looking for clarity in the darkness, 
often depending on spatial 
awareness for their solutions.  
The realm of Valravn, God of 
Illusions, for example, has you 
using environment-altering 
gateways to align symbols. 

We’ve come to accept that 
puzzles and combat are 
incompatible with the deep 
environmental storytelling 
walking simulators provide. 
Hellblade rebuts this, showing  
that when carefully crafted,  
a deeply meaningful narrative  
can work alongside conventional 
gaming principles. An unsettling 
and deeply disquieting experience 
at times, Hellblade is like nothing 
else. Alex Jones

videogame The first season of 
Telltale’s Batman was mixed, 
but did establish one of the 
most strikingly different takes 
on the hero we’ve seen. Season 
two opener “The Enigma” 
builds on that foundation, 
ushering in a sequel that looks 
set to surpass its predecessor.

In the aftermath of the 
Children of Arkham, it seems 
Batman’s let the genie out of the 
bottle. Sleazy Mafiosos are out, 
costumed weirdos are in. Enter 
the Riddler, returning 
proto-Joker John Doe and a 
ruthless supervillain-hunting 
government agency. Don’t fear 
if you missed the first season 
– thanks to an opening recap 
and mostly clean-slate story, it’s 
easy to get up to speed.

Things kick off in the form of 
a Saw-esque crime thriller, with 
the Riddler trapping people in 
gruesome torture devices until 
they solve his conundrums, and 
Batman racing against the clock 
to stop him. The script feels 
tighter and more exciting than 
any season one episode, and 
strikes a satisfying balance 
between the gritty realism of 
Christopher Nolan’s film 
universe, and the more 
outlandish world of the comics. 

It’s a reassuringly strong 
start, suggesting Telltale’s 
learned from its mistakes. If the 
next four episodes can keep up 
the pace and quality, this could 
be one of the studio’s best 
seasons yet. Robin Valentine

BATMAN: THE 
ENEMY WITHIN
EPISODE ONE

HeLLbLaDe: senua’s 
saCrifiCe
In the woad to Hell

 released OUT NOW!
 Reviewed on Ps4
 Also on PC 
 Publisher Ninja Theory

 released OUT NOW!
 Reviewed on PC
 Also on Ps4, Xbox One, mobile 
 Publisher Telltale Games

Ninja Theory consulted a professor of 
health neuroscience at Cambridge, and 
met people with experience of psychosis. 
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New cast Paul Clayton (Mr 
Colchester), Sam Béart (Orr) 
and Jonny Green (Tyler).

The ideal location 
for your child’s 
birthday party.

In Tacoma’s future (2088), Amazon has 
opened a college, and SpaceX’s Elon Musk 
has served as President of South Africa.

VIDEOGAME  Tacoma sees you 
recovering details of a space 
station disaster, as if exploring an 
interactive black box recording. 
You play a contractor on a job to 
download the AI, Odin, shortly 
after the station’s been abandoned. 
Odin records every sound and 
move the crew makes. Moving 
between Tacoma’s modules, you 
recover corrupted data and watch 
the team’s ghostly interactions. 

The six are represented as 
coloured silhouettes, whose 
augmented reality interfaces you 
can access to read chat logs and 
emails. The whole event is a 
four-dimensional play you can 
rewind and examine. Pressing X 

sets the characters in motion, and 
you’re free to walk around and 
eavesdrop using LB and RB to 
scrub back and forth. The 
silhouettes are expressive enough 
to give a sense of each crew 
member’s mood, and as you recover 
more scenes you discover moments 
of quiet intimacy that give each 
a strong sense of individuality. 

Each module’s packed with 
objects you can pick up, rotate and 
throw around. As you dig through 
belongings you might find a key to 
a locker. A door code in an email 
might grant access to a new room. 
These puzzles aren’t difficult, but 
create satisfying payoffs.

Grown over time “like a 
redwood”, Odin is part of a richly 
conceived SF setting. Tacoma’s 
owned by the Venturis corp, which 
keeps its crew in servitude. Odin’s 
calm voice and secretive nature 
evoke 2001’s Hal 9000, but play 
with that in interesting ways. 

You can polish the game off in 
two hours, but it’s better if you 
take your time. It’s also worth 
replaying. When you know how it 
ends, small details take on fresh 

TaComa
Living In A Black Box

 released OUT NOW!
 Reviewed on Xbox One
 Also available on PC, Mac, linux
 Publisher Fullbright

context. The latest in a series of 
short narrative games creating 
clever new ways to tell stories, 
Tacoma’s great because you must 
actively participate to uncover 
story beats and connect them 
into an overall narrative. 
Recommended for anyone who 
enjoys a well-constructed yarn in 
a compelling world. Tom Senior

 AuDIO DrAMA  As a TV series, 
Torchwood could generously be 
described as hit and miss – at its 
worst, delivering stories of sex 
monsters and high-heeled 
Cyberwomen; at its best giving us 
genuinely compelling and socially 
relevant drama. 

This first of three four-part 
releases, set after the best-
forgotten Miracle Day, takes 
the topical issues route with 
a set of storylines woven around 
refugee settlement and 
xenophobia – but unfortunately 

the implementation falls 
somewhat short.

“Changes Everything” by James 
Goss introduces us to Tyler Steele, 
a disgraced journalist discovering 
Torchwood as they size him up for 
possible recruitment. He’s 
investigating hate crimes against 
refugees, with terrorist attacks 
followed by counter-attacks – and 
possible alien involvement. It’s 
entertaining enough – and 
beleagured civil servant Mr 
Colchester, current “responsible 
adult” at Torchwood HQ, is a 
delight – but never really delivers.

Goss’s “Aliens & Sex & Chips & 
Gravy” continues the story with 
the slight tale of a nervous (alien) 
bride-to-be. Like the first part it 
seems to take civilian deaths far 

too lightly, but Sophie Colquhoun 
shines as the spoiled Madrigal and 
the ending is genuinely chilling.

“Orr” by Juno Dawson moves 
on to sexual and gender politics, 
further exploring the alien 
immigration into Cardiff. We also 
meet the titular Orr, a member of 
an engineered species whose body 
changes to reflect the sexual 
desires of the person they’re with.

“Superiority Complex” by AK 
Benedict has the most SF slant of 

the set, with a story of an aliens-
only hotel controlled by a sentient 
supercomputer. It’s wonderfully 
disturbing at times, but like the rest 
of the episodes suffers from a lack 
of Captain Jack (he’s in it, but not 
nearly enough) and a shortage 
of answers to continuing plot 
strands. Still, Part Two is out in 
October. Rhian Drinkwater

TorCHWooD: aLieNs 
amoNg Us Part One
Wales for the Welsh

Characters and ideas were run past creator 
Russell T Davies. “He very politely said 
‘Marvellous, but no. How about…?’”

 released OUT NOW!
 Format Cd/download 
 Running time 260 minutes
 Publisher Big Finish 

 It’s better 
if you take 
your time 
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collectables
Things we’ve been playing with this month

1 Good news! You can stay 
hydrated while walking,  
or, y’know, sitting on your 

couch binging The Defenders with 
these colourful aluminium drink 
bottles (FPI price TBC; product 
codes TBC) from GB Eye. Just 
looking at them makes us feel 
pretty thirsty. But before we crack 
out the homemade lemonade,  
we might spend a little while 
twisting the delightfully bendy 

straws. The bottles look cool, too, 
with Suicide Squad’s Harley Quinn, 
Supernatural’s protection symbol, 
the Lord Of The Rings logo and 
retro Batman comic book panels. 

2 An evil genius has released 
their all-conquering 
creations! Nothing can 

stand in their path! But enough 
about the product design 
department at Funko: here’s a trio 

of Alien: Covenant Pop! vinyl 
figures (FPI price £9.99; product 
codes H2631, H2632, H2633). 
Now, the box describes one of 
these as David – but the figure’s 
wearing Covenant crew clobber. 
There’s a spoiler we’re swerving 
here, but shouldn’t a David figure  
be wearing a sinister cloak? Not 
sure about the blue detailing on 
the Xenomorph, either – it looks 
like a bad case of varicose veins... 

3 “Powerful AF” goes the 
wording on two of these 
Preacher mugs (FPI price 

£5.99; product codes H4075, 
H4076, H4077, H4078). Colourful 
AF would be closer to the mark, as 
the vibrant hues of their season 
two key art are really eye-catching. 
Choose between a group shot and 
individual mugs for Jesse, who’s 
shooting a look that may make you 
feel uneasy about making a cuppa 
(slogan on the reverse: the 
aforementioned potty-mouthery); 
Cassidy (“blood sucker”); and 
Tulip (“ass kicker”).

4 Embrace your unfettered 
love for Harry Potter with 
these cute Rock Candy 

vinyl figures (FPI price £14.99 
each; product codes H2311, H2312, 
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More goodies on 
their way soon
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HORROR PLUSHES
 Snuggle with a 

psycho with the aid  
of Funko’s range of  
19cm-tall plushes of 
Freddy Krueger, Jason 
Voorhees, Michael 
Myers and Pennywise. 
Fingers crossed that 
none is possessed by an 
evil spirit and suffocates 
you with a pillow!

BABY GROOT 
MAQUETTE

 A maquette? Isn’t 
that some sort of 
monkey? No, you fool, 
it’s a small sculpture! 
We can’t recall one as 
heart-melting as this 11” 
Baby Groot. Here, 
Sideshow Collectibles: 
take our wallets and 
remove what you need.

GLADIATOR HULK
 That price may seem 

a little steep, but hey, 
that’s what you pay for 
a 1:6 Hot Toys figure. It 
has detailed skin 
texture, detachable hair 
piece and separate 
rolling eyeballs. Hulk 
have hand-painted head 
sculpts! Hulk worth it!

H2313, H2314, H2315). Although 
Harry, Ron and Hermione are 
stuck in their Hogwarts uniforms, 
Luna Lovegood has more fun with 
a thick knitted cardigan, winged 
sunglasses and a tiny copy of The 
Quibbler. You have to tell us where 
you got your cool peach earrings, 
girlfriend. And Bellatrix Lestrange 
looks like the goth princess we 
always wanted to date, with her 
perfectly arched brows and edgy 
Azkaban neck tattoo.

5 If you’re a supervillain 
looking to humiliate your 
sickeningly heroic 

opponents, may we recommend 
these Marvel Comics character 
juggling balls (FPI price £8.99; 
product code H1462). Not only 
have Spider-Man, Iron Man and 

Captain America been reduced to 
satisfyingly squishy disembodied 
heads – ideal for stress relief as 
you cool your heels in clink – you 
can also juggle these accursed 
do-gooders in your hands, 
transforming them into mere 
playthings for your supreme 
intellect! That’ll show the fools! 
HA HA HA HA HA! Etc.

6 Weaponise your cocktail 
parties with this set of 20 
Marvel Comics character 

coasters (FPI price £5.99; product 
code H1459). Each image is a piece 
of retro pop-art perfection, from 
Spidey swinging through the city 
to Thor slamming his hammer into 
the sidewalk with a profound and 
incontrovertible “WHOOM!”. 
They’re double-sided, so you can 

bone up on Marvel facts while 
swilling your Campari on the 
rocks. Warning: the Red Skull 
coaster should only be deployed 
during Hydra soirées. 

7 Last issue we brought you a 
light-up Star Wars canvas. 
Now it’s the turn of Spidey 

and Hulk to get illuminated, with 
this Marvel Comics Luminart 
(FPI price £24.99; product code 
H1453). A foot high, it features 
John Romita’s art of the duo 
coming to blows from the cover of 
The Amazing Spider-Man #120.  
As before, you have a choice of 
power sources (USB cable for 
desktop use; AA batteries for wall 
mounting). Just like the cover 
caption says, “[What] more 
could you ask for?” 

ExPECt  tO Pay   £250

Eta
FEbruary

ExPECt  tO Pay

   £11

Eta
OCtObEr

ExPECt  tO Pay

   £380

Eta
JunE
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game of Thrones
Wall’s Come Tumbling Down

 UK Broadcast Sky Atlantic, finished
 US Broadcast HBO, finished
 Episodes Reviewed 7.01-7.07

He was regretting 
going on holiday 
to Bridlington.

Best episode 
 “The Dragon And The 

Wolf” (7.07) – no big battles 
but loads of intrigue, 
plotting, twists and the 
Wall being trashed. 

Best death
 olenna, Queen of Thorns, 

goes out in style in 7.03 – 
with no blood (shocker) and 
off-screen, but with one final 
barb for Cersei. 

Best twist
 Sansa’s wonderful piece of 

theatre in 7.07: “You stand 
accused of murder. You stand 
accused of treason. How do 
you answer these charges… 
Lord Baelish?” 

scene change of 
the season

 The transition from 
Sam ickily operating on 
Ser Jorah’s greyscale to a 
yokel eating some slop in 
a tavern in 7.02. 

Battle of the season 
 The Lannister army versus 

dragonfire in 7.04 – it’s 
genuinely horrifying, and 
evokes comparisons with 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

 Welcome to Game Of Thrones: 
The ADHD Years. With season 
seven a) being the show’s 
penultimate run and b) having 
three episodes fewer than previous 
seasons, it was reasonable to expect 
a certain increase in pace. However, 
at times it feels like the show’s 
various armies are mainlining 
Colombian marching powder. 
Where once it took characters 
multiple episodes to cross 
Westeros (the mysterious, 
teleporting Littlefinger aside), this 

year they’re apparently traversing 
continents between scenes. Is 
Westeros shrinking?

At times you can forgive this 
sudden haste as a necessary 
side-effect of the show entering its 
endgame. But when, in episode 
six, Gendry manages to run across 
half the frozen North back to the 
Wall, from where the Night’s 
Watch sends a raven to 
Dragonstone, from where Dany 
rides her dragon to the North to 
save Jon and co, it’s clear the show 
has moved a long way from the 
slow-burn politicking of year one.

It’s not just the travel that’s sped 
up. Ongoing plots seem to be 

wrapping up or coming to a head 
with dizzying rapidity too. As 
much as the Stark girls ganging up 
on Littlefinger is a great WTF 
moment, you can’t help feeling 
disappointed that all his plotting 
didn’t have more of a pay-off. 

Somewhere along the line, the 
show has transformed from the 
War of the Roses with a hint of The 
Lord Of The Rings to The Lord Of 
The Rings with a hint of the War of 
the Roses. For six seasons the 
show has largely been powered by 
human-driven concerns such as 
complicity, powerplays, collusion, 
alliances, deceit and betrayal, and 
the more supernatural threat of 

s p o i l e r

w a r n i n g !
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 For all 
its faults 
the show is 
still utterly 
compelling 

 UK Broadcast Syfy, Thursdays  US Broadcast NBC, Mondays

olivia ChariTy
Midnight, Texas’s female assassin 

with anger issues

Hinted at but now 
confirmed: Jon Snow 
is not a bastard!

Well that seems 
unsporting.

 “Do you mind getting my 
things in the trunk?” Olivia 
asks her boyfriend on 
returning to the town of 
Midnight, Texas after a 
business trip. He agrees and 
opens the trunk. There’s a 
man tied up inside. “I see you 
brought your work home.”

Olivia, y’see, is an assassin. 
An acid-tongued, kick-ass 
assassin, who loves a good 
interrogation and has secret 
cupboards full of disguises 
and guns. And, of course, she 
habitually wears leather and 
fights in her undies if need 
be. Gratuitous? Probably, but 
Midnight, Texas has a parade 
of shirtless men too, so at 
least it’s an equal 
opportunities titillator.

While most the inhabitants 
of Midnight are supernaturals, 
Olivia’s a human. And there’s 
no silent “mere” before the 
human. She’s as adept at 
fighting vampires as Buffy, 
and doesn’t need to be a 
chosen one. A demon with a 
roundhouse kick, her best 
move so far involved staking 

a bloodsucker with her 
stiletto. Now, that’s stylish.

We’ve also seen her on the 
job, ruthlessly dispatching 
targets and giving this 
already unusual show a cool 
Alias vibe. And while she’s 
suspicious around 
newcomers (she knocks 
out the show’s hero with a 
knuckleduster in episode one 
just because she sees him 
talking to a cop), with her 
friends she’s charmingly 
open. While packing her guns 
for one assignment she has 
an adorable girl-to-girl with 
hippy witch Fiji, advising her 
to “ditch the peasant skirts” 
if she wants to nab a man.

It helps that Olivia is 
dating the second best 
character on the show: the 
angular vampire Lemuel, 
who can leech emotions as 
well as blood. They have a 
wonderfully pervy 
interdependent relationship 
where his leeching not only 
satiates his hunger but helps 
control her anger issues. Who 
needs a shrink? Dave Golder

Jon to Cersei being confronted 
with one of the Dead for the first 
time. Cersei has rarely been more 
coldly evil than when wreaking 
revenge on Ellaria, forcing her to 
watch helplessly as her daughter 
dies. There’s also plenty of wry 
humour; the potentially dull 
trudge into the North is improved 
no end by the Hound’s droll 
insults, while Ser Davos’s deadpan 
response to Dany’s endless litany 
of titles (“This is Jon Snow. He’s 
king in the North”) is a classic.

So while Game Of Thrones is 
unarguably showing signs of 
unravelling as it nears the final 
chapter, if season eight is half as 
good as the show once was, it’s 
still going to be a blast. Dave Golder

the Army Of The Dead changes 
the feel of the show. It’s fun to 
watch. It certainly provides 
breathtaking spectacle (the sight 
of the Dead using Viserion to 
destroy the Wall sends shivers 
down your spine). But it’s also a bit 
like the aliens from Independence 
Day turning up in The Tudors. 

The show’s also taken a bit of a 
soap opera turn with the Dany and 
Jon relationship. Sure, sister and 
brother Cersei and Jaime have 
been knobbing since season one, 
but they were well aware of what 
they were doing. The revelation 
that Jon and Dany are (apparently) 
nephew and aunt – revealed just 
as they bonk for the first time – 
feels a little too Dallas/Dynasty.

Having said all that, Game Of 
Thrones remains pretty awesome, 
and for all its faults the show is 
still utterly compelling. While the 
battles are clearly the crowd-
pleasers, some of the best moments 
are character-led, especially as 
main players who’ve never met 
before finally come together. A lot 
of the set-piece pow-wows and war 
councils are surprisingly riveting, 
from Dany’s first encounter with 
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SEASON 1

zoom  i n

Will the mist help 
hide poor fashion 
choices?

THe misT
WTF? We don’t have the foggiest...

 UK Broadcast Streaming on Netflix
 US Broadcast Spike, finished
 Episodes Reviewed 1.01-1.10

 It seems to be the season for 
adapting Stephen King but then 
going your own sweet way –  
and it’s questionable whether The 
Mist makes a better fist of it than  
The Dark Tower.

Initially, pacing’s the problem. 
After the town of Bridgeville is 
enveloped in a deadly mist, it looks 
like we’re set to see King’s 1980 
novella stretched until it snaps, 
with the central family divided 
and the action cutting between 
different locations: principally a 
shopping mall and a church.  

Then it gradually dawns that 
this adaptation is bonkers. Whereas 
King’s story (and Frank Darabont’s 
2007 movie) posited that the mist 

was an intrusion of an other-
dimensional ecosystem, here it 
drives people crazy and summons 
horrors from the human mind. 
This results in some memorable 
agents of death: killer leeches; a 
life-sucking zombie baby; the Four 
Horsemen. But when anything  
can happen, it can feel like there’s 
no terra firma. And much of the 
characterisation is equally wild – 
as the situation goes south it can 
be hard to tell whether it’s down 
to the mist’s influence or not. 

At times, you may wonder if  
the writers have been toking on 
the mist. This is a series that 
repeatedly plays with sensitive 
subject matter – homophobia, 
mental illness, incest. One central 
mystery boils down to a game of 
“guess the rapist”. Good taste is 
not something we expect from 

horror – we’d rather see it poking 
its dirty fingers into raw wounds. 
But The Mist can feel uneasily 
exploitative. One character 
revelation in particular could be 
viewed as endorsing the worst 
kind of stereotype. 

Still… relax into it and The Mist 
becomes a guilty pleasure. What 
horrific behaviour will we witness 
this week? What will be the next 
melodramatic bombshell? Will 
they top the killer leeches? And it 
does boast one triumph in Mrs 
Raven, self-appointed messenger 
of a nature red in tooth and claw, 
who justifies unspeakable acts 
with phrases like, “When a gazelle 
is injured, the herd moves on.” 
Frances Conroy’s chillingly 
understated performance provides 
this warped, sleazy show’s one 
touch of genuine class. Ian Berriman

FREAKIEST DEATH 
 Beating off stiff 

competition from the killer 
leeches and the zombie 
baby: the guy in 1.03 whose 
back tattoo of a moth 
sprouts monstrous wings. 

DID YOU SPOT?
 In the hospital, Bryan Hunt 

is in room 237. In the film of 
King’s The Shining, Danny 
encounters a rotting old 
woman in room 237 of the 
overlook Hotel. 

TITLE TATTLE
 Episode four, “Pequod”, is 

named after the whaling ship 
in Moby-Dick – presumably 
because it sees gamer guy 
Vic using a harpoon gun. 

FEATURED MUSIC
 Props to whoever was in 

charge of the soundtrack: 
Nick Cave’s “Into My Arms” 
(1.08) and Lou Reed’s 
“Perfect Day” (1.10) add some 
much-needed gravitas. 

NITPICKS 
 In the midst of such an 

apocalyptic scenario, who 
the hell takes the time to 
spray-paint “DEATH IS HERE” 
on a road sign?! (1.08). 
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The month’s most quotable dialogue
l i n e  u p

A seduction 
scene that 
ends in blood.

Cosima

“Do you want to 
spend the morning 
safeguarding the 
genetic future of 

mankind, or do you 
wanna have 

brunch?”
Orphan Black, 5.08

Kevin

“i want to reach into  
his stomach and pull out 

his intestines. i want 
him to try to scream, but 
he can’t make a sound. 
and i won’t stop. and  

i want him to be in        
pain forever.”

The Mist, 1.07

Waverly

“listen, i can’t 
really talk – i’m in 

a barn wired to 
explode. also,  

i think i’m gay. 
Call you later?”

Wynonna Earp, 2.11

Chantal

“my fun’s over 
once we actually 
kill someone. it’s 
no fun torturing 

a corpse.”
Twin Peaks, 3.15

TV talking points tackled
w a t c h i n g  b r i e f

When will women in  
Twin Peaks be more than 

objects of pleasure and pain?

trish

“you know 
what your 

problem is?”
JessiCa Jones

“sentences 
that start 
like that.”

The Defenders, 1.01

Kimberley Ballard 
writes... Twin Peaks is  
a show that famously 
hinges on sexual violence, 
the first two seasons 
centring on the rape and 
murder of a teenage girl. 

But while David lynch and co-creator mark 
Frost have elevated Twin Peaks: The Return 
from its soap-opera origins, its portrayal of 
women remains rooted in abuse.

the new series dismisses the idea of women 
as worthwhile characters while propping men  
up as beautifully damaged and doomed. Kyle 
maclachlan plays the traumatised Cooper, 
who is by turns humorous and complex  
and layered. the brilliant naomi Watts, 
meanwhile, is stuck playing his nagging wife. 
this even affects the younger generation of 
characters. Whereas michael Cera plays a 
wayward son on a mythic journey across 
america, shelly’s daughter is dating a sly  
loser whose nostrils are caked in cocaine.

then there is the sexual violence, lashed 
across the series like a pistol whip. in episode 
two, a woman lies coyly across a motel bed in 

just her underwear. she’s there to seduce 
Cooper’s doppelgänger, but the encounter 
ends in her being beaten and shot in the head, 
the sight of her blood-streaked skin against her 
girly underwear making us recoil. another 
woman is brutally killed by a supernatural 
force, but not before stripping off in front  
of the camera and riding her boyfriend. 

in Twin Peaks, the female body is presented 
as a dual object of admiration and abuse; a relic 
to be adored before being destroyed. there is 
no space for women that is uniquely theirs. 
they are men’s wives, sisters and daughters; 
on the flipside, they are their victims and 
playthings. even a female FBi agent is admired 
for her backside just as much as her intellect.

lynch and Frost have either failed to break 
down these female stereotypes, or are simply 
uninterested in doing so. it’s disappointing  
to see in 2017 but more importantly, it’s 
alienating. Will women ever have a place in 
lynch’s world other than for pleasure, than to 
be conquered and consumed? 

Twin Peaks: The Return will be reviewed in  
full next issue.
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 Who would’ve thought that  
a Canadian sci-fi show with one 
actress playing a huge range of 
roles would have lasted for five 
years, much less become a 
fan-adored, Emmy-winning 
sensation? Orphan Black’s success 
was down to many things – 
intelligent writing; a cheeky sense 
of humour; a desire to shock; 
feminist themes – but you can’t 
argue that most of it rested on 
Tatiana Maslany’s tiny shoulders.

Rarely has an actress ever been 
given such a smorgasbord of 
characters. Using a kind of acting 
alchemy, Maslany was able to 
inhabit the bodies of at least 10 
(and counting) clones and give 

them individual identities. Some 
of the work was done by hair and 
make-up, of course, but Maslany’s 
extraordinary talent for accents, 
movement and mannerisms made 
all of them seem distinct and 
believable. And from them, 
Orphan Black grew into a 
fascinating, traumatising,  
often hysterically funny beast.

The show’s fifth year, ironically, 
is probably its most tame. Much of 
it is spent on a chilly “Island of 
Doctor Moreau” headed by an 
(allegedly) immortal genetic 
meddler named PT Westmoreland. 
It’s a solid performance from 
character actor Stephen McHattie, 
but even he’s no match for the 
women who surround him – 
which means that as this year’s Big 
Bad (alongside evil corporation 
Dyad) he ends up sadly lacking. 

Still, as Cosima struggles to finish 
her cure for the disease killing off 
all the clones, Sarah goes up 
against Rachel, and Helena has  
her miracle babies, the season is  
as solid and compelling as ever.  

The final few episodes are 
where things really hit their stride, 
as the plot strands of the last five 
seasons are tied into a beautiful 
bow (albeit a rather tear-stained 
one). The concluding episode is 
cathartic and, amazingly given the 
subject matter, realistic, with 
Maslany yet again knocking it out 
of the park. It’s such a relief that 
the showrunners haven’t fumbled 
the ball at the end; instead, they 
reward viewers with everything 
they want. The demise of Orphan 
Black should be a tragedy, but 
instead you leave it feeling  
joyous – and thankful. Jayne Nelson

/ Subscribe at myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/sfx

The tea had 
manuka honey 
in it. Yuck!

orphan black
Ended, the Clone War has

SeaSon 5

 UK Broadcast Netflix, finished
 US Broadcast BBC America, finished
 Episodes Reviewed 5.01-5.10

zoom  i n

BEST EPISODE 
 Series finale “To Right The 

Wrongs of Many” (5.10) is 
half “stressful thriller” and 
half “immensely satisfying 
journey’s end”. And Donnie 
gets to do one last dance  
in his pants, too. 

BEST MOMENT 
 SPoILER! The demise of 

Mrs S has to take the crown. 
Shot through the heart, she 
still manages to take out her 
attacker with both a bullet 
and an icy quip. Bravo. 

BEST LINE
 In episode three, Felix sees 

what’s under Donnie’s kilt 
and comments, “The 
weirdest people get one...” 

TRIVIA
 Showrunner John Fawcett 

has dropped hints that there 
Orphan Black’s future may 
involve a two-hour TV movie, 
but it’s still early days. 

GROSS-OUT MOMENT 
 Orphan Black never skimps 

on the violence, with one 
unfortunate clone’s death 
early in the season 
particularly brutal. But 
Rachel gouging out her own 
eye has to be the winner. 
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Celebrating the silliest and strangest moments from the month in TV
s p u r i o u s a w a r d s

Musical instruMent Of the MOnth 
Dougie Jones discovers a man with a keyboard in his shoulders in Twin Peaks (3.13).

sweet treat Of the MOnth 
Curly Wurlies and Kinder Eggs may be shrinking, but Killjoys (3.04) predicts that in the 

future Pontefract Cakes will get too big to fit in your mouth.

surprise crOssOVer Of the MOnth 
Halloween’s Michael Myers gets the sister we never knew  

he had in Wynonna Earp (2.09).

Bizarre fauna Of the MOnth 
Trees grow really fast in Midnight Texas (1.02), so be careful 

where you stand…

fanBOy Of the MOnth 
Hell Wizard is delighted with the announcement of a female 

Doctor Who in Orphan Black (5.08).

wOrst superpOwer Of the MOnth 
Nun bitten by radioactive preying mantis cannot control 

her urges in The Handmaid’s Tale (1.10).

haircut Of the MOnth 
Aliens open barber shop in Dark Matter (3.07) to downsize 

the concept of crop circles.

Burning issue Of the MOnth 
“Don’t sneeze… don’t sneeze… don’t sneeze,” prays Jon 

Snow in Game Of Thrones (7.05).

set DecOratOr Of the MOnth 
Blood Drive hires Jackson Pollock as its new production designer (1.06).

Miracle Of the MOnth 
New standard sarcastic response to improbable situations required after pigs break 

centuries of tradition in Preacher (2.07).
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Blastermind
The SFX quiz
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How did you do?
Rank by Futurama aliens

0-5
Morbo hates humans

6-10
Zoidberg

11-15
Neutral people

16-19
 Brain spawn

20
All glory to the hypnotoad

Answers
1 Flexo 2 Married... With Children 
3 Single Female Lawyer 4 The Harlem 
Globetrotters 5 Grunka Lunka  
6 Hedonism Bot 7 Dark matter 
8 Cylon and Garfunkel 9 John 
Goodman 10 √2 11 The Nimbus  
12 Bender Bending Rodríguez 13 It 
says 30th Century Fox 14 Mom  
15 New New York 16 Hello 17 Kif 
Kroker 18 It’s split into Sylvania and 
the Penn Republic 19 Mars University 
20 Eternium

question 11
What’s the name of the DOOP 
flagship commanded by Zapp 
Brannigan?

question 12
What is Bender’s full 
name?

question 13
What’s unusual about the 
20th Century Fox logo 
at the end of Futurama 
episodes?

question 14  
 picture question 
Who’s this 
extremely 
successful 
businesswoman?

question 15
In what city is 
Futurama 
predominantly set?

question 16
Complete this line from the 

president of the Neutral     
Planet: “If I don’t survive tell  

my wife ___”

question 17 
  picture question 
Who’s this unfortunate 
DOOP officer? 

question 18
 What political change 

has affected the state  
of Pennsylvania?

question 19
 At which 
university is Amy 
Wong studying for 
her PhD?

question 20
What planet is at the 
exact centre of  

the universe?

question 1
What’s the name of Bender’s (not 
evil) twin brother?

question 2
In which long-running US sitcom 
did Leela voice actor Katey Sagal 
play Peggy Bundy?

question 3
The cancellation of which 20th 
century TV show prompts the 
residents of Omicron Persei 8, 
1000 light years away, to wage war 
on Earth?

question 4
Which basketball team is led by 
genius physicist Ethan 
“Bubblegum” Tate?

question 5
Who are the singing Oompa 
Loompa lookalikes who work in 
the Slurm factory?

question 6  picture question 
Which robot is this?

question 7 
What is the poo of Nibbler (and 
the other Nibblonians) made of?

question 8  picture question 
Name this 31st century duo.

question 9
Which Hollywood actor voiced 
Robot Santa in “Xmas Story”?

question 10
What TV channel does the 
human-hating Morbo work for?

Futurama
Good news, everyone! It’s time to find out 

how well you know the 31st century
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THE TRIPODS
Richard Edwards, Editor

Fact Attack!

11 oct
de tails on

page 37

see you
nex t mont h!

I 
don’t remember much sci-fi freaking me out as a kid. I didn’t 
like Doctor Who’s Vervoids for some reason, while the Malus 
prompted me to spend a year sleeping as far away from my 
bedroom wall as I could (to be fair, I was only five). The thing 
that really got to me was The Tripods, however – though I 
subsequently grew to love it.

I first encountered John Christopher’s three-legged behemoths on 
BBC One, on Saturday teatimes in the mid-’80s. Watching giant metal 
machines trampling over the English countryside definitely had an 
impact but I wasn’t quite old enough to really get what was going on. 

It was a few years later, when my mum and dad bought me John 
Christopher’s trilogy of novels, that they left a lasting impression. The 
first few chapters about 14-year-olds being taken away to have their free 
will removed via mind-controlling “Caps” really scared me, and after 
that I didn’t just avoid continuing the story – I hid the books away in a 
safe place to avoid any chance of looking at them. 

When I finally plucked up the courage to go back, I was hooked.  
I loved the unmistakably hard sci-fi underpinnings of the story – alien 
Masters conquer Earth via mind control – being set against the 

pre-Industrial Revolution society the human race has reverted to, 
along with the always-a-winner hook that it’s down to kids to save 
the world. I particularly loved second book The City Of Gold And 
Lead, where lead character Will Parker goes undercover in the 
Tripod City. He’s refreshingly ordinary and out of his depth, and 

as such he’s much more relatable than many teen heroes.
Reading them as an adult, the books are blink-and-you’ll-miss-it  

short, but the story licks along at a hell of a pace. The downside is the 
uncomfortably dated gender politics of novels written in the mid-’60s – 
female characters barely feature, and while the strongest boys are taken 
to the Tripod City to serve as slave labour, the girls are simply preserved 
for eternity as museum exhibits of beauty.

Still, work a bit on the equality issues, and The Tripods remains ripe 
for a quality movie adaptation. Seeing as it was passed over in the recent 
Hunger Games and Divergent-led rush to bring YA novels to the screen, 
its time may well have passed. It would be a shame, though, if we’re 
denied another chance to see if three legs really are better. 

Richard don’t need no thought control.

 John Christopher’s other 
novels include The Lotus 
Caves and The Death Of Grass. 
He also wrote prequel novel 
When The Tripods Came.

 The BBC adapted the first 
two novels, but not the last. 
“Has it all been for nothing?” 
Will asked knowingly in the 
final episode.

 The TV show took many 
liberties, introducing “Black 
Guards”, a space brain called a 
“Cognosc” and a nightclub 
called the Pink Parrot.

 The TV show’s theme was 
created by Casualty composer 
Ken Freeman. He also wrote a 
suite of music that would have 
accompanied a final series.

“So is the 
Tripod small? 
Or faraway?”
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